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ABSTRACT 

“The Destiny of Words”: Documentary Theatre, the Avant-Garde, and the Politics of Form 

Timothy Youker 

 This dissertation reads examples of early and contemporary documentary theatre in order 

to show that, while documentary theatre is often presumed to be an essentially realist practice, its 

history, methods, and conceptual underpinnings are closely tied to the historical and 

contemporary avant-garde theatre.  The dissertation begins by examining the works of the 

Viennese satirist and performer Karl Kraus and the German stage director Erwin Piscator in the 

1920s.  The second half moves on to contemporary artists Handspring Puppet Company, Ping 

Chong, and Charles L. Mee.  Ultimately, in illustrating the documentary theatre’s close 

relationship with avant-gardism, this dissertation supports a broadened perspective on what 

documentary theatre can be and do and reframes discussion of the practice’s political efficacy by 

focusing on how documentaries enact ideological critiques through form and seek to reeducate 

the senses of audiences through pedagogies of reception. 
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 Introduction 

Documents, Documentaries, and the Avant-Garde 

 

This dissertation argues that the modern practice called documentary theatre emerged 

from the aspirations and practices of the historical avant-garde, and that the diverse instances of 

contemporary documentary theatre remain linked by a rich transnational tradition that is 

continually in conversation (and sometimes antagonism) with historical and contemporary avant-

garde movements.  Though it is often presumed to be an essentially realist practice, documentary 

theatre is not only a product of the same sociocultural influences that produced the historical 

avant-garde, but also, fundamentally, an instantiation of core avant-garde attitudes about art.  In 

its treatment of its documentary source materials, documentary theatre shows itself to be part of 

the same continuum of avant-garde practices as collage, montage, and assemblage.  In its 

attempts to reeducate the senses and sensibilities of its audiences, documentary theatre, past and 

present, shows itself as a product of the same ethos that gave rise to the Expressionists’ fantasies 

of social renewal, the Berlin Dadas’ political pranks and photomontages, and the Bauhaus’s 

project of redesigning society by redesigning the built spaces in which people lived.  Like the 

works of these movements, documentary theatre draws on newfound formal possibilities to 

model methods for reconstructing a fragmented world and renegotiating new ways of connecting 

people and information. 

While this project has components to it that could be thought of as influence studies, its 

main goal is not merely to conduct a genealogical or taxonomic exercise.  Through establishing 

the documentary theatre’s avant-garde origins and its continued connection, however fraught and 

ambivalent, to avant-garde art practice, I am also creating space for a more capacious 

understanding of what documentary theatre can be and do.  While acknowledging the importance 

of politics and the political in motivating documentary theatre practices, this study decenters 
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politics, at least in the narrow sense of practical agitation and intervention, by focusing on a more 

broadly understood politics and ethics of form that governs approaches to composition, 

performance, and reception. 

 

Prologue: Some History 

The fantasy that the real can be reliably documented and that the resulting documentation 

can be objectively interpreted by trained professionals is a fundamentally modern one.  It is also 

one that artists were (and often still are) slow to embrace and quick to question.  Historical 

drama, up until well into the 19
th
 Century, was usually most concerned with communicating the 

essential theme or lesson that a particular story from the past could be made to illustrate, 

regardless of the particulars that were recorded in available archives.  Among the more notable 

arguments for this approach was Friedrich Schiller’s 1798 prologue to Wallenstein, a dramatic 

trilogy that he wrote after several years of teaching history at the University of Jena.  In it, 

Schiller contends that fidelity to the poetic truths latent in Wallenstein’s story would more 

effectively “bring him closer, as a man, / Both to your eyes, and to your feeling hearts” than 

fidelity to the facts found in historical archives.
1
  Whereas archival texts pertaining to 

Wallenstein’s life were marred by “partisan hatreds and affections,” art would “lead all 

monstrous aberrations back to nature.”
2
  Schiller suggests that for an artist, it would be 

misguided to assume that any valuable truth is accessible via documentary materials.   

In part, Schiller’s claims come out of a neoclassical worldview that posits a deep-

structural relationship between dramaturgical form and the mechanisms of history.  Drama can 

                                                             
1 Friedrich Schiller, Wallenstein, trans. F.J. Lamport, in The Robbers and Wallenstein (New York, Penguin 1979), 

168. 

2 Ibid. 
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emend the “monstrous aberrations” of the archive because of an inherent synchronicity between 

das Drama (in its ideal state) and die Geschichte.  The “nature” to which Schiller refers is 

metaphysical rather than physical, and therefore leading a subject “back to nature” is a poetic 

operation rather than a scientific one.  In his lecture “What Is, and to What End Do We Study, 

Universal History?” which he delivered at Jena in 1789, Schiller claimed that philosophical 

understanding can transform the historical record’s “aggregate of fragments” into “a reasonably 

connected whole” precisely because of “the uniformity and invariant unity of the laws of nature 

and of the human soul.”
3
 It seems, based on his prologue, that Schiller returned to theatre a 

decade later as a vehicle for the “philosophical understanding” that he describes in this lecture. 

 Over the course of the following century, a paradigm shift occurred not only in history 

writing but in more general attitudes regarding documentation, facts, and records across Western 

culture.  Empiricist approaches to science and advances in the technologies of measurement, 

recording, and data dissemination began to affect areas of culture outside of the sciences.  

History, as an intellectual discipline, became increasingly professionalized and scientistic, as 

most often emblematized by Leopold Ranke’s declaration that the historian’s job was to describe 

the past “as it actually occurred,” [“wie es eigentlich gewesen”] without embellishment or 

moralizing.  At around the same time, industrialization and the rise of the modern bureaucratic 

state made records, regulations, and paperwork more common elements in everyday life.  Rapid 

advances in printing technology led to the arrival of that quintessential emblem of modernity, the 

big city newspaper, and with it, the emergence of the modern profession of journalism.  Finally, 

as theatre historian J.S. Bratton has shown in his study of London theatres during the Crimean 

War, the appearance of rapid communication technologies, starting with telegraphy in the 1840s, 

                                                             
3 Friedrich Schiller, “What is, and to What End do We Study, Universal History?” trans. Caroline Stephan and 
Robert Trout, in Friedrich Schiller: Poet of Freedom (Philadelphia: New Benjamin Franklin House,1985), 268. 
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allowed newspapers to displace popular performance genres that had previously been the 

primary source of international news for working-class audiences.
4
  All of these elements added 

up to what the historian E.H. Carr has referred to as the modern “fetishism of documents.”
5
  In 

writing and in public discourse generally, attempts at drawing a hard ontological division 

between “factual” and “fictional” cultural productions became more widespread and more 

ideologically charged than they had been in the past.  This shift in how history, truth, and textual 

evidence were understood was not significant to everyone involved with the theatre, but for those 

who believed that theatre ought to serve as what Schiller called a “moral institution,” a forum in 

which major societal values and controversies were put up for debate, such a major change in 

thinking about how one defines and establishes “truth” was bound to instill a sense that existing 

dramatic forms were not up to the task of providing that forum.
6
   

 It was also in the middle of the 19
th
 Century that utopian socialist followers of Charles 

Fourier and Claude Saint-Simon began writing about treating artists and intellectuals as the 

“avant-garde” of social revolution.  In The Theory of the Avant-Garde, Renato Poggioli cites the 

following declaration by the Fourierist Gabriel-Desíré Laverdant, written in 1845, as one of the 

first uses of the term avant-garde to foreshadow its later art-historical significance: 

Art, the expression of society, manifests, in its highest soaring, the most advanced 

social tendencies: it is the forerunner and the revealer.  Therefore, to know 

whether art worthily fulfills its proper mission as initiator, whether the artist is 

truly of the avant-garde, one must know where humanity is going, know what the 

destiny of the human race is.…Along with the hymn to happiness, the dolorous 

                                                             
4 See J.S. Bratton, “Theatre of war: Crimea on the London Stage 1854-5,” in Performance and Politics in Popular 

Drama: Aspects of Popular Entertainment in Theatre, Film and Television 1800-1976, ed. David Bradby, Louis 

James, and Bernard Sharratt. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 119-137. 

5 E.H. Carr, What Is History? (New York: Random House 1961), 8. 

6 See Schiller, “On the Theatre Considered as a Moral Institution.” 
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and despairing ode…To lay bare with a brutal brush all the brutalities, all the filth, 

which are at the base of society.
7
 

 

What Laverdant calls for here is someone able to produce an art of the future, an art that both 

predicts and prepares the way for new forms of social organization and their attendant new 

structures of experience.  At the same time, this artist of the advance guard performs a more 

negative action of brushing away at present society’s filthy base, unmasking the corruption and 

hypocrisy undergirding the current class system.  Laverdant’s declaration gives the idea of the 

avant-garde a distinctly Romantic flavor, describing art as a “soaring” expression of the “destiny 

of the human race,” but his definition otherwise remains a fair characterization of the basic 

concept of the avant-garde artist as it was to be articulated throughout the next hundred and fifty 

years. 

 European theatre artists during and shortly after Laverdant’s time articulated a variety of 

competing visions of what a theatrical art of the future ought to be and do—far more than could 

be discussed in any substantial way here.  Though some of these visions were of a new 

aestheticism that exploited the potentials of advanced theatre technology, there were also visions 

of a theatre that could instantiate or respond to the new scientific paradigms through which truth, 

knowledge, and the real were conceived.  The most widespread of these was the Naturalist 

conception of the theatre as a social laboratory, as championed by Zola, Tolstoy, Gorky, the 

Théâtre Libre, and the Freie Bühne.  Though they are often erroneously associated with the genre 

of the “well-made play,” the Naturalist playwrights and directors attacked the “well-made play,” 

along with aestheticism and Romanticism, as artificial, mendacious, and complicit in the misery 

of the poor.  Naturalism tried to produce a more authentic “slice of life” onstage by emulating the 

                                                             
7 Gabriel-Desíré Laverdant, De la mission de l’art et du role des artistes (1845), quoted in Renato Poggioli, The 
Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. Gerald Fitzgerald (Harvard University Press, 1968), 9. 
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methods of the social sciences, performing Laverdant’s tasks of baring the “filth”  at “the base of 

society” and of turning the artist into a sociopolitical “initiator.”  Naturalism also articulated the 

theatre artist’s mission as partly a pedagogical one; the playwright and director were to use 

dramaturgical form to show audiences how to perceive processes at work within the real world 

that they might not otherwise be trained to see.   

However, the Naturalist drama remained a fictional artwork presenting an illusory world 

enclosed within the space of the stage.  The truth that it presented was still fundamentally 

different from the truth that the documents produced by modern historical, scientific, and 

bureaucratic institutions claimed to concretize.  It was not until the following century that a 

significant number of artists began to consider that theatre might fill the role of “forerunner and 

revealer” and pursue “its proper mission as initiator” by making the newly privileged discursive 

category of the document its center of interest, explicitly responding to the division between 

factual and fictional discourse upon which the modern “fetishism of documents” depends.  

These 19
th

-century antecedents are important not simply because mentioning them 

provides historical context for what follows.  The legacy of Enlightenment idealism remains very 

much alive in documentary theatre, albeit sometimes in unexpected and hidden ways.  Very 

often, documentary theatre investigates how documents can be arranged and interpreted onstage 

such that a self-conscious modern theatre can regain that capacity to represent essences that the 

earlier history play tradition took for granted.  The presumption that dramatic form can serve as a 

model for historical understanding—or, as in the case of Naturalism, a structure through which 

relationships among people, places, and things in the real world can be delineated for the 

edification of audiences—also plays a role in motivating documentary practices.  At the same 

time, even as portions of the avant-garde took undeniably cynical and even nihilistic turns, parts 
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of it, including the parts most closely linked to the emergence of documentary theatre, still based 

their work on some version of Laverdant’s aspirations. 

 

Some Definitions: Document—Documentary—Avant-Garde 

Document  

 According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the modern English word document made 

its first appearance during the 15
th
 Century, coming from Latin by way of Old French.  It was at 

first used to denote any form of lesson, instruction, or evidence, whether written or spoken.  It 

was only in the middle of the 18
th
 Century that it settled into what the OED specifies as the 

word’s modern definition: “Something written, inscribed, etc., which furnishes evidence or 

information upon any subject, as a manuscript, title-deed, tomb-stone, coin, picture, etc.”  It is 

probably more than mere coincidence that the narrowing of the term to exclude speech was 

simultaneous with the rise of print culture.  It may also say something about the prejudices of the 

OED’s editors that their modern definition specifies writing and inscription and does not mention 

newer media. 

The working definition of document that will be used here is as follows: a document is a 

media object that is presented as a record of a fact or as a privileged representation of an absent 

person or past event.  A document is a representation that certifies for us that something 

happened—an agreement was made, a crime was committed, a man named Simon Forman went 

to see Macbeth at the Globe Theater on April 20, 1611—or that someone or something that is not 

present actually exists somewhere else.  A document takes the place of people or events that 

cannot be apprehended directly by the senses.  It certifies a particular account of the past (which 

is necessarily absent), or it is authorized to represent the memory or the will of a person who is, 
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for some reason, unavailable.  It may be a text on a piece of paper, a photograph, a video or 

audio recording, or a digital collection of data.  What makes it a document is the fact that it is not 

the thing itself (though it is, itself, a thing) but rather a trace or depiction that can potentially be 

authorized to stand in for the thing itself.  A piece of pottery, for example, is usually not 

considered a document, whereas a scene painted on the side of a pot might be considered a 

document, depending on whether someone chooses to present it as such. 

The form and content of documents and the make-up of archives are products of 

ideology, reflections of a community or institution’s beliefs about what kinds of stories the total 

text of the archive ought be telling, about who and what ought to be represented within such 

stories, and about what constitutes an “authentic” representation.  The historian Jacques Le Goff 

contends in Memory and History that “The document is not objective, innocent raw material, but 

expresses past society’s power over memory and over the future.”
8
  In The Writing of History, 

Michael de Certeau makes a related point, describing historiography as a process that produces 

intelligibility through continuous acts of selecting and discarding, taking “social productions”—

that is, objects or pieces of writing from everyday life—and translating them into “symbolic 

objects,” relics and documents of historical significance that become meaningful precisely 

because of the historian’s “gesture of setting aside.”   He compares this translation to an artist 

who makes music out of the sound of a squeaking door hinge or an urban planner who integrates 

a field into a town.  In each of those cases, the act of “setting aside” may leave the object itself 

unaltered, but it totally transforms the function and meaning of the object by imposing a new 

context upon it.  Furthermore, as Le Goff suggests, the act of “setting aside” that creates a 

document is predicated on the person who does that “setting aside” assuming the authority to 

                                                             
8 Jacques Le Goff, History and Memory (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996), xvii. 
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decide which “social productions” belong in the archive and, consequently, which memories, 

facts, or accounts are and are not legitimate and important.  This is just as true of what we might 

call the “counter-documents” and “counter-archives” produced by opposition movements, 

countercultures, and politically committed artists as it is of the documents and archives produced 

by a dominant culture.   

The passive formulation in my above definition—“is presented as”—is therefore crucial.  

It indicates that the word document does not denote a hard ontological category but rather a 

functional one.  As the memory studies scholar James E. Young notes, remnants of the past can 

often seem to be “charged with an aura,” giving one the feeling of the past rising up from a 

document or artifact of its own accord, like vibrating “molecules.”  Yet, it is not the remnant 

itself but the observer’s “deliberate act of memory” that makes the otherwise mute artifact seem 

to communicate.
9
  Documents may seem to “speak” to us, but the voice that we think we hear 

may only be our own.   

 

Documentary  

The adjective documentary first became common in the 19
th
 Century, during which time 

it simply meant “of the nature of or consisting in documents.”  It was mainly used within the 

newly professionalized discipline of history, in discussions about how to judge the “documentary 

authenticity” of texts—that is, the degree to which a text’s date and place of authorship and the 

reliability of its author could be verified.  The term documentary entered into critical discussions 

of both film and theatre at roughly the same time, a few years after the end of World War I.  

Scottish film director John Grierson used the term documentary to describe Robert Flaherty’s 

                                                             
9 James E. Young, “The Veneration of Ruins,” Yale Journal of Criticism, 6:2 (1993), 275. 
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film Moana in a review published in the New York Sun in February of 1926.
10

  That same year, 

Bertolt Brecht, speaking of the productions of Erwin Piscator, referred to the latter’s “great epic 

and documentary theatre.”
11

  Of course, some of the very first films, such as W.K.L. Dickson’s 

Record of a Sneeze or the Lumière brothers’ Workers Emerging from a Factory (both 1894), 

could retroactively be called (proto-)documentaries, and newsreels and short factual films were 

popular throughout the 1910s; but it was only in the mid-1920s that filmmakers such as Grierson 

and the Soviet artists associated with the journal New Lef (e.g. Dziga Vertov, Sergei Tretyakov, 

Victor Shklovsky) felt the need to reach for a term that identified a distinct filmic form with 

separate aims from those of other films.  Similarly, while theatre prior to the 1920s had quoted 

nonfictional texts and depicted or commented on current and historical events, it was only in the 

1920s that anyone in the theatre felt the need to hypostasize a “documentary” theatre that used 

documents in a qualitatively different manner from how other theatre had used them.  Within ten 

years, the OED was updated to include a new definition of documentary: “Factual, realistic; 

applied esp. to a film or literary work, etc., based on real events or circumstances, and intended 

primarily for instruction or record purposes.”
12

  The importance of all of this having happened in 

Europe in the 1920s, in the aftermath of World War I, the Bolshevik Revolution, and the failed 

communist revolution in Germany, is something that Chapter One and Chapter Two both 

address. 

                                                             
10 See, “Flaherty’s Poetic Moana,” The New York Sun, February 8, 1926.  The review was sent anonymously and 
signed “The Moviegoer,” but it is now attributed to Grierson.   

11
 Brecht, Gesammelte Schriften zum Theater.  Cited in John Willett, The Theater of Erwin Piscator: Half a Century 

of Politics in the Theater (New York: Methuen, 1978), 186. 

12 For more on the etymology of document and documentary, see Philip Rosen, “Document and Documentary: On 
the Persistence of Historical Concepts,” in Theorizing Documentary, ed. Michael Renov (Routledge, 1993), 58-89. 
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 Documentary theatre is theatre that presents and interprets documents without 

subordinating them to a fully autonomous dramatic narrative.  It is documentary in the sense that 

it is composed, to a significant degree, from materials that it presents as documents of something 

external to the performance event, and in that it implicitly or explicitly uses its own 

compositional and performance strategies to invoke and/or question the value of documents as a 

discursive category.  This definition is more expansive than it might initially seem to be.  It does 

not, for instance, exclude the presence of fictive or poetic elements in a play, nor does it exclude 

ironic or deconstructive presentational tactics.  I base my own usage of the term “documentary 

theatre” on the older, broader dictionary definition of documentary, meaning that I do not treat it 

as a term that carries inherent realist or empiricist connotations or inherent associations with the 

representative modes potentiated by film or other modern recording technologies. 

Within the context of current documentary theatre scholarship, there is nothing unusual 

about recognizing the formal breadth and richly ambiguous treatment of fact/fiction distinctions 

within documentary theatre—provided one is writing about contemporary theatre.  What is less 

common is to recognize that the same breadth and rich ambiguity characterized documentary 

theatre from its very beginnings.  In their introduction to the 2009 essay anthology Get Real: 

Documentary Theater Past and Present, Alison Forsyte and Chris Megson refer to the “once 

trenchant requirement that the documentary form should necessarily be equivalent to an 

unimpeachable and objective witness to public events,” from which newer works have broken 

free.
13

 Janelle Reinelt, in an essay published in that same volume, associates the work of earlier 

theatre documentarians such as Piscator with the beginning of arguments about ”the purity and 

                                                             
13 Alison Forsythe and Chris Megson, Introduction to Get Real: Documentary Theatre Past and Present (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 4. 
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contamination of the documentary.”
14

  Carol Martin, in her introduction to the 2010 anthology 

Dramaturgy of the Real on the World Stage, refers to what she calls the “conservative and 

conventional realist dramaturgy” of documentary theatre prior to the 1990s.
15

  Such remarks 

presume the existence of a ponderously pedantic, pseudo-journalistic documentary theatre 

tradition from which more recent examples of the practice have freed themselves.  By and large, 

as the following chapters are meant to demonstrate, this presumption is an inaccurate one. 

Over the years, practitioners and scholars have proposed other generic labels as 

substitutes for “documentary theatre,” often under the assumption that the term is inseparable 

from the aforementioned empiricist and filmic connotations.  In the late 1960s and early ‘70s, 

many critical assessments (pro and con), used the term “Theater of Fact.”
16

  In the 1980s, the 

term “verbatim theatre” was coined in the UK and was later embraced by a collection of theatre 

makers in that country during the 2000s.
17

  The UK’s Tricycle Theater, also beginning in the 

1980s, began to refer to its documentary pieces, which reenact transcripts of trials and public 

hearings, as “tribunal plays.”  Later still, Carol Martin proposed the term “Theater of the Real” in 

her essay of the same title.
18

  Finally, the terms ethnodrama and research-based theatre have 

begun to gain some currency with artists who create community-based educational theatre.
19

 

                                                             
14 Janelle Reinelt, “The Promise of Documentary,” in Forsythe and Megson, 8. 

15 Carol Martin, “Theater of the Real” in Dramaturgy of the Real of the World Stage, ed. Martin (New York: 

Routledge, 2010), 1. 

16 See, for example: Dan Isaac, “Theatre of Fact,” TDR 15:3 (Summer 1971), 109-135; William I. Oliver, “Theatre 

Aesthetics in Crisis,” Educational Theatre Journal 21:1 (March 1969), 17-27. 

17 For one of the earliest published references to “verbatim theatre,” see Derek Paget, “`Verbatim Theatre’: Oral 

History and Documentary Techniques,” New Theater Quarterly 3:12 (November 1987), 317-36. 

18 Martin, op cit. 

19 See, for example, Judith Ackroyd, Performing Research: Tension, Triumphs and Trade-Offs of Ethnodrama 
(Tentham Books, 2010) and Johnny Saldana, Ethnotheatre: Research from Page to Stage (Left Coast Press, 2011). 
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The main reason why I retain the term documentary is because unlike verbatim, tribunal, 

real or fact, documentary keeps the mediate and intermedial nature of the practice in focus.  The 

term documentary theatre emphasizes the fact that what links the extremely diverse 

performances within this category is their shared engagement with the media of memory and 

their shared conviction that theatrical presentation of those media generates some kind of 

worthwhile intellectual, social, or aesthetic added value.  Maintaining this emphasis is especially 

important because of the particular history of the word immediate and its links to notions of 

presence within modern and contemporary experimental theatre.  From Peter Brook’s call for an 

“Immediate Theater” and Joseph Chaikin’s emphasis on the “presence of the actor,” to the more 

recent theories of Erika Fischer-Lichte, who links the transformative potential of theatre to the 

immediate “co-presence” of performers and spectators, contemporary writing about theatre has 

often emphasized theatre’s capacity to overcome distance and division.
20

  This emphasis on 

immediacy has valid theoretical and practical justifications, but it can obfuscate the essential 

distinction between the immediacy of performance and the (im)mediacy of the subject of a 

performance.  A performance places the act of its own creation directly in front of its audience in 

real time, but any subject matter that a performance presents is unavoidably mediated by the 

performance itself.  Janelle Reinelt makes a worthwhile distinction when she notes that 

documentary materials are not themselves performances but things that can be “made to 

perform,” but her choice of phrasing obscures another, equally important distinction: it is people 

who perform, not documents.
21

  What documents are “made to” do in performance is occupy 

                                                             
20

 For Brook on the “Immediate Theatre,” see The Empty Space: A Book about the Theatre: Deadly, Holy, Rough, 

Immediate (Touchstone, 1995); for Chaikin on the “presence of the actor,” see The Presence of the Actor (Theatre 

Communications Group, 1993); for Fischer-Lichte on co-presence, see The Transformative Power of Performance: 

A New Aesthetics (Routledge, 2008). 

21 Reinelt, 6 
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roles, as objects for display or texts for recitation, in stage compositions employing the medium 

of the performing body. 

One noteworthy limit to the term documentary, as well as to the word document, is that 

using both of these terms can make it overly easy to elide differences among different media and 

genres.  Documents come from a variety of different media, and theatre itself is a medium that is 

distinct from film, television, or photography.  What’s more, the term “documentary theatre” can 

be misconstrued as describing a formalized genre, when it in fact denotes a theatre practice that 

can produce works participating in or evoking a variety of performance genres, including 

tragedies, mystery plays, civic pageants, carnivals, shamanic rituals, happenings, funeral rites, 

liturgies, lectures, and science demonstrations.  I will at times, for the sake of convenience, refer 

to documentary theatre as a “form,” but in that case I always implicitly mean a form of practice 

as opposed to a specific form of dramaturgical schema.  A major goal of this dissertation is to 

promote recognition of the documentary’s diversity throughout its history, and therefore it is 

important to emphasize now that the term is not meant to mask the key differences among the 

works that can fall under the documentary heading.  Rather, understanding how all of these 

diverse works make use of documentary practices should be seen as creating an occasion for rich 

comparativist investigations. 

 

Avant-Garde   

The scholar Richard Murphy, working off of his own distilled and amended reading of 

Peter Bürger’s more famous avant-garde theory, defines avant-garde art as art that calls for “a 

fundamental re-thinking of the artist’s social practice, together with a full-scale interrogation of 
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the social and institutional conditions of art.”
22

  The avant-garde emerged as a reaction to two 

perceived deficiencies in established art of the 19
th

 Century: disgust at the “crassness” of 

aestheticism’s unresponsiveness to contemporary social turmoil and the rejection of realism as a 

style that simply uncritically reproduced and affirmed the “real” as it was defined by dominant 

ideologies.
23

  The response to these two deficiencies was either a utopian one—an attempt to 

renew and reform social practice by renewing and reforming art practice—or a cynical one—a 

nihilistic attack on all conventions and institutions, artistic and otherwise.  The utopian side of 

the avant-garde can be identified with the avant-garde artists who emerged from the various arts 

and crafts movements of the late 19
th
 Century, with the forms of Expressionism that emphasized 

social regeneration, and with the artists involved in what Marjorie Perloff has identified as the 

“futurist moment,” the early phase of radical modernism that was marked by optimism, 

engagement with mass audiences, and attempts to dissolve life-art boundaries.
24

  The cynical 

side, which tends to be more popularly associated with avant-gardism, is exemplified by works 

such as Tristan Tzara’s Dada manifestos and the performances held by him and his peers at the 

Cabaret Voltaire. 

As already noted, the application of the term avant-garde to art dates back to the period 

of utopian political ferment that led up to the failed European revolutions of 1848, when it 

denoted a hypothetical artist-citizen who prepared the way for an anticipated social revolution 

through his art practices.  Since then, as Poggioli describes, the “political left” and the “artistic 

                                                             
22 Richard Murphy, Theorizing the Avant-Garde: Modernism, Expressionism, and the Problem of Postmodernity 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 4.  For Bürger’s theory, see Bürger, The Theory of the Avant-

Garde, trans. Jochen Schulte-Sasse (University of Minnesota Press, 1984). 

23 Ibid, 7. 

24 See Marjorie Perloff, The Futurist Moment: Avant-Garde, Avant-Guerre, and the Language of Rupture (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1986). 
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left” have repeatedly moved into and out of alignment, leading to a transformation of avant-

garde from a term denoting an intersection of political and artistic radicalism to a predominately 

artistic term.
25

 Nonetheless, what Michael Kirby called the avant-garde’s “concern with the 

historical directionality of art” tends to remain bound to a concern with the historical 

directionality of social change, even when that concern does not manifest itself in attempts at 

social intervention.
26

  Avant-garde shock tactics in the early twentieth century were not merely 

formal reflections of the modern “shock of the new” but were also attempts to make audiences 

question their values and their structures of perception. 

Avant-garde art practices call for critical awareness of how ideology determines 

dominant approaches to producing, receiving, and evaluating art.  As Murphy puts it, the avant-

garde’s emergence marks “art’s entry into the phase of ‘self-criticism,’” as well as the beginning 

of “a similar form of ideology-critique through which artistic practice is turned against art itself 

as an institutional formation.”
27

  The avant-garde is distinguished by “its awareness of the social 

and institutional constraints which influence the form and content of a work of art” and, 

consequently, it “takes up a certain critical distance in order to see through the duplicities and 

hidden social functions of affirmative culture.”
28

  Furthermore, artists engaged in avant-garde art 

practices—especially those representing the avant-garde’s “utopian” side—believe that by 

changing the art-making process and retraining the senses and sensibilities of their audiences, 

they are also providing a model for how to reform people’s social behavior and attitudes in 

general.   

                                                             
25 See Poggioli, 10. 

26 Michael Kirby, The Art of Time (New York: EP Dutton, 1969), 18. 

27 Ibid, 9. 

28 Ibid, 32. 
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A major element of the avant-garde’s critique of social and artistic institutions is an 

unsettling of commonplace thinking about artistic autonomy.  For example, avant-garde collage, 

as Perloff notes, is simultaneously autonomous and non-autonomous: “each element in a collage 

has a dual function; it refers to an external reality even as its compositional thrust is to undercut 

the very referentiality it seems to assert.”
29

  The viewer of an avant-garde artwork is pushed into 

seeing the relationship between things and symbols and the divide between “art” and “life” as 

ambiguous, contingent, and contestable.  The boundaries between the “created” and the “found” 

are similarly troubled, putting the idea of the artwork as the product of independent authorial 

agency into question.  The figure of the author as creative genius is pitted against the figure of 

the author as compiler, (re)arranger, or translator. 

Since the middle of the 20
th
 Century, the term avant-garde has also been widely used as 

an art-historical label for the radical, experimental movements that existed roughly between the 

fin de siècle period and World War II (or, in some cases, up to the 1970s or later).  When 

referring to these past avant-garde movements, I use the term “historical avant-garde,” a term 

that Bürger uses to refer to the cluster of European movements that included Cubism, Futurism, 

Dada, Constructivism, and Surrealism.  Like Murphy, I define the term “historical avant-garde” 

more inclusively than Bürger, to include Expressionism and related movements in Germany and 

Austria.  This term admittedly has its weaknesses:  it covers up how, as already noted, the 

historical avant-garde itself had historical precursors, and it gives the impression that the avant-

garde movements of the past constituted a single, periodized lump, when there were actually, as 

Martin Puchner has argued, multiple successive, overlapping, and at times mutually antagonistic 

                                                             
29 Perloff, 49. 
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avant-gardes.
30

  Nonetheless, using this term helps bypass the conceptual trap of confuting the 

avant-garde ethos in general with the specific practical outgrowths of that ethos within a 

particular period. 

 

What’s Avant-Garde about Documentary Theatre? 

 The first and most easily established reason for linking documentary theatre to avant-

gardism is that there were demonstrable relationships of influence and collaboration among 

important early documentary theatre-makers and members of the historical avant-garde. This is 

most obvious in the case of Erwin Piscator, who collaborated on his 1920s documentary 

productions with writers, designers, and actors associated with Dada, Expressionism, 

Constructivism, the Bauhaus, and die Neue Sachlichkeit.  During the same decade, Russian 

documentary theatre arose from the same artistic circles that produced Futurism, biomechanics, 

circus-ization, and Suprematism, and it was criticized and resisted by the same culturally 

conservative advocates of Realism who attacked those other avant-garde movements.  Even the 

documentary satires of the frequently reactionary Karl Kraus were motivated and shaped by the 

same views on art, language, and culture that made him a vocal defender of the Twelve Tone 

composers, an advocate of Adolf Loos’s modernist architecture, and a supporter of the plays of 

Wedekind, Kokoschka, and Brecht. 

More importantly, documentary theatre practices tend to fit, to varying degrees, the 

essential characteristics of avant-garde art practice mentioned in the previous section.  

Documentary theatre is an approach to art practice that aims to alter audience perceptions about 

how both documents and the theatre are produced, received, and evaluated.  It does this not 

                                                             
30 See Puchner, Poetry of the Revolution: Marx, Manifestos, and the Avant-Gardes (Princeton University Press, 
2006) 
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merely through its content or through a generalized meta-theatricality but by employing avant-

gardist tactics of estrangement, juxtaposition, genre-splicing, and audience confrontation.  

Through these tactics, documentary theatre presents criticisms of and/or alternatives to the ways 

in which dominant culture constructs, circulates, and hierarchizes the materials of memory.  In 

some cases, this takes the form of an overtly critical art—art centered on the enactment of a 

critique that it makes explicit to its audiences (Karl Kraus, the subject of Chapter One, is a good 

example of this).  Other works are subtler about it, treating their upending or displacement of 

mainstream attitudes about documents as merely a means to an end, as the most “authentic” way 

to convey a particular content or to generate a particular aesthetic or affective experience. 

One major target of documentary theatre’s ideology critique that is worth mentioning 

specifically is the shallow, commodified language of mass media.  Poggioli argues that one of 

the motivations for avant-garde antagonism against the bourgeoisie was the rude realization that 

in modern liberal capitalism, the artist is not an unacknowledged legislator of reality but another 

“producer for the market.”
31

  By putting documents—and especially mass-circulated documents 

such as newspapers, newsreels, and TV news reports—onstage, the documentary theatre 

scrutinizes the text-as-commodity, highlighting the disjunction between the latter’s bodiless, 

placeless nature and the materiality and specificity of lived experience.  It presents the endlessly 

reproducible, disposable objects with which mass media replaces lived experience as both 

aesthetically and ethically problematic. 

Documentary theatre also troubles commonplace thinking about the closed, autonomous 

dramatic artwork and the role of artistic agency in shaping a play’s potential meanings.  

Documentary plays, like collages, are made of discontinuous pieces that remain tethered to their 

                                                             
31 Poggioli, 113. 
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prehistories in the outside world even as they become integrated into a new configuration created 

by the artist.  A document in a documentary play carries at least two meanings at once: the 

meaning it was presumed to have had in its original context and the meaning that the play’s 

creators assign it by repeating it in a new context.  Some documentary plays are built around the 

assertion that the artificial configuration of documents created by artists can reveal actual 

patterns and causal links in the real world.  In others, the artists engage in a form of self-critique 

that is intended to put the lie to the denials of authorial influence made by putatively non-artistic, 

“objective” arrangements of documents.    

Of course, at the same time that documentary theatre critiques such tendencies in other 

media, it must also grapple with how theatre potentiates its own forms of displacement and 

replication.  Theatre creates the illusion that the representation inscribed on the document has 

been restored to its embodied origin, that it is once again “the thing itself” rather than an account 

or depiction.  Often, this re-embodiment is vital to a theatre artist’s agenda in using documents; 

the artist wants to use performance to render visible again the bodies that were rendered invisible 

by the cultural production processes that created those documents.  Additionally, written 

documents are often spoken aloud in the theatre, and Western culture tends to associate speech, 

far more so than writing, with authenticity and moral authority.
32

  The voice that confesses, 

testifies, or protests is often treated as carrying more weight and conveying a greater sense of 

social or political urgency than texts or visual media that try to communicate the same content.  

When theatre calls on a document to make it “speak,” it is evoking an illusion of presence that is 

qualitatively different from that evoked by the document itself.  Yet the power of this illusion is 

                                                             
32 The complicated relationship between speech, presence, and moral authority is explored and critiqued by Derrida 

in several works, most notably Of Grammatology (1967).  Elinor Fuchs provides a useful example of how Derrida’s 

critique of the “metaphysics of presence” can apply to theatre studies in “Presence and the Revenge of Writing: 
Rethinking Theatre after Derrida,” Performing Arts Journal 9:2 (1985), 163-173. 
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also the source of a great ethical quandary regarding the “ownership” of documents.  In theatre 

that has any form of text, performers temporarily take ownership of words that are (usually) not 

their own, and it is generally understood that what results is neither a pure transmission of a fixed 

meaning intrinsic in the text nor a pure product of the performer’s artistic agency. 

This is one reason why documentary theatre also, very often, pairs its ideology critique of 

documents with a critique of the theatre-making process and, in particular, the means through 

which theatre can generate reality effects.  This critique manifests itself not only in the plays 

themselves but also in the artists’ working processes.  Documentary theatre-makers tend to 

champion communalism and collaboration, breaking down production hierarchies and traditional 

divisions of creative labor.  They often perform in fringe venues and found spaces.  They often 

engage in extensive reflection about the actor’s process and how the actor-audience relationship 

can construct or evoke different forms of collectivity.  In all of the following chapters, the 

question of who or what is really “speaking” when a document is presented onstage becomes a 

core source of concern—concern not only from a critical perspective but also for the artists under 

discussion, who often make a point of encouraging audiences to ask this very question. 

A large portion of every chapter that follows is devoted to the dialectical tension between 

the objective and the subjective, between documents’ purported status as unprocessed 

representations of something specific, concrete, and other and documents’ status as materials 

manipulated by artists to evoke themes, atmospheres, and general claims.  Each of the artists that 

I analyze proposes a documentary practice that indicates the irreducible otherness of absent 

speakers and the material specificity of what a document is supposed to signify through purely 

subjective forms of composition and delivery.  Documentary theatre’s collage-like unsettling of 

easy conclusions about autonomy and authorship makes these attempts at sublation possible, as 
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does its willingness to estrange the very ideologies that lead people to regard documents as 

markers of authenticity. 

 Finally, the artists producing documentary theatre believe that their practices can 

reeducate the senses and sensibilities of their audiences and present or model methods of 

reforming society.  There have been a great many performance traditions, dating back to 

antiquity, that address, evoke, or seek to construct a particular public with the aim of teaching or 

demonstrating something to that public.  What makes documentary theatre distinct among these 

traditions is that the pedagogy it enacts is at least in part a pedagogy of reception.  That is, it uses 

its own method of construction and performance as a model for how its audiences can connect 

and interpret the information that they receive from other media.   Often, documentary theatre 

artists want to teach spectators how to reach, via the interpretations of documents, what Karl 

Kraus and Erwin Piscator both called the “root” of things, or what Ping Chong, writing seventy 

years later, called the “soul” or “mystery” behind surface appearances.  Depending on the artist, 

this “root” or “mystery” may be the true moral or political significance behind a person’s words, 

the true historical causes of a particular event, the inner life of a biographic subject, or an 

affective experience—pain, grief, political enthusiasm, the sublime—that exceeds the capacities 

of simple surface representations to capture it.   

In other words, the documentary theatre does not only use documents to inject theatre 

with something that theatre otherwise lacks; it also uses theatre to supplement “raw” documents 

with something that documents are treated as otherwise lacking.  Trying to bring together the two 

limited forms of understanding that fact and fiction provide, in a way that somehow eliminates 

the limitations of both, is documentary theatre’s response to the cultural shifts that produced the 

modern “fetishism of documents” and the attendant hard distinctions between factual and 
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fictional discourses.  It is an art of the future, an art concerned with the “historical directionality” 

of both art and the social, in that it tries to imagine new ways of knowing that will allow modern 

culture to move beyond the aporias generated by the fact/fiction divide. 

 

The Shape of What Follows 

I begin, in Chapter One, with the solo performances of Viennese satirist Karl Kraus and 

with Kraus’s influential but widely overlooked World War I play The Last Days of Mankind 

(1922), a six-hundred-page opus that combines newspaper extracts and other found texts with 

grotesque dream visions, philosophical dialogues, and operetta-inspired musical numbers.  Most 

studies of Kraus emphasize his work as a print satirist and ignore or downplay his playwriting 

and his popular public recitals of his work, and studies of documentary theatre, if they mention 

him at all, do so only in passing.  I treat Kraus as a key figure in the development of 

documentary theatre, partly because doing so applies pressure to received assumptions about 

documentary theatre’s origins in leftist agitation, and partly because how Kraus and his adherents 

describe his textual and speaking practices provide a valuable conceptual framework for 

understanding other, later documentary work.  Kraus’s free imbrication of other writers’ words 

with his own, which Walter Benjamin compared to cannibalism, highlights how documentary 

theatre extracts new meanings from found documents by treating the reading, writing, and 

speaking body as a matrix that “digests” language rather than as a transparent medium of 

transmission.  Through this cannibalistic theatrical quotation of the writings of popular print 

journalists and politicians, Kraus sought to undo modern mass media’s disembodiment of 

language and lived experience, which he blamed for inciting and exploiting the horrors of the 

Great War. 
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While Kraus’s turn to documentary sources was inspired by his profound suspicion of 

new media, Erwin Piscator embraced the expressive potential of new media technologies in his 

documentary productions.  Chapter Two reassesses Piscator’s work during the 1920s through 

historically contextualized readings of his productions of In Spite of Everything! [Trotz Alledem!] 

(1925) and Rasputin, the Romanovs, the War, and the People that Rose against Them (1927).   

Both of these plays set live actors onstage alongside documentary film footage (including 

footage of the historical figures whom the actors were portraying) and projections or illuminated 

text crawls of historical data.  Drawing in part on Piscator’s late-career essay “On Objective 

Acting” (1949), I use these two productions to explain how his combinations of documentary 

film and live actors constituted an attempt at synthesizing a materialist historical philosophy with 

a post-Expressionist theatre of affectively-charged utterance.  Moreover, I show that how 

Piscator and his collaborators regarded the role of objectivity, materiality, and the “journalistic” 

in documentary theatre was directly influenced by interwar avant-garde movements such as Dada 

and Constructivism. 

The key terms and ideas from the first two chapters—Benjamin’s cannibal metaphor for 

performed quotation, Piscator’s theory of “objective acting”—become important conceptual 

lenses for viewing the contemporary plays covered in the second half of the dissertation.  Yet, 

the purpose of the second half is to attend not only to continuities but also to major shifts in how 

documentary theatre treats its critical and pedagogical mission.  In responding to millennial, 

post-Cold War memory culture, documentary theatre from the 1990s onward became less an “art 

of the future” and more an example of what Richard Schechner gave the seemingly paradoxical 

title of “the tradition-seeking avant-garde,” the avant-garde that looks to reform art and society 

by reactivating pre-modern ritual approaches, emphasizing remembering and reparation rather 
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than rupture.
33

  At the same time, and for related reasons, the end of the twentieth century saw a 

shift from the kind of didacticism found in Kraus and Piscator’s performances to something more 

pluralistic—still a pedagogy of reception, but a pedagogy emphasizing the emancipation of 

audiences rather than the imposition of a specific critical perspective. 

Chapter Three compares two works from the 1990s that reflect on the relationship 

between individual experience and cultural and institutional memory: Jane Taylor and 

Handspring Puppet Theatre’s Ubu and the Truth Commission (1996) and Ping Chong’s 

East/West Quartet (1993-2000).  Ubu combines transcripts from South Africa’s Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission, which are recited by puppets, with a violent and bawdy slapstick 

play inspired by Jarry’s Ubu Roi.  The East/West plays, each of which chronicles cultural 

exchange between a specific East Asian country and the West, couch documentary sources in 

stage presentations combining postmodern dance, abstract studio art, and shamanic ritual.  Both 

works use fractured forms, jarring tonal shifts, and heavy stylization to estrange spectators’ 

emotional responses to documentary sources, inviting them to question how the materials of 

memory become arranged into emotionally-charged narratives of national and racial identity. 

The culminating step in my argument involves an inversion of the central conceptual 

move in my preceding chapters—instead of situating a documentary theatre artist within the 

avant-garde tradition, I assess the degree to which the work of the American postmodern avant-

garde, which often makes use of documentary media extracts, can be treated as contributing to 

the documentary theatre tradition.  More specifically, I consider how (or whether) the work of 

historian-turned-playwright Charles L. Mee has the same essential goals and features as the other 

works I have analyzed.  While Mee does not identify himself as a documentary theatre artist (or 

                                                             
33 See Richard Schechner, “Introduction: The five avant-gardes or…[and]…Or none?” in The Future of Ritual: 
Writings on Culture and Performance (London: Routledge, 1993), 5-21. 
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as an avant-garde artist), I argue that Mee’s work continues the affirmative world-building 

project of documentary artists like Piscator, proposing its own method of “re-making” history 

through its arrangements of documentary materials. 

A noticeable commonality among the works that are covered in these chapters is that they 

are all overtly “literary” in their approach to documents.  That is to say, they make free use of 

poetic devices such as figurative tropes, symbolism, and versification; they make formal and 

stylistic choices with the aim of stimulating affective responses; and they use quotation to tether 

themselves not only to real events, places, and people, but also to artistic traditions and to a 

shared cultural imaginary that includes works of fiction.  Most of these pieces (Kraus’s being the 

one possible exception) are also markedly theatricalist.  They exemplify an interest in fully 

exploiting theatre’s capacity to create dynamic events mixing spectacle, music, and gesture with 

verbal material.  If one were to try and define documentary theatre as a form legitimized by its 

promise of access to the real or by its attempt to recreate an event “wie es eigentlich gewesen,” 

then such literary and theatricalist qualities might cause a play to be judged a problematic or 

even illegitimate example of the form.  By putting forth these works as noteworthy examples of 

documentary theatre, I am also implicitly calling for a reevaluation of the role of aesthetics, 

affect, figurative tropes, and fictionalization within all examples of documentary theatre—

including those that present themselves as non-literary or anti-literary.   

Documentary theatre is always a form of figurative reconstruction that depends upon a 

complicated mixture of the actual and the imagined.  To acknowledge this is not to challenge 

documentary theatre’s legitimacy as a conveyer of truth or its efficaciousness as a practice that 

can intervene productively in political situations.  Rather, to acknowledge this is to acknowledge 

the particular suitability of theatre for representing the process of discovering truth as it often 
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is—as a messy, involved search for a structure to hold and make sense out of the information that 

popular culture, government, academia, and the voices on the street heap before us. 
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Chapter One 

Karl Kraus, Acoustic Quotation, and the Theatre of Anti-Journalism 

It might seem most reasonable to begin a study of the modern documentary theatre in 

Berlin or Moscow, with the leftist companies and collectives that are most often credited with 

inventing it.  However, in keeping with documentary theatre’s tendency to propose alternative 

narratives and to unveil previously excluded histories, this study instead begins in Vienna, with 

the work of Karl Kraus (1874-1936), a conservative-reactionary solo artist whose documentary 

experiments predate those of Piscator and the Soviet Lef artists.  Re-focalizing documentary 

theatre’s origin story in this way disentangles it somewhat from Marxist agitation and labor 

politics (which will be addressed in due course in Chapter Two), shifting the origin story’s 

emphasis onto a more general ethical and aesthetic critique of media and popular discourse.  

While Vienna was exposed to many of the same technological shifts and traumatic shocks as 

Germany and Russia during the 1910s and ‘20s, the innovations of Viennese modernism resulted 

not from an air of revolutionary urgency, but from a combination of intellectually-refined 

pessimism and an intensive focus on the relationship between language and subjectivity.  What’s 

more, Karl Kraus, for all of his idiosyncrasies (or perhaps in part because of them), represents a 

telling example of how, even from its beginnings, documentary theatre had little to do with 

realist-empiricist orthodoxy and had much more in common with contemporaneous avant-garde 

art practices. 

In an early chapter of his memoir The Torch in My Ear, Elias Canetti recounts the 

moment, shortly after his arrival in Vienna in 1925, when his friends first described Karl Kraus’s 

performances to him:  

When he read aloud from [The Last Days of Mankind], you were simply 

flabbergasted. No one stirred in the auditorium, you didn’t dare breathe. He read 

all parts himself, profiteers and generals, the scoundrels and the poor wretches 
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who were the victims of the war—they all sounded as genuine as if they were 

standing in front of you. Anyone who had heard Kraus didn’t want to go to the 

theater again, the theater was so boring compared with him; he was a whole 

theater by himself, but better.
34

 

 

Although he was somewhat skeptical of his friends’ enthusiasm, Canetti was nonetheless 

intrigued, and when he attended a performance later that evening at the Vienna Konzerthaus, he 

was surprised by the vibrant and, at times, terrifying energy of the theatrical scene he 

encountered there. In his account, Canetti describes avid Krausians packing the 700-seat house—

a collection of young students, coffee-house intellectuals, and middle-class women (the last 

group mostly crowded together in the front rows)—as displaying a level of enthusiasm 

commensurate with a personality cult. The first appearance of Kraus—a small, slightly crook-

backed man in a conservative black suit and wire-rimmed glasses—is met with an explosion of 

wild applause (“the likes of which,” Canetti says, “I had never experienced, not even at 

concerts”), and as Kraus sits down behind his lecturing table and begins to read aloud from one 

of his satirical articles, Canetti finds himself mesmerized by Kraus’s charisma and versatility: 

“When he sat down and began to read, I was overwhelmed by his voice, which had something 

unnaturally vibrating about it, like a decelerated crowing. But this impression quickly vanished, 

for his voice instantly changed and kept changing incessantly, and one was very soon amazed at 

the variety that he was capable of.”
35

 At a subsequent performance Canetti himself, despite his 

initial skepticism, finds himself on his feet, yelling and clapping until his hands ache.
36

 

Karl Kraus, editor and publisher of the Viennese periodical The Torch (Die Fackel) 

displayed this remarkable charisma and influence not only in the lecture hall, but also in all 

                                                             
34 Elias Canetti, The Torch in My Ear, trans. Joachim Neugroschel (New York: Macmillan, 1983), 66. 

35 Ibid., 70. 

36 Ibid., 127. 
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quarters of Austrian intellectual culture during the interwar period. An uncompromising critic of 

modern journalism and the social habits of the urban bourgeoisie, Kraus left his mark on a whole 

generation of artists and thinkers, including Adorno, Benjamin, Brecht, Kafka, Schönberg, and 

Wittgenstein. He was also a popular and highly prolific solo performer and the author of the 

gargantuan, panoramic collage drama The Last Days of Mankind, a play that depicts World War 

I as the cosmic tragedy of a civilization corrupted by the “black magic” of newsprint.  Kraus’s 

work marks one of the first significant points at which nineteenth-century textual and 

performance practices, under the pressure of twentieth-century crises, made a turn toward self-

conscious quotation and fragmentary assemblage of documentary materials; and, more 

importantly, his motives and methods in making this turn invite a reevaluation of received 

explanations of the broader shift in how theatre used documents during the twentieth century.  

While many other artists of his time embraced the new formal possibilities presented by modern 

journalistic media, Kraus used satirical juxtaposition, formal estrangement, and a performance 

style emphasizing oral quotation of written text to attack modern journalism and print culture 

from within. In doing this, he sought to undo what he saw as the newspaper’s displacement of 

the human body with disposable newsprint—a displacement that he blamed for the atrocities of 

World War I. 

Within the sectors of academia that produce Kraus scholarship—German and Austrian 

literary studies, twentieth-century intellectual history, Jewish studies—sustained attempts to 

discuss Kraus’s plays and performances as legitimate objects of theatre scholarship have been 

few and far between.
37

 One often finds references to Kraus’s interest in the theatre and his 

                                                             
37 The overwhelming focus of scholarship during the last forty years has been on Kraus’s work as editor and 

principal writer of The Torch and on his social and intellectual relationships with key artists and thinkers of his time. 

Edward Timms, in his mammoth study Karl Kraus, Apocalyptic Satirist (2 vols. New Haven, CT: Yale University 

Press, 1986-2005) devotes significant space to The Last Days of Mankind and Kraus’s readings (and this chapter is 
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employment of theatrical tropes in his satires, but studies of Kraus and the theatre are far more 

likely to focus on his theatre criticism in The Torch than on his own creative output. Many 

scholarly works do not even mention (or mention only in passing) the fact that Kraus wrote 

plays, or the fact that, over the course of his career, he held hundreds of public solo readings of 

his work, along with regular solo recitals of works by his favorite dramatists (including the plays 

of Shakespeare, Goethe, and Schiller and the operettas of Offenbach).  

Part of the problem may be that Kraus’s work as a performer and playwright tends to 

resist easy categorization. He tended to refer to his own performing not as acting [spielen] but as 

reading [vorlesen], and indeed, his performances had a great deal in common with public 

demonstrations of declamation that were popular throughout Europe at the time; yet in his ironic 

deconstructions of journalistic texts, he was far from the neutral, impersonal reader valued by 

elocutionists.  The affective charge ascribed to his delivery as a speaker seems more akin to 

Expressionist performance, while his confrontational posturing recalls Marinetti and his potent 

admixture of erudition and bile recalls Ezra Pound.  The Last Days of Mankind, Kraus’s principal 

dramatic achievement, is likewise plagued by its awkward straddling of categories. Kraus 

scholars occasionally tout it as the first documentary play, because Kraus culled a large portion 

of the text from newspaper articles and other found texts, but because the piece combines its 

appropriated materials with grotesque dream imagery, ghost choruses, puppet shows, musical 

interludes, philosophical dialogues, and a final, Goethe-esque intervention by the voice of God, it 

simultaneously exceeds and falls short of any commonplace definition of documentary. The 

play’s unwieldy length (it consists of over 600 pages of largely disconnected vignettes) also 

invites the question of whether it is really a theatrical text at all. Kraus himself, in his foreword to 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
deeply indebted to Timms’s staggeringly thorough research on both subjects), but he approaches them more from 
the perspective of a cultural historian than from that of a theatre scholar or performance theorist. 
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The Last Days of Mankind, suggests that the play could only be performed in a “Theatre on 

Mars.”
38

  Nonetheless, a survey of Kraus’s work suggests that many of his fundamental concerns 

were quintessentially theatrical ones: the difference between a printed text and a performing 

body, the question of what it means for one person to speak as another, the roles of the eye, ear, 

and mouth in propagating histories and memories. His attempts to redeem and re-embody 

language through quotation were posed as an alternative to the commodified language of major 

newspapers and the deadening vacuity of popular entertainment. 

Kraus does not treat new media or documentary materials as means for bringing a greater 

air of authenticity and immediacy to theatrical depictions of the real; his work draws its motive 

force from a deep ambivalence about documents and new media, a simultaneous recognition of 

their far-reaching cultural impact and fear of their ability to occlude and distort apprehension of 

the real.  The documents quoted by Kraus are not instruments for cutting through official 

mendacity; they themselves are unmasked as vectors of mendacity through satirical formal 

devices and the (re)integration of language into embodied scenes of speaking and listening.  

Presenting Kraus as an originator of modern documentary theatre thus relocates the form’s center 

of interest from the “objectivity” of documents to the objecthood of documents (that is, to their 

materiality and manipulability, and to the role of cultural production processes in creating them) 

and from believable recreations of the real to dialectical forms that reach for a productive 

synthesis between “raw” facts and their subjective presentation.  His work presents one of the 

earliest examples—if not the earliest—of a writer-performer using documentary forms to stage 

ideology critiques of dominant discourses and memory practices.  His performance practices also 

                                                             
38 Karl Kraus, The Last Days of Mankind (2 vols. Munich: Deutsche Taschenbuch Verlag, 1964), 1:5 (hereafter cited 
in the text by volume and page number). All translations, unless otherwise indicated, are my own. 
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instantiate the development of documentary performance from existing traditions of pedagogical 

performance such as the lecture and the elocution demonstration.   

Finally, Kraus’s style and textual practice in The Last Days of Mankind, in addition to 

exemplifying the same approaches evident in his work as a satirist and performer, provide early 

instances of the complicated role of what I have called “the literary” in documentary theatre.  

The Last Days of Mankind combines documentary materials with mythical and poetic imagery in 

an attempt to present a totalizing vision of his society in which nothing is “merely topical.”  The 

text’s own jagged, unruly structure, its mercilessly vivid depictions of dead and maimed soldiers, 

and the spiritually and intellectually crippled discursive world of the mass circulation newspaper 

are all presented as metaphors for each other.  In other words, The Last Days of Mankind is built 

out of the same kinds associative links that Kraus the speaker wanted to teach his audiences to be 

able to perceive as latently present among all types of writing.  

 

“The Root Lies at the Surface”: Kraus’s Critique of the Press 

Kraus’s magazine, The Torch, ran from 1899 until his death in 1936. Initially, it boasted a 

variety of notable contributors, including Oskar Kokoschka, August Strindberg, Georg Trakl, 

and Frank Wedekind, but from 1911 onward Kraus was its only author. The Torch’s 

idiosyncratic blend of passionate muckraking and linguistically oriented satire earned Kraus 

many famous admirers; his venomous, monomaniacal hate campaigns against public figures that 

earned his ire made him an equal number of enemies. His main satirical targets included 

psychoanalysis (which he defined as “a rabbit that was swallowed by a boa constrictor just 

because it wanted to see what it was like in there”); bourgeois moral hypocrisy (“Morality,” he 

wrote, “is a venereal disease. Its primary stage is called virtue; its secondary stage, boredom; its 
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tertiary stage, syphilis”); and, later in his career, militarism and fascism (his posthumously 

published satire The Third Walpurgisnacht begins with the now-famous line, “When I think of 

Hitler, nothing comes to mind”).
39

 Although his personality is hard to define, Peter Demetz 

perhaps comes closest when he describes Kraus as “[combining] the interests and energies of H. 

L. Mencken, Sören Kierkegaard, and a demonic Woody Allen, all in one.”
40

  His work also 

constituted a fusion of the mobile gaze of the flâneur—many of his articles were centered on the 

social interactions and public displays that he encountered by chance while walking through 

Vienna’s streets or sitting in its coffee houses—with the stringent, uncompromising gaze of a 

critic obsessed with linguistic minutiae. 

Kraus was most famous (or, among his critics, notorious) for basing his satires and 

polemics in The Torch on quirks in his targets’ grammar and prose style. His so-called “comma 

problems,” his obsession with word choice, slang, and jargon, became a signature element of his 

satire (and is the main reasons why so much of his work is considered untranslatable). While he 

was often criticized for focusing on discreet surface symptoms and deductively treating them as 

signs of profound social and moral ills, he insisted that in an age dominated by an out-of-control 

media and advertising apparatus, “the root lies at the surface.”
41

 Allen Janik and Stephen 

Toulmin, in their study Wittgenstein’s Vienna, make a case for seeing Kraus’s satires and 

polemics as propelled by his belief in the unity of an individual’s linguistic production and moral 

character. For Kraus, every piece of language that a person produces has “an unspoken moral 

                                                             
39 The first epigram is from Karl Kraus, Aphorismen, 350; the second is cited in Harry Zohn, Karl Kraus (New 
York: Unger, 1971), 47; the third is from Karl Kraus, Die Dritte Walpurgisnacht (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp Verlag, 

1989). 

40 Peter Demetz, “Introduction,” in Walter Benjamin, Reflections (New York, Schocken, 1978), xxxv. 

41 Karl Kraus, “In These Great Times,” trans. Harry Zohn, in In These Great Times: A Karl Kraus Reader, ed. Harry 
Zohn (Manchester, UK: Carcenet, 1984), 72. 
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dimension,” which close reading can reveal.
42

 Thus it follows that every aspect of how a person 

writes—even a person’s typographical errors—reflects that person’s inner character, and by the 

same token, abuse of or inattention to the structures and organic subtleties of language can breed 

pernicious mental and social habits. “That a man is a murderer need not indicate anything about 

his style,” Kraus once remarked, “but his style can indicate that he is a murderer.”
43

  An anecdote 

by composer Ernst Krenek demonstrates the intense seriousness with which Kraus approached 

his ethics of style: 

At a time when one was generally decrying the bombardment of Shanghai by the 

Japanese, I met Karl Kraus struggling over one of his famous comma problems. 

He said something like: I know that everything is futile when the house is 

burning. But I have to do this, as long as it is possible; for if those who are 

obliged to look after commas had always made sure they were in the right place, 

then Shanghai would not be burning.
44

 

 

While language crises were common among the Viennese intelligentsia during the early 

twentieth century (Hugo von Hofmannsthal’s Lord Chandos letter, which influentially captured 

modernity’s despair over the inadequacy of words, was published in 1902), Kraus faced a 

“language crisis” that was practically the inverse of that which gripped so many of his 

contemporaries. Rather than fretting about some intrinsic failing or deficiency within language 

itself, he saw the mutilation of language through its widespread misuse as both a sign and a root 

cause of a catastrophic social breakdown.   

Regarded in this light, Kraus’s attacks on the press, which he derided as “the goiter of the 

world” and blamed for nothing short of the destruction of the human race, begin to make sense.
45

 

                                                             
42 Allen Janik and Stephen Edelson Toulmin, Wittgenstein’s Vienna (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1973), 90. 

43 Kraus, “Maximilian Harden: Eine Erledigung,” Die Fackel 234 (1907), 6.  

44 Quoted in Hans Weigel,  Karl Kraus oder die Macht der Ohnmacht (Vienna: Molden, 1968), 128. 

45 Cited in Harry Zohn, Karl Kraus and the Critics (Columbia, SC: Camden House, 1997), 57. 
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The mass-publication newspaper was, for him, the ultimate form of impersonal writing, a source 

of ready-made opinions, slogans, and clichés that readers could take up as substitutes for critical 

thinking. The “root” lay at the surface precisely because the reification of language by journalists 

(and by advertisers, another favorite target of Kraus) had created a culture that was nothing but 

surface, in which individuals ceased to be responsible for their own language and thus 

experienced a brutalizing atrophy of their inner lives. “Through decades of practice,” Kraus 

wrote, “[the journalist] has produced in mankind an unimaginativeness which enables it to wage 

a war of extermination against itself,”
46

 a mankind whose body was “morally lubricated” and 

whose brain was “a camera obscura blacked out by printers ink.”
47

  

In part, Kraus’s ill-will toward journalism was a consequence of his extensive experience 

with the Viennese press, who had a reputation for holding to lower journalistic standards than 

newspapers from other major European cities of the time.
48

  While other countries saw the rise of 

politically independent papers of record during the early part of the century (e.g., the Frankfurter 

Zeitung in Germany), Vienna’s Neue Freie Presse was known for maintaining close political and 

financial ties to the aristocracy and military, and it was celebrated less for the quality of its 

investigative journalism than for the lapidary prose of its feuilletonists—cultural journalists 

whose columns blended news, opinion, and poetic rumination. The Neue Freie Presse’s 

feuilleton section (edited during much of Kraus’s career by Theodor Herzl) and the editorials 

written by the paper’s publisher Moritz Benedikt were read by the bourgeoisie and the 

intelligentsia all over the empire.  As historian Peter Fritzsche notes, speaking of newspaper 

                                                             
46 Kraus, “In These Great Times,” 76. 

47 Karl Kraus, “Apokalypse,” in Untergang der Welt durch Schwarze Magie (Vienna: Verlag-“Die Fackel,” 1922), 

9. 

48 See Timms for a thorough recounting of the general state of journalism in Vienna during Kraus’s career. 
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readership at the turn of the twentieth century, “most city people read newspapers, and, often 

enough, only newspapers”; the newspaper had an unprecedented cultural reach, and thus an 

unprecedented power for shaping popular discourse—a power that Kraus believed the Viennese 

press was mainly using for ill.
49

  In the feuilleton in particular, Kraus saw a culturally deleterious 

ornamentalism and a dangerous aestheticization of politics, and after the Great War broke out, he 

saw the feuilleton’s anesthetizing play of sensations and surfaces, compounded by the war 

correspondent’s cavalier exploitation of human suffering, as creating a world in which “‘gold for 

iron’ fell from the altar into the operetta, bombing was a music hall song, and fifteen thousand 

prisoners were put in a special edition of the newspaper which a soubrette read from the 

stage”
50

—a world, in other words, in which art and life had grotesquely collapsed into each other 

and ethics had become subordinate to entertainment. 

Indeed, while Kraus’s play The Last Days of Mankind attacks Austrian society from 

almost every conceivable angle in its more than 200 vignettes, the main villain of the piece is 

undeniably the press, which hovers, vulture-like, over the misfortunes and atrocities of others, 

eventually becoming transfigured into choruses of hyenas and devils in the play’s later scenes. 

The play’s treatment of one particular journalist, Alice Schalek, Austria’s first female 

professional war correspondent, who appears in a total of seven scenes, provides a useful 

example of Kraus’s contempt for war journalism. Schalek first appears only momentarily, 

interrupting a dialogue between two other reporters who are ducking their way across a 

battlefield. Schalek bursts into the scene “in full paraphernalia” and declares “I will go there, 

where the simple man is, the nameless man,” and then charges off toward the front line (1:114). 

                                                             
49 Peter Fritzsche, Reading Berlin 1900 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996), 16 

50 Kraus, “In These Great Times,” 71. “Gold for iron” refers to a wartime campaign urging citizens to give up their 
gold jewelry to the government in exchange for replacements made from cheaper metals. 
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The male reporters marvel at her courage and one of them remarks, admiringly: “How she 

describes the cold flesh, the tiniest nuances of the decay stench!” (ibid). Notably, the verb in the 

original German here is beschreiben, which can mean “to describe” or “to write upon.” This 

particular verb choice appears more than once in reference to Schalek’s descriptions of the dead 

and wounded, and it seems quite likely that Kraus, avid punster that he was, saw the 

connotations of describing a war correspondent like Schalek as writing upon corpses. In 

subsequent scenes, Schalek, in what develops into a running gag, pesters soldiers about what the 

“simple man” on the front “feels” while pulling mortar pins or mowing down French troops. Her 

insistence on describing her subjects as “simple” and “nameless” authorizes her act of “writing 

on” them through her journalistic practice; by calling them nameless, she positions them outside 

of language, thus defining her own job as bringing them into language, like a colonial-era 

anthropologist studying an isolated tribe. In later scenes Kraus excerpts descriptions by Schalek 

that liken frontline soldiers to figures from pastoral landscape paintings and that describe a battle 

as a “spectacle” (“ein Schauspiel”) that no “artist’s art” could match (1:140).
51

 

Writing such as Schalek’s was emblematic of a larger cultural trend during the war. 

While German movie theatres were running Oskar Messter’s newsreels, which intercut 

documentary footage with staged scenes of fake Englishmen surrendering to German soldiers, 

theatres in Vienna and Munich played host to war plays, in which soldiers fresh from the front 

reenacted their own battle experiences for the entertainment of bourgeois audiences, and 

feuilletonist Hans Müller wrote a series of stirring, vividly detailed accounts of his experiences 

on the frontlines in a newspaper column titled “Cassianus in the Trenches”—neglecting to 

                                                             
51 While Schalek was not the only journalist whom Kraus singled out in the play, he did seem to hold her in 

particular contempt, and this was in part due to her gender.  In the penultimate scene of act 5, he refers to men dying 
“before the eyes of a female war correspondent” as a freakish attraction in the war’s “tragic carnival” (II:228). 
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mention that he was actually describing scenes that he imagined while sitting at a desk in 

Vienna.
52

 The newspaper, film, and theatre were all implicated in an endemic confutation of 

reality and simulation; for writers such as Müller and Schalek, this created a sense of false 

immediacy that was founded on the absenting of the actual lived experience of soldiers, who 

receded into the poetic landscape like so many Wordsworthian vagrants. Even the troops who 

were invited to reproduce their battlefield experiences in person were ultimately participating in 

this mass absorption. It is this overwriting of the individual body by popular discourse that 

provides one of the principal motivations for Kraus’s methods as a satirist and performer.  

If the press has, as Kraus once put it, “stuck itself between the world and our view of the 

world,” warping our sense of things by imposing a superfluous mediating layer of newsprint, 

then what can be done to remove it?
53

 According to Kraus, the solution is “to clear away the 

filmy coating that the din of life has imposed on hearing and speech.”
54

 The purpose of his 

textual practices in The Last Days of Mankind and in many of his pieces in The Torch is to use 

quotation as a means of scouring the “filmy coating” off of printed words. Canetti, in an essay on 

Kraus, provides a key insight into how Kraus related speech and writing: 

Karl Kraus had a gift for condemning people out of their own mouths, as it were. 

However the origin of this mastery—and I don’t know if the context has already 

been seen clearly—lay in something that I should like to call acoustic quotation. . 

. . since his ear was constantly open (it never closed, it was always in action, it 

was always listening), he also had to read these newspapers as though he were 

hearing them. The black, printed, dead words were audible to him. When he 

quoted them, he seemed to be letting voices speak acoustic quotations.
55

 

                                                             
52 For more about Messter and about Kraus’s views on newsreels and film propaganda, see Leo Lensing, 

“Kinodramatisch: Cinema in Karl Kraus’s Die Fackel and Die Letzten Tage der Menschheit,” German Quarterly 55, 

no. 4 (1982): 480. For more on the live war reenactments by soldiers and Kraus’s reaction to them, see Timms, Karl 

Kraus (1986), 327. 

53 Kraus, Untitled editorial, Die Fackel 136 (1903), 18. 

54 Kraus, “Mein Vorurteil gegen Piscator,” Die Fackel 759 (1927), 74. 

55 Elias Canetti, The Conscience of Words, trans. Joachim Neugroschel (New York: Seabury Press, 1979), 32. 
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The term that Canetti uses here—“acoustic quotation”—implies a dialectic of presence and 

distance. On the one hand, the “acoustic” element, the personification of texts as speakers, 

evokes a sense of immediacy; speech carries an air of agency and accountability that is not 

generally seen as achievable through writing, and thus transmuting text into speech, even on a 

metaphorical level, through formal operations on the page, can have the effect of calling absent 

others into account as if they were present. The acoustic element, however, is accompanied by 

the mediating operation of quotation; as a quotation, the words are pulled into a new context and 

put into the service of a new author. It is an intentional act of framing that throws into critical 

relief the very presences that it conjures. 

  Canetti’s employment of the term “acoustic quotation” to describe the central formal 

move in Kraus’s work is particularly apt, in that it points toward the associations between writing 

and performed speech that Kraus himself posited. In describing his own compositional process, 

Kraus once remarked: “I am perhaps the first instance of a writer who simultaneously 

experiences his writing as acting.”
56

 At another time he noted that while his solo readings were 

not “playacted literature” (gespielte Literatur), his writing was “printed playacting” (gedrückte 

Schauspielkunst).
57

 Writing, for Kraus, was an embodied act of meaning-making constitutive of 

his own daily performance of self-fashioning; and while Kraus claimed to see this performative 

dimension as unique to his own writing, his satire frequently derived its bite from treating 

journalistic and political documents as if they were also products of a form of play-acting. 

Through Kraus’s acoustic quotation, an editorial or feuilleton becomes reframed as a gesture 

performed within a sociopolitical scenario. 

                                                             
56 Kraus, “Nachts,” Die Fackel 389 (1913), 42. 

57 Kraus, “Pro Domo et Mundo,” Dei Fackel 336 (1911), 41. 
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Kraus’s acoustic quotation and “printed play-acting” demonstrate an insistence on 

maintaining a clear relationship between language and the body’s capacities as an expressive 

instrument, an insistence that may be based in the influence of the Viennese modernist avant-

garde on his aesthetic outlook.  Kraus was surrounded by artistic experimenters who were driven 

partly by a fantasy of a purified or more purely expressive medium, artists who rejected both 

empty ornamentalism and what they regarded as the crude mimesis of realism.  Although he used 

The Torch to attack many specific examples of avant-garde art as vacuous and self-indulgent, he 

had himself first entered Vienna’s literary world as a member of the Jung Wien (“Young 

Vienna”) group, a band of fin de siècle coffee-house intellectuals that had included many key 

members of what would later be broadly referred to as Wiener Moderne.  He also played a 

crucial role in promoting the music of Alban Berg and Arnold Schoenberg and enjoyed close 

friendships with iconoclastic architect Adolf Loos and with Frank Wedekind and Oskar 

Kokoschka.  He co-produced and played a bit part in the first Austrian production of Wedekind’s 

Lulu plays and was present at the riot-inducing premiere of Kokoschka’s Murderer, the Hope of 

Women in 1909.   

A reading of one specific pair of scenes from the first act of The Last Days of Mankind 

will help clarify the functions that Kraus’s acoustic quotation can perform on the page. One of 

the more straightforward examples appears in Act I, with a pair of scenes that contrast “The 

voice of the praying Benedikt” (Pope Benedict XV) against “The voice of the dictating 

Benedikt” (Neue Freie Presse publisher Moritz Benedikt). In both scenes, the speaker is 

invisible; the only visuals described are the contrasted settings of the Vatican and the editorial 

office. While Pope Benedict recites a prayer for peace (an excerpt from a public appeal issued by 

the pope in July 1915), Moritz Benedikt dictates an editorial drolly describing how the fish of the 
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Adriatic have grown fat on French and Italian corpses (a piece published in the Neue Freie 

Presse that same year).  

Kraus’s simple juxtaposition of content highlights the contrast between Moritz 

Benedikt’s crude jingoism and Pope Benedict’s pacifism, and he enhances that contrast by 

reframing the two texts in terms of two very different modes of elocution. On the one hand, a 

prayer—a speech act defined by humility, invoking intimacy with the perceived audience (God) 

and performed in a sacred space; on the other, dictation, the feeding of speech into impersonal 

apparatuses of reproduction (the typewriter or phonograph, then the printing press), a practice 

that, in a literal material sense, defers responsibility for the act of writing. By turning the pope’s 

written text into a prayer, Kraus emphasizes the pontiff’s deep investment in the act of speech 

and in the consequences of his speech for others. The distancing effect of dictation in Moritz 

Benedikt’s scene, especially when set against the pope’s earnest engagement, highlights 

Benedikt’s remoteness (geographical and emotional) from the carnage that he so blithely 

describes.  

 In other cases, Kraus created even more extreme juxtapositions, as in scenes in The Last 

Days of Mankind that put texts from editorials and diplomatic speeches into the mouth of 

animals, demons, or marionettes. Even in the pages of The Torch, Kraus found ways to transform 

journalistic texts into dramatic scenes. When Neue Freie Presse correspondent Siegmund Münz 

conducted a series of sensationalist interviews with European monarchs during the Balkan Wars, 

Kraus interwove the overwrought language from the interviews (for example, Münz described 

how the queen of Romania’s eyes “shone with a brilliant luster” and how she "spoke in a voice 

that penetrated one’s very soul”) with text from Schiller’s Don Carlos, using Schiller’s words 
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and situations to reveal the vapidity of Münz’s writing.
58

 In all of these examples, Kraus’s satire 

hinges on dispelling the deceptive air of neutrality and immediacy that print can permit—not by 

replacing it with a “truer” or more immediate reality, but by using mélanges of fact, commentary, 

and fiction to draw attention to the “filmy coating” of covert aestheticization that is all too easily 

taken for a transparent medium. 

 

The Cry and the Critique: Documents, Bodies, and Linguistic Pathology 

The Last Days of Mankind responds to the cultural dissolution that Kraus perceived by 

countering the deceptive seamlessness of the feuilleton with fragmentation, juxtaposition, and 

estrangement.  The work borrows heavily from newspapers, political speeches, soldiers’ letters 

from the front, and pieces that Kraus himself had previously written for publication in The 

Torch.  For years, Kraus literally cut and pasted these appropriated materials onto the pages of 

his manuscript, producing a text in which multiple authors and typesettings jostled together on 

the page, hemmed in by Kraus’s own cramped handwriting (see figure 1).  Kraus began to run 

pieces of the play in The Torch starting in October 1915, and his opus continued to expand 

incrementally as he found new sources of outrage in the daily barrage of headlines and in the 

conversations he overheard on the streets of Vienna.  By the time he published a full version of 

the text—as a series of special issues of The Torch in 1919—it was hundreds of pages long, a 

mammoth concretion of his culture’s discursive universe.  As an assemblage of found fragments, 

the play shares aspects of the formal logic of some works of Cubist and early Futurist collage, 

which, as Marjorie Perloff has argued, emerged from “the need, at the time, to comprehend the 

sense of a more profound and secret inner reality which would have been born from the contrast 

                                                             
58 Kraus, “Don Münz (Epilog zur Trilogie),” Die Fackel 321 (1911), 1. 
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of materials employed directly as things placed in juxtaposition of lyrical elements.”
59

  The 

“secret inner reality” that Perloff describes is the reality of an individual artist’s interiority, but 

the need that she describes seems equally applicable to Kraus’s attempt to reveal a social and, for 

him, metaphysical reality hidden beneath the bits and pieces of text that he had gathered 

together.  

Kraus’s forward to The Last Days of Mankind provides an additional explanation for 

representing documents as voices, one that links his method directly to the press’s conduct in 

World War I.  One particular section of the forward—a typically Krausian avalanche of clauses 

and hyperbolic wordplay—is worth quoting in full: 

The most implausible doings reported here were actually done; the most 

implausible conversations that play out here were spoken word-for-word; the 

most outrageous inventions are quotes.  Sentences whose lunacy is unforgettably 

inscribed in the ear swell into Lebensmusik.  The document is a character; reports 

arise as personae and personae perish as editorials; the feuilleton receives a 

mouth, from which it gives itself as a monologue; clichés stand on two legs (men 

have retained but one).  Human accents race and rattle through the era and swell 

into a chorus of unholy deeds.  People who lived among mankind and have since 

outlived it are the actors and speakers of a time that had not flesh but blood, not 

blood but ink, stripped down to shadows and puppets and reduced to the formulae 

of their busy characterlessness.  [I, 5-6] 

 

The newspaper that receives a body and a mouth with which to speak itself is a nightmare 

figure—the inhuman mascot of an era in which truth and fiction have collapsed into one another, 

the world in which suffering multitudes are crowded into a newspaper that “a soubrette [reads] 

from the stage.”  The press, Kraus believes, has rotted through the barriers between news and 

entertainment and between war and mass spectacle, and he seeks to portray the exploitative, 

dehumanizing effects of that representational rot by setting the embodied document against the 

dismembered bodies of soldiers (the men who have “retained but one [leg]”). He embodies the 
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document as a character precisely to reveal its lack of “flesh” and “blood,” the disjunction 

between the symbolic “filmy coating” of its language and the lived experience of sensing, 

suffering, organically interacting bodies.  The affective response that Kraus intends a reader or 

spectator to have is not recognition of an undistorted “authentic” reality but an alienating 

experience of the uncanny akin to that which one might feel at seeing a puppet or a shadow take 

on the qualities of a flesh-and-blood person.  By juxtaposing the bloodless document and the 

legless soldier, Kraus also links the mutilation of language with the mutilation of actual bodies. 

The bodies of the soldiers on the front are rendered mute and powerless by a bloodless discourse 

that cannot represent their fully-blooded experiences, and therefore the general population is 

denied the kind of access to those experiences that might shock them into recognizing the 

soldiers’ pain and their own complicity in it.  Lacking this access, the populace instead 

misguidedly confers the authority of the real—i.e., gives the “legs” that rightfully belong to the 

soldiers—to the words of correspondents, editorialists, and politicians. 

While one should certainly not discount the importance of the play’s function as 

reportage—especially given Kraus’s own insistence that the play’s most “implausible” aspects 

are factual—it is important to recognize that Kraus’s method of reportage follows a radically 

different method from that of his adversaries in the popular media, whose fact fetishism and 

preoccupation with “current” and “timely” affairs disgusted him so much.  While the play 

undeniably constitutes an injunction to remember, what Kraus enjoins his audience to remember 

is not just that such things happened, but that what happened was more than a series of 

disposable “events of the times.”  Later in the foreword, Kraus declares:   

Disguises and demons, maskers of tragic carnivals, have living names, because it 

must be so, and because by coincidence nothing in this contingent timeliness is 

coincidental.  We cannot be allowed to take this for a local matter.  Interactions 

on Sirk Corner are governed from a cosmologic point. [I, 6] 
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Kraus’s dramaturgy constitutes an act of rebellion against what Walter Benjamin, in his essay on 

Kraus, called “the despotism with which, in the newspaper, topicality sets its dominion over 

things.”
60

 The play’s very form, with its radically equalizing imbrications of coffeehouse chatter 

and Biblical prophecy, Shakespearean verse and advertisements for powdered egg substitute, 

pushes the audience to recognize the network of links and resonances conjoining even the most 

seemingly trivial texts into structures of ethical and aesthetic significance.  These structures are 

what constitute, for Kraus, the “more profound and secret inner reality” hiding within texts that 

present themselves as merely disposable snapshots of a society when they are, in actuality, 

shaping that society through their representations of it.  This rejection of disposability ultimately 

stands at the core of Kraus’s critical and pedagogical project.   

Though the chronology of the war provides the play with a certain rough structure (the 

prologue depicts the immediate reaction to the assassination of Franz Ferdinand, and then each 

of the play’s five Acts covers approximately one year of the war), The Last Days of Mankind is 

essentially a plot-less collection of roughly two hundred vignettes, most of them between five 

and ten minutes in length (a few, like the officers’ party that dissolves into a phantasmagoria at 

the end of Act V, are long enough to be one-act plays in their own right; others are as brief as a 

single spoken line or image).  The vast majority of the play’s hundreds of characters appear in 

only one scene apiece, and only a handful appear in more than two or three.  The only major 

recurring thread through the play is a series of about twenty Gesprache (conversations) between 

Kraus’s fictional alter-ego, called the Grumbler [Der Nörgler], and the Grumbler’s naively 

patriotic interlocutor, the Optimist—a composite of the many pro-war friends who sat at café 

                                                             
60 Walter Benjamin,  “Karl Kraus,” in Reflections, ed. Peter Demetz, trans. Edmund Jephcott. (New York: Harcourt 
Brace, 1978), 240 
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tables and argued politics with Kraus throughout the war.
 61

 Even these scenes, though, do not 

lend any sense of plot or form to the play; rather, the Grumbler, whose speeches are often 

reworked versions of material from The Torch, provides a kind of editorial presence within the 

play, stating the sociopolitical theses for which the other scenes serve as evidence. 

Stylistically and dramaturgically, the play is as heterogeneous as the materials from 

which Kraus assembled it.  Though the majority of the text is borrowed and most of the play’s 

scenes are based on real situations, the piece is far from a work of verbatim theatre.  The pieces 

of appropriated text within the play are surrounded, saturated, and contorted by Kraus’s own 

editorial and authorial contributions.  The words of diplomats come from the mouths of children, 

the editorials of newspaper publishers are spoken by sign painters and by talking hyenas, quotes 

are embroidered by puns and punch lines.  In one scene, journalists and army officers appear as 

marionettes spouting doggerel verse.  In another, a sleepwalking Emperor Franz Joseph performs 

a comic song in the style of Offenbach.  While many characters are real people (Kaiser Wilhelm 

II, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, war correspondent Alice Schalek), others are fictionalized 

composites (the Jewish bourgeois patriots Herr and Frau Schwarz-Gelber, Old Biach the 

feuilleton fanatic), and still others are creatures of pure invention.  In the finale of Act V, the list 

of dramatis personae includes a chorus of drowned horses (killed in the sinking of a supply ship 

by a German U-boat), a chorus of ravens feasting on the dead of Verdun, and an apparition of a 

syphilitic fetus, who begs the Austrian Officer Corps not to allow him to be born into the world 

that they have helped create. 

At the same time that play’s mode of composition links it to avant-garde collage 

practices, its emphasis on the uncanny and the grotesque makes Kraus’s dramaturgical treatment 

                                                             
61 The majority of Kraus scholars writing in English seem to have tacitly agreed to translate Der Nörgler as “the 
Grumbler.” Alternative translations include Grouch, Quibbler, and Carper. 
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of his newspaper sources reminiscent of the Expressionists’ aggressive contortion and rending of 

Realist conventions.  The ghouls and blasted landscapes in Kraus’s play may be tethered to 

actual social and political problems in ways that his friend Kokoschka’s vampires and dark 

towers were not, but there is still a connection between the Expressionist Schrei (“cry” or 

“scream”) and both the cacophony of Kraus’s documentary sources and the cries of the dead that 

emerge from the fissures between those sources.  Both Kraus’s work and Expressionist theatre 

contend that contemporary culture has in some way stultified vital affective and empathic 

capacities of the individual subject.  The Schrei, which emerges as both a literal outburst of 

sound and as a formal spasm (in Kraus’s case, the play’s distended shape and its collisions of 

genres and tonal registers), constitutes the return of that repressed affect.  The painful occlusion 

of bodily experience by Kraus’s walking, talking documents is akin to the torture experienced by 

the adolescent protagonists in Wedekind’s proto-Expressionist play Spring’s Awakening, who 

struggle to express forbidden affective states as they are crushed beneath the weight of the 

classical Bildung being foisted upon them.  What makes Kraus different from both Kokoschka 

and Wedekind, as well as from dramatists such as Georg Kaiser, Ernst Toller, or Reinhard Sorge, 

is that Kraus attempts to achieve a dialectical synthesis between the subjective Schrei and the 

putatively objective document, making the Schrei into the motive force behind a rigorous 

ideology critique of popular discourse. 

Indeed, The Last Days of Mankind explicitly argues that institutionally-supported ways of 

receiving and transmitting information can propagate the very kinds of spiritual sickness that 

avant-gardists of the time associated with the bourgeoisie.  In Act I, the Grumbler lays out, at 

great length, the basics of Kraus’s pathological argument.  He tries to explain to his friend, the 

Optimist, why he believes that the poverty of language and imagination in modern culture is 
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more to blame for the war than “British envy” or “Russian rapacity,” and why this poverty is its 

own form of barbarism: 

These people today write the jacked-up Volapük of global commissions, and 

because it cannot haphazardly retrieve Iphigenie in Esperanto, it abandons the 

words of a classic to the merciless barbarism of reprints, and recompenses itself, 

in a time in which no human being divines or experiences the destiny of words, 

with deluxe printings, bibliophilia, and similar bawdiness of an aestheticism that 

is as genuinely a stigma of barbarism as is the bombing of a cathedral. [I, 151]
62

 

 

The sort of civilization that would bomb a cathedral is the sort of civilization that reduces 

language to its instrumental and commodity value, and a society that loves “deluxe printings” is 

a society of commodity fetishists who are blind to the “destiny” of words, which, for Kraus, is 

the same as being blind to justice, nature, and metaphysical truth.  Like the avant-gardists that 

Renato Poggioli described, the Grumbler is disgusted by the debasement of writing into just 

another product “for the market,” and the Grumbler links that debasement to what Richard 

Murphy called the “crassness” of aestheticism’s retreat from social and ethical concerns.  

After the Grumbler has established this point, the Optimist, providing the Grumbler with 

his cues as reliably as Plato’s Glaucon, pushes for a more explicit explanation: 

OPTIMIST: Are you then in a position to establish a comprehensible connection 

between language and the war? 

 

GRUMBLER: Roughly, then: anyone who speaks a language that is mostly 

congealed to clichés and stock phrases has the tendency and the readiness to find, 

in accents of conviction, irreproachable in himself all that is worthy of reproach in 

others. 

 

OPTIMIST: And that is supposed to be a quality of the German language? 

 

GRUMBLER: Essentially. It is itself that finished [commercial] product which its 

present-day speakers construct and dispose of as their life’s purpose, and it has 

                                                             
62 Volapük was a 19th-Century precursor of Esperanto, invented by German Catholic priest Johann Martin Schleyer.  

Three international Volapük conventions were held in Europe in the 1880s, but the language was soon eclipsed by 
Esperanto, which was generally considered to be easier to learn. 
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but scarcely the soul of a respectable man, who hasn’t the time to commit 

wickedness, because his life is made or broken only by business. [I, 152] 

 

The newspaper, the bureaucratic memo, and the advertising placard become, for Kraus and the 

Grumbler, emblems of this congealed and disposable language, language that is made and sold as 

a product for the market.  By putting the words of printed documents into the mouths of speaking 

subjects, Kraus was representing what he saw in the streets every day—a linguistic commodity 

exchange in which individual speech had been replaced by “congealed” expressions, verbal 

gestures whose function was the performance of social status and political allegiance.  This is a 

serious problem for Kraus, because for him, people are marked by their speech, and mass media 

culture creates a mimetic welter in which it becomes far too easy for people to misread or falsify 

these marks or to use them to appropriate, duplicate, or overwrite the identities of others. 

One of the most prominent features of The Last Days of Mankind is its depiction of the 

street as a locus of sociolinguistic crisis, a space in which the nonsensical mendacity of official 

and journalistic documents breeds nonsensical and mendacious patterns of speech and thought 

in the people who are routinely exposed to them.  The play’s staggering compendiousness 

derives in part from Kraus’s attempt to depict all of the myriad ways in which the political 

mutilation of language causes even the most mundane social situations to devolve into 

absurdity.  In one early scene, sign painters wreak havoc in the streets of Vienna as they try to 

rid public signage of all foreign words (at one point forcing the owner of the well-known Café 

Westminster to rename his establishment Café Westmünster), while in another, a restaurant 

renders its menu inscrutable by renaming all of its French and Italian dishes.  In some cases, the 

behavior of Kraus’s characters resembles the Bergsonian comedy of people behaving like 

machines; language becomes rigidly automatic, and people follow suit, becoming as 

indistinguishable as the products of an industrial printing press.   
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This process of automatization begins with a confusion of the aesthetic value of empty 

phrases with the truth value of reportage.  In Act I, Scene 10, coffee-house patrons intentionally 

mimic phrases and linguistic habits from the editorials of Moritz Benedikt (ominously referred to 

as “him” throughout the play) savoring such “grossartig” and “hauptdramatisch” phrases as 

Benedikt’s famous description of Poincaré, Grey, and the Czar “tossing and turning at night, 

gnawed by anxiety, because already the masonry of their walls quivers” (I, 76).  The implication, 

as the readers repeat these phrases, is that aestheticist enjoyment of the words themselves has 

overtaken understanding of the political situation that the words describe.  The readers then 

mistake their ability to repeat Benedikt’s words for demonstrations of the same political 

understanding to which Benedikt himself pretends.  These repetitions of evocative but empty 

phrases then work their way into the social body to replicate like cancer cells.  

In one scene early in the play, the recurring characters named “Subscriber” and “Patriot” 

become so muddled by the discursive demands of patriotism that they fall into a Vaudevillian 

patter dialogue over the case of a French journalist who was arrested for claiming that Germany 

was better prepared for the war than France: 

PATRIOT: You—now you have this wrong: the woman was convicted because 

she— 

 

SUBSCRIBER: Well, because she told the truth! 

 

PATRIOT:  Well, but she said that Germany was prepared for the war! 

 

SUBSCRIBER: Well, but that’s a lie! 

 

PATRIOT: Well, but she was convicted because she told the truth— 

 

SUBSCRIBER: Well, but then why was she convicted? 

 

PATRIOT: Well, because she said that Germany was prepared for the war! 
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SUBSCRIBER: Well, but why would she be convinced for that in France?  She 

should’ve been convicted for that in Germany! 

 

PATRIOT: How’s that?—Wait—no—or—listen: I can easily clarify the matter to 

myself like this: she of course spoke the truth, but in France—being how they are 

over there—she was convicted for telling lies. 

 

SUBSCRIBER: Wait, you’ve gotten this wrong.  I think, rather, it was like this: 

she lied, and they convicted her, because in France they can’t handle the truth. [I, 

89-90] 

 

The obliviousness of these two characters to the significance of their own speech shows how 

repeated exposure to the “congealed language” of the Neue Freie Presse has atrophied their 

reasoning faculties.  In their grotesque funhouse reflection of “Who’s on First,” they entertain the 

possibility that what is true in one country might be a treasonous lie in another, and they imply 

that telling the truth could itself be a treasonous act; but the rigidity of their thinking prevents 

them from recognizing, even fleetingly, what their confusion about truth values implies about 

their own beliefs. 

As the play goes on, these comical moments veer more and more frequently into the 

realm of the uncanny and grotesque that Kraus’s prologue evokes.  In Act III, Scene 40, two 

children named Willy and Little Marie play “World War” and start bickering about whether 

Marie has “[overstated] optimistic predictions” for her offensive (I, 319).  Marie insists that she 

has overtaken Willy’s forces with “a bold coup de main,” while Willy claims that her reports are 

lies (“Pure Reuters!” he yells), and their mother admonishes Marie for not “adhering to 

humanitarian boundaries” or respecting her brother’s right to “defend his vested interests” (Ibid).  

When Little Marie drives Willy into flight by hitting him, Willy declares “this retreat is purely 

strategic” (I, 320).  Meanwhile, three year-old Adalbert declares “British envy, Russian rapacity, 

and French thirst for revenge.  The question of war guilt answers itself.  Germany wanted its 

place in the sun” (I, 322), and his playmate Dolly repeats the common refrain that “the Belgian 
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treaty was a scrap of paper” (ibid).  While one purpose of this scene is clearly to unmask the 

inherent puerility of the language of journalists and diplomats by putting it in the mouths of 

toddlers (and perhaps to posit a resemblance between the discursive habits of newspaper readers 

and the simple-minded mimicry of children), there is also something chilling about how it 

depicts the words of editorials as a source of mimetic contagion.  This chilling effect is most 

apparent when Little Elsbeth, an infant being pushed about in a pram by her mother, 

precociously declares: 

The Englishman is envious of us, because we are defined by our upward ascent, 

whereas they are in descent.  This is because while the German, after work, works 

still more, the Englishman amuses himself with games and sports. (I, 323) 

 

As Elsbeth’s mother coos over her daughter’s puppet-like lack of subjectivity, mistaking the 

girl’s ability to repeat political cant for intelligence, the language that she speaks is not only 

alienated, it is rendered unheimlich—uncomfortably familiar and alien at the same time. 

Throughout the play, the slogans and clichés spun out by the major newspapers get 

repeated by characters from all walks of life, and catch-phrases such as “defensive war,” “British 

envy,” “shoulder to shoulder,” and “war is war” become substitutes for critical thought and 

ethical judgment.  By Act V, “bear up” [halt durch] becomes the refrain of Austrian officers as 

they beat and starve insubordinate soldiers, force half-dressed men to stand at attention for hours 

in freezing cold (a stage direction during the Emperor’s troop inspection in Act V, scene 37 

states: “This lasts for two hours” [II, 194]), and perpetrate mass executions of deserters.  By Act 

V, this mechanically mass-produced language becomes so encrusted over the mind of one elderly 

newspaper reader that when the shock of discovering a discrepancy between documented facts 

and one of “His” editorials throws him into a deadly fit of convulsions, he emits an extended 

death-rattle of journalistic clichés: “Strengthened—and—deepened….Cleopatra’s nose—was 
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one of her greatest beauties….the—masonry—quivers….this—is—the end—of the—editorial” 

(II, 142). 

As the citizenry loses its capacity for independent critical thought and, concomitantly, its 

capacity for the kind of full-bodied engagement with the social and the political that keeps a 

society orderly and humane, the public spaces depicted in the play gradually devolve into chaos.  

The best example of this is how the play tracks five years’ worth of changes to Sirk Corner, a 

common meeting place for the bourgeoisie and aristocrats who walked the Ringstrasse to see and 

be seen.  The play’s prologue and five acts all begin with the voices of newsboys and pedestrians 

on Sirk Corner, and the changes in the atmosphere there help set the tone for each section of the 

play.  In the prologue, a variety of urban bourgeois types bustle in and out of the scene as the 

newsboys hawk the Neue Freie Presse: officers gabbing in dandy-ish dialect about how the 

Archduke’s death has upset their daily routines; an elderly newspaper reader rejoicing that “a 

time like under Maria Theresa is coming” (I, 23); a man in a cab hurrying to a meeting with the 

popular film producer Sascha Kolowrat (who would soon be made head of the film division of 

Austria’s war propaganda bureau).  By Act I, Scene 1, the atmosphere of the space has already 

changed.  A patriotic mob harasses various passersby whom they overhear speaking foreign 

languages, including an American Red Cross worker (whom they misidentify as English), a 

French-speaking Turk (whom they misidentify as French), and a Chinese tourist (whom they 

misidentify as Japanese). Each time, the mob stops short of physical violence, declaring “We’re 

not like that!” a remark that they belie each time they resume chasing after another foreigner, 

yelling “Speak German!” and “This is Austria!”  This sequence is the first of many examples in 

the play of how collectively iterated phrases (“We’re not like that!”) create situations in which 

words and deeds are out of synch.  At the same time, the crowd’s tendency to misidentify their 
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targets’ nationality highlights both the linguistic confusion of modern Vienna and Kraus’s low 

opinion of his people’s aptitude for reading and understanding others through their speech.  As 

the play goes on, the scene on Sirk Ecke becomes grimmer and more vulgar, populated by 

profiteers, ragged soldiers, and beggars.  For Act IV, Scene 1, Kraus calls for “Larvae and 

Lemures” (malignant ghosts or maskers) and describes a scene in which “groundless merriment 

alternates with muffled, brooding silence” and passersby move through “a cordon of civilians, 

cripples, invalids whose heads and extremities are gripped by unending convulsions, fragments 

and freaks of all kinds, beggars of all ages, the blind and the seeing, who with extinguished 

glances take in the variegated emptiness” while “stooped figures search the sidewalk for cigar 

stubs” (II, 17).  Finally, in the play’s last street scene, near the end of Act V, a collection of 

“soulless” figures, described as “corybants and maenads,” bombard the street with newspapers, 

howling “Extraaa!!  Extraaa!!” until their words devolve into nonsense (II, 224). 

 

Speaking against Spectacle: Theatre and Elocution 

 Recognizing the dialectic of cry and critique that determines the form of The Last Days of 

Mankind is also essential for understanding Kraus’s practices as a solo performer.  On the one 

hand, accounts of Kraus’s performances often attribute supernatural powers to his speech.  Georg 

Trakl’s poem “Karl Kraus” evocatively describes the satirist in performance as a “Wrathful 

magician / Under whose blazing mantle the blue armor of a warrior clanks,” while Walter 

Benjamin describes Kraus the reciter as an “Unmensch,” an inhuman figure who is at once a 

cannibalistic monster and a redeeming angel.
63

  On the other hand, Kraus’s own writings express 

opinions about acting and its relation to textuality that seem, at least on paper, to be stubbornly 

                                                             
63 Benjamin, op cit. 
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retrograde, anti-theatrical, and even downright pedantic.  Seeing how Kraus’s roles as 

“magician” and “pedant” not only coexist but in fact depend upon one another will further clarify 

how Kraus understood the interconnectedness of writing, embodiment, and morality.   It will also 

furnish some more broadly applicable insights about the practice of the documentary actor. 

Based on his writing in The Torch, it would seem that Kraus was simultaneously 

enamored with the idea of theatre and bitterly dissatisfied with the practicalities of theatrical 

production. He often waxed lyrical about the vocal virtuosity of the performers at Vienna’s Old 

Burgtheater, which he attended many times in his youth before its doors closed in 1888, and he 

was prone to measuring contemporary performances against his own (frequently hazy and 

possibly distorted) recollections of the vocal attainments of nineteenth-century Austrian stage 

icons like Adolf Sonnenthal and Charlotte Wolter.
64

 The new Viennese theatres, in Kraus’s 

opinion, almost always came up short when measured against those greats; nearly every theatre 

in the city was guilty of some artistic sin or another, whether it was literal-minded realism, 

melodramatic pandering, spineless self-censorship, or giving actors too much freedom to mug 

and improvise. Above all, while directors across Europe were experimenting with image, 

gesture, spectacle, crowds, and machinery, Kraus saw such an obsession with Stoff (literally, 

stuff) at the expense of Satz (sentence—that is, the written and spoken word) in the theatre as yet 

another facet of the mass media’s culture of superficial sensation.
65

  In Max Reinhardt’s stage 

productions, with their lavish sets and massive casts, Kraus saw a troubling absorption of the 

                                                             
64 Kraus’s nostalgia for the Old Burgtheater, and particularly the question of how much of that nostalgia was based 

on actual childhood experiences (rather than invented or misremembered incidents), has been discussed extensively 

by Kraus scholars. See, for example, Gilbert J. Carr, “The ‘Young’ Kraus and the ‘Old’ Burgtheater: Sources and 

Interpretations,” in Karl Kraus und ‘Die Fackel’: Aufsätze zur Rezeptionsgeschichte, ed. Gilbert J. Carr and Edward 

Timms (London: University of London Press, 1999). 

65 For a thorough discussion of the Stoff/Satz distinction in Kraus’s theatre criticism, see Kari Grimstad, Masks of the 
Prophet: The Theatrical World of Karl Kraus (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982).  
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individual into crowds and technical apparatuses, a phenomenon that he linked, with 

characteristic hyperbole, to the bloodshed of World War I (“Do they not both owe their existence 

to quantity and technology, to supernumeraries and empty decorations?”).
66

 In Erwin Piscator’s 

productions at the Berlin Volksbühne, with their high-tech stage machinery and bustling crowd 

scenes, Kraus saw the infiltration of the ethos of the newspaper into the theatre—a hyperkinetic 

spectacle consisting of the same empty play of surfaces and sensations that unfolded in the pages 

of the Neue Freie Presse.
67

  

At times, Kraus expressed doubt that actors could ever do anything but mar the fine 

thoughts of a Shakespeare or Goethe, that the staging of a literary drama could constitute 

anything but a lamentable fall into materiality. “The stage,” he wrote in 1909, “offers nothing for 

the dramatic work. The theatrical effect of a drama should reach as far as the wish to see it 

enacted; anything more degrades the artistic effect. The best presentation is that which the reader 

makes for himself from the world of the drama.”
68

 The only performers that he viewed as doing 

proper justice to their material were the comedians and variety acts who played in cafés, hotel 

lobbies, and other fringe venues, and he praised them in part because they did not attempt to play 

serious drama.
69

 

                                                             
66 Kraus, “Shakespeare und die Berliner, Die Fackel 418 (1916), 97. 

67 For Kraus’s complete critique of Piscator’s theatre, see “Mein Vorurteil gegen Piscator,” Die Fackel 759 (1927): 

45–75. Notably, Kraus’s contempt for Piscator did not extend toward Piscator’s colleague Brecht; in fact, Kraus was 

a major early supporter of Brecht’s work and attended rehearsals for the original productions of The Threepenny 

Opera and St. Joan of the Stockyards. For more on this, see Timms, Karl Kraus (2005) and Grimstad, Masks of the 

Prophet. 

68 Kraus, “Tagebuch,” Die Fackel 264 (1908), 31. 

69 See, for example, Kraus’s essay “Die letzten Schauspieler,” in which he heaps praise on the Budapester 

Orpheumgesellschaft, a Jewish vaudeville company whose routines included comic skits about current events, 

collected in Untergang der Welt durch schwarze Magie (1922). The Budapesters, whose fans also included Adolph 

Loos and Oskar Kokoschka, may have provided a stylistic model for some of the more farcical scenes in The Last 
Days of Mankind. 
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It most likely did not help that Kraus’s attempts to launch his own career in conventional 

theatre resulted in a string of disappointments. In 1893 he attempted to break into professional 

acting with a guest performance as the villainous Franz Moor in a civic theatre production of 

Schiller’s The Robbers. The audience snickered at his oversized wig and unimposing stature, and 

the experience turned him away from live performance for many years. As a playwright he did 

not fare much better, despite spending a substantial amount of time in Berlin during the 1920s 

and ’30s trying to raise his profile within the theatre community and develop connections with 

directors who would stage his work. In addition to The Last Days of Mankind, Kraus wrote 

several shorter plays, including a satirical operetta called Literature, or We’ll See, and The 

Invincibles, a document-based play about Kraus’s polemical campaigns against tabloid publisher 

Imre Békessy and Vienna police chief Johann Schober (Kraus counted Békessy’s public fall into 

disgrace as one of his greatest political successes, whereas his inability to dislodge Schöber was 

one of his bitterest failures). Most of these plays were critically well received, but because of a 

combination of poor timing, politically controversial material, and Kraus’s knack for making 

enemies in both the political and theatrical worlds none of them enjoyed significant runs. The 

1929 Berlin premiere of The Invincibles, which starred Peter Lorre and Hans Peppler, attracted 

an audience of 2,000 and garnered mostly enthusiastic reviews, but the production was forced to 

close prematurely because of political pressure from the chancellor of Austria. Given this 

constant rejection by the theatre world, one might read Kraus’s attacks on the professional 

theatres as at least partly a case of sour grapes; still, given his preoccupation with speech and 

voice and his firsthand experience with the limitations of theatrical illusion, it makes sense that 

he would seek—and find—success as a performer not on the stage of the Burgtheater, but in 

Vienna’s lecture halls. 
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Over the course of his career Kraus held approximately 700 performances, mostly in 

concert venues and lecture halls, primarily in Vienna but also in Berlin, Prague, Munich, and 

Paris. His performance schedule usually alternated between his own works and a repertoire of 

plays and poetry by other writers. Common recurring selections included Shakespeare’s King 

Lear and Timon of Athens (Kraus identified with the misanthropic Timon), Goethe’s Pandora, 

Hauptmann’s The Weavers, Offenbach’s La vie parisienne, and the farces of nineteenth-century 

Viennese satirist Johann Nestroy. In addition to reciting selected essays from The Torch, Kraus 

performed solo readings from The Last Days of Mankind, which he broke down into multiple 

chunks that appeared in rotation with his other writings (the play’s disjointed composition made 

it easy for Kraus to mix and match specific scenes to suit his agenda for a given evening). These 

readings and recitals were immensely popular with the Viennese literati, both because of Kraus’s 

prodigious talents as a vocal mimic (friends claimed that he could vocally reproduce entire 

Burgtheater productions decades after the fact) and his almost hypnotic charisma as a performer.
 

70
 Over time, Theatre der Dichtung became an increasingly important part of Kraus’s life, to the 

point where it began to take up significant space in The Torch.  From the war years onward, 

Kraus regularly published the schedule for his readings in The Torch, along with reviews of his 

performances, copies of his Zeitstrophen (topical stanzas inserted into some of the play that he 

read), and elaborate program notes.  The Torch also contained advertisements and even the 

occasional fold-out poster promoting Kraus’s performances (see figure 2).  The result was a 

symbiosis in which The Torch became a document of Kraus’s performance career at the same 

that his readings converted pieces that he wrote for The Torch into performances. 

                                                             
70 Heinrich Fischer, dramaturg of the Theater am Schiffbauerdamm and later Kraus’s literary executor, wrote of his 

interactions with Kraus: “The nights after a public reading! The ensemble in his breast seemed never to come to rest. 

. . . suddenly, he sees the actor before him, whom he had not thought of for more than forty years. In an instant, he is 

imitating his face, recreating his voice, and now he begins to narrate: the Baden Arena is resurrected, the Offenbach 
period, a world of masks and tones (cited in Timms, Karl Kraus [1986], 180). 
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In adopting this mode of performance Kraus was hardly alone, nor was he treading in 

unfamiliar territory. Solo recitals of poetry and drama, as well as other public displays of 

declamatory skill, were part of a lively and multifarious performance culture in Europe during 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Musical-hall poetry readings, academic contests in 

elocution, chamber recitals of dramatic texts by professional and amateur performers—all of 

these practices were widespread throughout Europe, including in Kraus’s Vienna. Some 

performers, such as French actor Ernest Coquelin (1848–1909), became particularly noted for 

their recitals of poems and dramatic monologues, and in many parts of Europe solo readings 

were viewed as a handy source of supplementary income for actors. Some live readings were 

organized and supported by cultural conservatives, who put great stock in bourgeois standards of 

clear speech and preferred recitation to morally suspect theatrical spectacles. Other readings, 

particularly as the nineteenth century gave way to the twentieth, were occasions for avant-garde 

confrontation, as in the performances of the Futurists, or showcases for the sonic or synesthetic 

qualities of poetic experimentation, as in Symbolist recitals.  

In either case, public readings often had an implied pedagogical dimension to them, in 

part because recitation and displays of elocution were originally practices rooted in academia. 

For example, public readings by authors were seen as an easy means of access to authorial intent, 

a lesson in the “correct” way to read an author’s work. Lawrence Senelick, in reference to the 

popular public readings offered by Thackeray, Dickens, and Twain, suggests that for audiences, 

“the fusion of the author’s personality with the prose lent the latter greater validity. . . . the text 

was authenticated by the physical presence of its creator.”
71

 When a professional actor or orator 

                                                             
71 Lawrence Senelick, “Text and Violence: Performance Practices of the Modernist Avant-Garde,” in Contours of 

the Theatrical Avant-Garde: Performance and Textuality, ed. James Martin Harding (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 2000), 19. 
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read an author’s work, it was often intended as a demonstration of good reading skills and proper 

elocution, both of which were thought to be essential for producing a correct interpretation and 

full appreciation of the text. Demonstrating reading and speaking skills for the public in this 

manner was especially important in the minds of those who feared the potential for linguistic 

confusion caused by increasing geographic and class mobility.  

It would make sense, then, for a speaker like Kraus to gain popularity in Vienna, where 

questions of language purity and clear speech were especially prevalent. The Austro-Hungarian 

Empire was an unwieldy collage of nations, languages, and ethnicities, and Vienna itself was, to 

quote intellectual historian Jacques Le Rider, “more of a battleground of different nationalities 

than a multinational melting pot”
72

 One of the reasons that Vienna proved a fertile ground for 

modernist language crises and philosophical traditions of Sprachkritik (“critique of language”) 

was that this urban confusion of tongues inspired intensive meditation on the nature and purpose 

of words. Kraus’s own grammatical obsessions stemmed in part from a desire to protect the 

German language from devolution into slang and jargon, and as an assimilated Jew living in the 

cradle of modern anti-Semitism, he was keenly interested in curbing what he perceived as the 

linguistic excesses of fellow Jewish writers who moved to Vienna from Bohemia or Galicia and 

brought their regional dialects and Yiddish accents with them.
73

 The Viennese were also 

particularly interested in the sonic and musical qualities of human speech and their relation to 

meaning; the traditions of Singspiel, operetta, and art song were deeply ingrained in their popular 

imagination, and Austria took great pride in being the land of Mozart, Strauss, and Schubert. 

                                                             
72 Jacques Le Rider, Modernity and Crises of Identity: Culture and Society in Fin-de-Siècle Vienna (New York: 

Continuum, 1993), 22. 

73 Kraus has often been branded as a “self-hating Jew” because of his frequent mockery of other Jewish writers and 

his echoing of common anti-Semitic gripes about “Jewish journalism.” For a thorough exploration of this issue, see 

Paul Reitter, The Anti-Journalist: Karl Kraus and Jewish Self-Fashioning in Fin-de-Siècle Vienna (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2008). 
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Solo musical recitals were common, as were poetry recitals with musical accompaniment, and 

Vienna was filled with concert and lecture halls of various sizes designed to accommodate all of 

these performances. 

The fact that Kraus tended to use the words Vorlesung (“lecture” or “reading”) and 

vortragen (“to recite/declaim”) to describe his performances, rather than employing words more 

commonly associated with theatrical performance like spielen (“to play/act”), suggests that he 

wished to situate himself within these traditions of declamation; indeed, his Theater der 

Dichtung had a lot in common with other public lectures and recitals of its time. Like most other 

readings and recitals that occurred in Vienna’s concert halls, Kraus’s performances were visually 

minimalist; he usually sat at a chair preset onstage, with a small table between himself and his 

audience and, when necessary, an accompanist at a piano off to one side. He read with the text 

directly in front of him, focusing on generating effects through sound.
74

  He also shared with 

other elocutionists the motive of teaching reading skills and promoting clear speech. In fact, for a 

time, he had ambitious plans for developing his Theater der Dichtung into an acting school and 

performance troupe, in which he would instruct pupils in his own declamatory style. In 1934 he 

organized a public campaign to raise funds for this project, but even numerous endorsements by 

noted Viennese intellectuals could not convince potential donors to part with their money when 

Europe was in the middle of a crippling depression. Consequently, as with so many of Kraus’s 

ambitious ventures in this area, his efforts came to nothing. 

 

 

 

                                                             
74 For images of Kraus in performance, see figures 3, 4, and 6. 
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“Parts That Let Him Taste Blood”: Quotation as Digestion 

An audio recording of Kraus reciting his short satirical piece “Tourist Trips to Hell” helps 

provide some sense of how voice and language interacted in his recitations. In this piece Kraus 

targets a Swiss newspaper advertisement that offers luxurious weekend trips to Verdun, a 

“battlefield par excellence,” complete with first-class train tickets and a “generous breakfast” 

(see figure 5). After reciting the original advertisement, Kraus provides his own response, 

incorporating the advertisement’s form and vocabulary into an attack on postwar 

commercialization of battle sites. In his recitation of the advertisement Kraus sounds similar to 

an old-fashioned stage actor—drawing out his vowels, crisply enunciating his consonants (except 

for the occasional lavishly rolled r), booming as if projecting his voice to the balcony. He shapes 

each sentence so that the rhythm rises and falls like a wave, cresting on the main verb and then 

trailing off during prepositional phrases, only to rise up again as he moves into a new clause or 

reaches a choice turn of phrase. The contrast between the high-flown delivery and the banal 

material, along with the rhythmic accentuation of the advertisement’s repetitive phrasing, invites 

the listener to recognize the gulf between the language of advertising copy, with its bullet-point 

declarations and hackneyed vocabulary, and the poetry of literary drama. When Kraus moves 

into his own gloss, it has the same effect as a musical structure of theme and variations; the sonic 

similarity reinforces a sense of preexisting harmony between ad and critique. As the performance 

goes on, the rhythmical ebb and flow of Kraus’s voice creates an unsettlingly incantatory effect.  

One can imagine this voice imbuing an audience with the kind of nervous energy that Canetti 

describes, especially as Kraus’s voice begins to crescendo in the final minute of the piece, 

building toward his furious malediction to tourists who would eat a “generous breakfast” next to 

a shell-pocked battlefield, while the orphans of Russia starve (“The devil take you,” he cries, “to 
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a ‘battlefield par excellence’!”). Kraus’s vocal control over the material is absolute, and through 

that vocal control—the precise quality that he found lacking in most theatre of his time—Kraus 

absorbs and incorporates the Swiss tourist promotion into his own opus.  Yet, in doing so, he also 

reveals the advertisement as a document of the tourist industry’s objectionable banalization of 

war. 

For Walter Benjamin, who attended several of Kraus’s Berlin performances, Kraus’s 

ability to devour and regurgitate the speech of others was akin to cannibalism. “The satirist,” 

Benjamin states, “is the figure in whom the cannibal was received into civilization,” and Kraus 

“wrote himself parts that let him taste blood.”
75

 Like the cannibal who seeks to absorb the 

potency of his friends and enemies by devouring their flesh, both the satirist and the actor thrive 

on their ability to consume and digest the language of others. This “cannibalistic” dimension of 

Kraus’s readings extended to his treatment of fictional texts by other playwrights. “Kraus, in his 

recitals, does not speak the words of Offenbach or Nestroy,” Benjamin claims; “they speak from 

him.”
76

 Kraus makes this anthropophagic appropriation particularly apparent through his 

insertion of Zeitstrophen into the plays he performed. For the song “Ja, die Zeit ändert viel” 

[“Aye, the times are much changed”] from Nestroy’s Der Talisman, Kraus wrote more than forty 

different Zeitstrophen, about such topics as the Battle of the Somme, the Neue Freie Presse, 

Sigmund Freud, Richard Strauss, the banking system, the new Burgtheater, and even 

contemporary trends in women’s fashion.  By making these insertions, Kraus performed the 

same cannibalistic act of appropriation that he performed with the Swiss advertisement in 

“Tourist Trips to Hell.”  The importance of Benjamin’s gastronomic metaphor is that it defines 
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the significance of a quoted text as something that emanates not from its original author or the 

authority of an inanimate textual object (i.e., a document), but from the work that the quoted 

words perform upon, within, and through the present speaker. A performed quotation is not 

simply a copy (perfect or imperfect) of the original discursive act—it is an act of digestion. For 

Kraus, and for Benjamin, this digestion had a purifying effect, calling the quoted words “back to 

their origin” and thus unveiling their preexisting moral significance.
77

  

Benjamin’s digestive metaphor also helps to clarify how Kraus’s readings differed from 

those of many elocutionists of his time. In the early twentieth century, performers of poetic and 

dramatic recitals were most frequently praised for their impersonal channeling of the text. For 

instance, when the actress Florence Farr performed one of her many public readings of William 

Butler Yeats’s poetry, Poetry Society organizer Harold Monro extolled her capacity for “restraint 

and self-surrender” and her ability to become “a sensitive medium” for the rhythms of the 

poetry.
78

 In other words, Farr, as a reader, succeeded to the extent that she was able to suppress 

her own personality and allow the sound and sense of the words to guide the actions of her body.  

While Kraus would sometimes claim that his own satires were a consequence of language 

“having its way” with him, as if he were a passive vessel for the words he encountered, his 

performance of “Tourist Trips to Hell” comes off as aggressive and far from impersonal. This 

aggression comes not only from his tone, but from the fact that, as Benjamin suggests, Kraus is 

not simply allowing the text to pass through him, but breaking it apart, reconstituting it, and 

incorporating it into a larger piece that assigns the text a different meaning from what its writer 

consciously intended. Kraus himself might have asserted that he was merely unveiling a meaning 
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that was already immanent within the words of the advertisement itself, but the amount of 

manipulation involved in excavating that meaning grants Kraus a tremendous amount of 

interpretive agency as a reader. 

Benjamin, along with Adorno and Gershom Scholem, saw in this appropriative mimicry a 

recuperation of anti-Semitic stereotypes of “Jewish mimesis” and a subversion of Romantic 

ideologies of creativity.  One of the most common attacks leveled at journalists and Jews in this 

period was the claim that both groups possessed “unproductive” intellects.  The journalist and 

the Jew (often conflated into the figure of the “Jewish journalist”) were intellectual parasites who 

lacked the elemental creativity celebrated by German Romanticism.  They could only mimic or 

critique the things that they read and experienced, drawing on the world around them or on the 

writings of others rather than on “productive” imagination.
79

  Scholem claimed that Kraus, in his 

satires, effectively turned that stereotype inside-out: “Kraus,” he wrote, “never had an original 

thought in his life, and that is meant here infinitely more as a compliment than as a criticism.”
80

  

Yet, unlike journalists, who also thrived on quotation and mimickry, Kraus insisted upon the 

intrinsic values of words.  In other words, by shunning originality, Kraus opened up a space in 

which he could incorporate or restore fragments of found language into his own linguistic order.  

Kraus himself referred to his work as nachschöpferisch (literally, “re-creative” or “after-

creative”),
81

 a term that calls to mind citational avant-garde forms like collage and pastiche.  

Though Kraus’s “re-creation” emerges from an attitude toward language that is the near-inverse 

of modernist language skepticism, his nachschöpferisch satire nonetheless participated in the 

revaluation of nineteenth-century notions of creativity that marked the work of avant-garde 
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80 Cited in Reiter, 153. 
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movements like the dadas and the Surrealists and eventually became a cornerstone of 

postmodern aesthetics.  Kraus’s use of collage and imitation as a means of disassembling the 

cherished myths and literary clichés of “Goethe’s people” was part of what made his Theater der 

Dichtung, as Canetti put it, a “school of resistance.” 

 Another very important distinguishing factor is Kraus’s choice of material. In addition to 

reading famous literary works, he was also quoting texts like the Swiss tourism advertisement—

texts that were not written to be performed out loud and that would not typically be judged as 

having any literary value. By imbricating supposedly disposable linguistic productions like 

editorials, advertisements, and vacuous diplomatic speeches with Shakespeare and Goethe 

(something that he also did within the text of The Last Days of Mankind), Kraus denies that any 

language is trivial or disposable, that everything a person says or writes is implicated in 

structures of ethical and aesthetic significance. For Benjamin, this radical rejection of 

disposability was the most important aspect of Kraus’s work: “Kraus’s achievement exhausts 

itself at its highest level by making even the newspaper quotable . . . and the empty phrase is 

suddenly forced to recognize that even in the deepest dregs of the journals it is not safe from the 

voice that swoops on the wings of the word to drag it from the darkness.”
82

 

 While Kraus undoubtedly shared with most other elocutionists a desire to act as an arbiter 

of taste, to use his readings to help his audience hear the difference between good and bad 

writing he also located value and critical interest in language itself, regardless of its source, 

rather than just in the thoughts or intentions of great poets. All words mattered to him; 

everything was part of the discursive “surface” where the “root” of his society’s problems lay. 
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To think otherwise was, in his view, to encourage amnesia and obliviousness and, in turn, to 

allow the corruption, bumbling, and atrocities of the powerful to continue unchecked. 

 

“I Am an Accessory to These Noises”: Memory and Responsibility 

Although Kraus’s acoustic quotation is a critical, disruptive act, his ultimate goal in his 

drama was the preservation of cultural memory.  In the years immediately after the war Kraus’s 

public readings from The Last Days of Mankind were part of a relentless personal campaign to 

combat mass amnesia about the crimes and blunders committed by the Central Powers during the 

war. While postwar Austria as a whole seemed determined to forget or misremember great 

swathes of the war, burying all recollection of mass executions and other atrocities, while avidly 

propagating myths like the Dolchstosslegende (the myth that the Central Powers lost because 

they were “stabbed in the back” by pacifists, Bolsheviks, and Jews), Kraus used his play as a 

means of forcing his people to remember, of renewing the sense of horror and moral outrage that 

so many seemed anxious to slough off. As Canetti put it: “Karl Kraus was the master of horror. . 

. . No matter how often he recited from this play, his horror, always regenerating the force of the 

original vision, imbued everyone.”
83

 In this sense, Kraus and The Last Days of Mankind fulfilled 

the role that Andreas Huyssen (drawing inspiration from Kraus’s longtime fan Franz Kafka) 

ascribes to successful public memorials: the role of “the ax for the frozen sea within us,” the 

emotional and aesthetic jolt that prevents memory from freezing into figures of myth, cliché, or 

kitsch.
84
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Like many document-based plays, The Last Days of Mankind performs the metatheatrical 

gesture of narrating its own composition. One of the few frequently recurring characters in the 

play is a fictionalized author-surrogate called the Grumbler, and in the play’s latter acts the 

Grumbler frequently discusses with his friend, the Optimist, his plans to write a great drama 

about the war, at times even discussing his composition of scenes that appear in the play shortly 

before or after the Grumbler’s description of them. This self-reflexive sub-thread of the play 

culminates in the penultimate scene of act 5, a lengthy monologue by the Grumbler about his 

motives for writing his play. In this monologue the Grumbler ties the play’s purpose directly to 

the memorializing potential of his own performing body: 

Had one preserved the voice of this era on a phonograph, the external truth would 

have belied the inner truth, and the ear would have recognized neither. Thus time 

garbles the essence [Wesen] of things, and would bestow amnesty on the greatest 

crime ever committed under the sun, under the stars. I have salvaged the essence, 

and my ear has recovered the sounds of deeds, my eye the gestures of speech, and 

my voice, where it only repeated, quoted in such a way that the keynote 

[Grundton] holds steady for all time. (2:234) 

 

The Grumbler presents the play as something that lives within his eyes, ears, and tongue. He is a 

human recording instrument, one that exceeds all forms of mechanical recording in its capacity 

for capturing “essence.” By feeding the matter of the play through himself he conflates a moral 

compulsion with a physical one: his body must perform because it is saturated with the words of 

others, words that he must digest and refine in order to preserve their “keynote” for posterity. 

The Grumbler cements this notion by immediately following the above passage with a recitation 

of Horatio’s final speech from Hamlet, suggesting that in writing and speaking this play he takes 

on Horatio’s responsibility of telling the stories of the dead to the living—that like Horatio he 

stands alone upon a stage before the people to report how their national tragedy came to pass. In 

conclusion, he declares: 
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This is the World War. This is my Manifesto. I have considered everything 

carefully. I have taken upon myself this tragedy that crumbles into scenes of a 

crumbling humanity, so that the Spirit, who will take pity on the victims, may 

hear it, had he abjured for all future time any connection with a human ear. He 

will listen to the keynote of these times, the echo of my bloody frenzy, through 

which I am an accessory to these noises. He accepts it as deliverance!
85

 (2:234) 

 

All of this material lends credence to Canetti’s and Benjamin’s thoughts about Kraus’s 

relationship with the texts he used. Certainly, Kraus/Grumbler’s privileging of sound over 

spectacle and his emphasis on his own performing body as a medium for the play support the 

notion that the personal, situational, and embodied aspects of language, all of which are 

inextricably bound to voice and gesture, are the aspects that Kraus values and seeks to preserve, 

as well as the aspects that he believes print culture and the newspaper are threatening to destroy.  

During a public reading by the author this final monologue would presumably make for a 

potent metatheatrical moment, in which performer and character collapse into each other. The 

opening stage direction for the scene describes the Grumbler sitting at a writing table, reading 

aloud from a piece of paper—in other words, doing exactly what Kraus himself did when he read 

from the play onstage. Thus when Kraus, speaking as the Grumbler, starts discussing his own 

play, his own body, and his own mission of deliverance, he forcibly pulls his audience members 

back into reality, back to their awareness of their own participation in a sociopolitical scenario. 

This return of writing to the lived social moment, which denies a break between past and present 

or between words and their makers, becomes the essential move in Kraus’s memorializing 

project. 

 This fantasy of the body as recorder and repeater of “essences,” positioned as an 

organicist counterpoint to the fantasies of technological mastery that drive scientistic 
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documentation practices, should be familiar to scholars of performance studies. In pointing out 

the failure of the technologies of the archivist (in this case, the phonograph) to preserve 

memories that can only be transmitted through his own embodied practice, Kraus/Grumbler calls 

to mind Diana Taylor’s distinction between the archive and the repertoire and other arguments 

that emphasize restored behavior or acts of surrogation as undervalued modes of memory 

transmission that can preserve truths that evade or are mutilated by written documents.
86

  

Yet it is important to note that the performing body in Kraus’s work, unlike the bodies in 

the reportorial scenarios that Taylor describes, never steps outside the matrix of language; 

Kraus’s work posits a performing body that is not antagonistic toward or complementary to the 

archive, but exists in an organic unity with it. He is, in a sense, attempting to undo what Michel 

de Certeau would later deem the formative separation that gave birth to historiography, the 

separation between “the body of knowledge that utters a discourse and the mute body that 

nourishes it.”
87

 While it is common in performance studies to locate the redemptive or liberatory 

potential of performance in its capacity for escaping the hegemonic shackles of textuality and the 

document’s impoverished mangling of lived experience, Kraus presents a path to redemption that 

is dialectical rather than oppositional: the body’s reclamation of language through performed 

quotation.  Kraus imagines an idyllic social universe (always already destroyed or imperiled by 

the “black magic” of printer’s ink) in which a human subject and his or her linguistic products 

constitute an organic whole, and in which we are all thus responsible for our own words—both 

in the sense of being responsible for producing our own speech (rather than resorting to the 

ready-made, commodified speech of others) and in the sense of being held accountable for the 
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speech that we produce.  In this scheme, one’s writing is an extension of one’s social and ethical 

self, rather than simply a “product for the market” that can be bought, sold, or mechanically 

reproduced.  The documentary form, for Kraus, was a way to wrest writing out of that market 

context and back into the realm of embodied speech and gesture. 

Kraus’s direct influence on later uses of documents in the theatre is difficult to gauge.  

The Last Days of Mankind was a well-known text throughout the German-speaking world in the 

1920s, and both Piscator and Brecht are known to have read and admired it, but Kraus was too 

much at odds (philosophically as well as personally) with too many of the major playwrights, 

critics, and directors of his time to attain full recognition as an important dramatist; and as the 

next chapter will show, Piscator’s political theatre was largely a product of political and aesthetic 

trends that Kraus roundly rejected, despite certain important formal similarities.  Still, Kraus’s 

work establishes a set of key recurring themes that are important to what follows. 

The first key idea is the “acoustic quotation” model—the idea that remediating a 

document as speech within a specific embodied scenario unveils immanent meanings that reflect 

upon the document’s original source. As Kraus’s work abundantly demonstrates, appropriating 

and performing the language of others subjects that language to the “digestive” properties of 

embodied performance, which multiply, overlay, and re-contextualize its different possible 

meanings.  Thinking of a quotation in documentary theatre as a transformative act of framing, 

rather than as a conduit to the actuality to which documents promise access, allows for more 

nuanced ways of reading documentary theatre that don’t fall into many of the common aporias 

that arise when one focuses on assessing a documentary play’s verisimilitude or “faithfulness.” 

What one must reckon with instead is how a documentary play addresses the tension between 

quotation’s “cannibalistic,” “nachschöpferisch” aspect and quotation’s tethering of the quoted 
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document’s meaning to the documents origins outside the performance.  The extremity of the 

“re-creation” that occurs in some of the vignettes in The Last Days of Mankind—the demonic 

maskers, the infants speaking the words of editorial writers—betokens just how far documentary 

theatre can depart from “faithfulness” while still performing its essential critical tasks. 

The second key idea is the assumption that a document’s significance for a performer lay 

as much in how it was produced and how it says what it says (e.g., how its formal properties 

might encourage or hinder particular kinds of emotional investment) as in what information the 

document carries.  In Kraus’s case, this assumption was rooted in his own idiosyncratic belief 

that the free organic play of human ears and mouths could reveal a trans-situational essence that 

is immanent in a documentary quote.  Chapters Two, Three, and Four will all show how other 

makers of documentary theatre, despite lacking Kraus’s particular philosophy of language, 

present or imply their own bases for deriving insight—whether historical, political, or “poetic”—

from analyzing how documentary materials are made and how performance texts, insofar as they 

serve as documents of political or historical consciousness, are constructed. 

The third idea, which largely comes out through the great, sprawling text of The Last 

Days of Mankind, is the notion that the turn to documents is related to a search for the “root” at 

the “surface”—that behind documentary theatre’s accumulation and arrangement of found 

materials is a desire to import some abstract or complicated subject from the outside world onto 

the stage in a way that captures its “essence” or “keynote.” This subject may not be defined in 

such grandiose terms as it is in The Last Days of Mankind (though, as Chapter Two will show, it 

certainly was in Erwin Piscator’s theatre).  It may instead be the history or interiority of a single 

person, or an impression of a particular landscape or atmosphere, or a thesis about the nature of 

artistic creation or the ethics of a social science practice.  The act of showing the audience this 
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“root” also tends to serve a pedagogical function—showing the spectators in the audience how 

they, too, can read and remake the documentary surfaces that their culture presents to them. 

In performances seeking to report on, preserve, or revivify the past, the Krausian fantasy 

of vocally transmitted essence and the scientistic fantasy of technological preservation often 

coexist, unreconciled, on the stage, and how an artist negotiates between these different models 

of transmission constitutes a decision of significant ethical and epistemological weight. For 

Kraus, his “cannibal” quotation practice was a means of making manifest the latent truth in the 

words of others, which he deemed himself qualified to recognize, while his performance style 

constituted a pedagogy of reception through which he hoped to train audiences to do as he did.  

For those who are less confident in their authority to sit in judgment in the court of language, 

there may not be such easy answers. 
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Chapter Two 

The Dialectics of the Documentary: Rethinking Erwin Piscator 

 

 One of the most widely repeated anecdotes about Erwin Piscator’s 1927 production of 

Rasputin, the Romanovs, the War, and the People Who Rose against Them comes from the 

satirist and playwright Hans Reimann.  The story goes that Reimann, who at the time was 

working with Max Brod on the text for Piscator’s upcoming adaptation of The Good Soldier 

Schweik, found himself backstage during a performance of Rasputin, and, feeling an impish 

impulse to test a hypothesis, stepped out onto the stage and stood in full view of the audience and 

cast for several seconds before walking off.  Riemann later claimed that, as he had predicted, no 

one in the house or on the stage showed any sign of noticing his presence—his intrusion into the 

play went entirely unremarked.  Rasputin was one of the most technically ambitious plays of its 

time, juxtaposing live stage action in simultaneous scenes on a compartmentalized set along with 

films projected onto multiple screens and a scrolling calendar of historical data to the side of the 

stage (see figure 7).  The implication of Reimann’s story is that the audience was too absorbed 

(or distracted) by Piscator’s technical apparatus to notice an impromptu upstage cameo by a man 

in street clothes.
88

   

With Rasputin, Piscator achieved a level of information saturation onstage that some 

spectators were simply unable to process; for others, the high-tech staging elements with which 

Piscator surrounded Alexei Tolstoy’s play felt like needless and overly tendentious departures 

from the source material.  Ernst Heilborn of the Frankfurter Zeitung suggested that the 

Gegeneinanderspiel (“playing-against-each-other”) and Aufeinanderprallen (“clashing-off-each-

other”) of the projections put “technical advances” ahead of “the free play of art” and that the 

                                                             
88 Erwin Piscator, The Political Theater: A History, trans. Hugh Rorrison (New York: Avon Books, 1978), 226-7. 
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documentary material merely reduced the story of Rasputin to a “woodcut from the Bolshevik 

hornbook.”
89

  For Max Osborn of the Berliner Morgenpost, the problem was not that the four-

hour-long performance was confusing, but that the clutter of explanatory materials felt like an 

insult to the Berlin audience’s intelligence:  

In Moscow, one has to deal with audiences of one to a hundred thousand artless 

people to whom one must explain everything.  But we Germans are already 

advanced enough that we can grasp the allegorical character of an artistic work.  

One does not have to tell us, over and over, on the scenery, on the film screen, on 

the slide-projected text bands, what we have to think throughout.
90

  

  

Even Herbert Ihering, who was generally supportive of Piscator’s work, called Rasputin’s 

juxtaposition of live action and film a “failure,” because the viewer’s emotional and intellectual 

responses to the play’s action were contradictory rather than mutually reinforcing.  These 

reactions were, on the whole, typical for Piscator’s productions in the 1920s: critics usually made 

a point of noting Piscator’s technical aptitude as a director, but the majority complained that he 

was wasting that aptitude—and the talents of the star actors whom he convinced to work with 

him—on productions that were visually overcomplicated and/or overbearingly didactic.   

Karl Kraus, whose The Last Days of Mankind was on the shortlist of possible projects 

published by Piscator’s company in 1927, attended Piscator’s 1926 Berlin Volksbühne 

production of Schiller’s The Robbers and the Piscator-Bühne’s 1927 production of Ernst Toller’s 

Whoops, We’re Alive! [Hoppla, wir Leben!].  Kraus had nothing complimentary to say about 

what he saw.  In fact, he published a thirty-page tirade in The Torch, denouncing Piscator’s work 

as exemplifying industrialism’s deadening “purposefulness without purpose.”
 91

 He called 

                                                             
89 Ernst Heilburn, “Piscator-Bühne: Zur Aufführung von ‚Rasputin‘,” Frankfurter Zeitung und Handelsblatt, 

November 11, 1927. 

90 Max Osborn, “,Rasputin.’  Der Piscatorbühne zweite Tat,” Berliner Morgenpost, November 11, 1927. 

91 Karl Kraus, “Mein Vorurteil gegen Piscator,” Die Fackel 759 (1927), 49. 
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Piscator’s stage machinery “prosthetic limbs” for a theatre that could not stand on its own legs, 

and he dismissed Piscator’s documentary insertions as appealing only to “those whose minds are 

formed by newspapers.”
92

  Piscator was himself an admirer of Kraus and had made repeated 

attempts to cajole him into lecturing at Berlin leftist functions (which Kraus belligerently 

rebuffed).
93

  It is even possible that Piscator’s 1925 mass pageant In Spite of Everything! [Trotz 

Alledem!], the piece in which Piscator’s documentary techniques first attained the level of 

sophistication seen in his later work, was partly inspired by The Last Days of Mankind.   

Nonetheless, Kraus had grounds for distancing himself from Piscator.  While Piscator shared 

Kraus’s goal of using documentary performance to teach an audience how to be better “readers” 

of contemporary culture, the two differed markedly in how and why they wanted to educate their 

respective audiences.  Piscator’s goal in his work during the 1920s was to use the dramaturgical 

and visual structures of his plays to train audiences to connect particular kinds of causes 

(capitalist exploitation, the class struggle) with particular effects (war, poverty, the misfortunes 

of a dramatic protagonist).  In the case of Rasputin, this meant taking a conventional historical 

drama about the private lives of the Romanovs and using documentary material to link that 

private drama to a Marxist analysis of how the Old World monarchies toppled after being driven 

to war by industrial capital.  This differs from Kraus’s approach in that the relationship Piscator 

drew between individual events and larger trends was not a reciprocal, typological relationship as 

it was in The Last Days of Mankind but, rather, a relationship in which the lone case attained 

meaning only through its subordination to a larger historical struggle between classes.  

Moreover, while Kraus’s performances put the speaking body front and center, with no 

                                                             
92 Ibid, 74. 

93 Most of the second half of “Mein Vorurteil gegen Piscator” details these speaking invitations and Kraus’s 
increasingly exasperated responses to them. 
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distracting “Stoff” surrounding it, Piscator was often criticized for supposedly burying his actors 

in “Stoff.” 

There may be an extent to which Piscator’s critics were resistant to a dramaturgy that 

demanded unfamiliar ways of paying attention to a play, but Piscator also seems to have simply 

misjudged his audience.  In The Political Theatre: a History (1929), Piscator mostly writes as if 

his theatre were intended to edify and agitate a proletarian audience, teaching workers by 

example about how to connect information into an ideologically correct view of the political big 

picture and encouraging them to become more effective “actors” in the political sense of the 

word.
94

  In practice, however, beyond his early agit-prop work between 1920 and 1924, Piscator 

rarely played for the kinds of audiences that his theoretical writing implied he had.  His own 

theatre company was financially dependent on the mostly bourgeois subscriber base of the Berlin 

Volksbühne, and when he did reach his preferred audience, the effectiveness of his techniques 

was often disputed, not only by critics in communist periodicals but also by some of his own 

collaborators. Georg Grosz would later claim that Piscator and his collaborators (himself 

included) were guilty of “intellectual megalomania” and more effective at titillating the middle 

class than at mobilizing workers.
95

 

Still, even if one were to conclude, as Grosz, Ihering, and others did, that Piscator’s 

1920s productions failed as political theatre (at least in the sense that Piscator used the term at 

the time), they were still extremely influential.   Because of Piscator’s sizeable imprint on 

western political theatre—and, particularly, documentary theatre—in the 20
th
 and 21

st
 centuries, 

it is worth clarifying what he actually wanted his work to achieve, even if, in practice, his 

                                                             
94 The Political Theater, 36. 

95 Georg Grosz, A Small Yes and a Big No, trans. Arnold J. Pomerans (New York: Allison & Busby, 1982), 116. 
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success at achieving it was limited. This is especially important because the most common 

summations of Piscator’s contributions as an artist—i.e., the assertion that Piscator 

revolutionized the stage by introducing film projections and by replacing antiquated dramatic 

forms with documentary authenticity and immediacy—mischaracterize his objectives and the 

significance of his methods.  It was not Piscator’s use of film and projections in and of itself that 

was an innovation, nor was he the first to use film to extend the spatial and temporal bounds of 

the onstage world.  His innovation lay in how he used the interplay of film and live performance 

to illustrate political theses through form. 

Much has already been written about Piscator’s use of film projections in his productions, 

but comparatively little has been said about what kinds of relationships Piscator may have been 

trying to create between the nonfictional projections and the fictional, embodied performances of 

his actors.  Therefore, the main objective here is to excavate from Piscator’s writing and early 

productions a conceptual framework that not only explicates his use of documentary films, 

projections, and data tables but also shows how those elements exist in a variety of dialectical 

relationships with the figure of the live actor.  The experience of seeing a live actor’s 

situatedness within and, at times, being pitted against a mechanized multimedia stage 

environment was essential to how Piscator envisioned the social function of his theatre.  The 

Piscatorian actor was—at least in theory—a subject who modeled ways of reading and 

navigating through the social world created by new media.  At the same time, he or she also 

served as an objective element within a multimedia assemblage that illustrated the mechanisms 

of history.  The interplay between actor and document in Piscator’s theatre—what Heilborn 

derisively called the “Gegeneinanderspiel” and “Aufeinanderprallen”— was designed to be a 

locus of dialectical supersession, at which a synthesis could be achieved between fact and fiction 
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and between intellect and emotion.  While Piscator himself often used words such as immediate 

and immediacy in discussing his theatrical style, the function of documents in his dialectical 

dramaturgy was not to produce a more “immediate” depiction of the real but to situate the 

onstage action within a larger historical scheme that the audience could view and interpret  

holistically in a manner modeled by the performers. 

 The two Piscator productions that will receive the most attention here are the 

documentary pageant In Spite of Everything!, created with Felix Gasbarra and John Heartfield 

for the 1925 national congress of the German Communist Party, and Rasputin, the second 

production of Piscator’s independent theatre company, the Piscator-Bühne.  In Spite of 

Everything!, often cited as the ur-production of the modern documentary theatre, exemplifies 

how Piscator sought to use film and live bodies to create a dialectical supersession of oppositions 

built into bourgeois art, especially oppositions of artist versus viewer, fiction versus reality, and 

sensation versus reason. Rasputin also has a dialectical structure, one that rubs the “objectivity” 

of new media up against the conventions of bourgeois tragedy, assigning documentary films and 

projections a role analogous to that of a tragic chorus or omniscient narrator.  In both of these 

productions, the documentary materials act as more than didactic information sources or 

estranging devices; drama and documentary play off of each other in ways that are meant to 

repurpose existing dramatic structures and encourage spectators to map those same structures 

onto their everyday social lives.  Central to this function of documents is the tension that they 

create between the literary and objective aspects of a play in performance—that is, between the 

dramatic fiction of a plot unfolding before the viewer and the concrete situation of theatre as an 

interaction of bodies and objects that exist independently of the play as artifacts of real-life 

production processes. 
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The “New Objectivity” and the Documentary Actor 

The criticisms of Rasputin touch on a common thread in many critiques of Piscator from 

the period: namely, the objection that his actors were overshadowed by stage machinery and film 

projections.  While Piscator’s collaborators included some of the most famous performers of the 

1920s (Alexander Granach, Tilla Durieux, and Max Pallenberg, to name a few), their 

performances seldom occasioned as much comment as Piscator’s expensive, high-concept 

production design (Pallenberg’s star turn in The Good Soldier Schweik being the one notable 

exception).  The Piscator-Bühne ensemble was often under-rehearsed and was forced to adjust to 

constant script changes, sometimes receiving new lines within minutes of curtain time.
96

  

Newspaper caricatures depicted Piscator as a slave driver or animal trainer, cracking a whip at 

his actors or shouting at them through a megaphone (see figure 8 for an example).  Brecht would 

later write that productions like Rasputin, Schweik and Whoops, We’re Alive! were flawed, 

because actors and machinery were constantly “at daggers drawn” with each other.
97

  Piscator 

created an acting collective in 1928 with the aim of training the Piscator-Bühne’s actors in a 

common method that they would employ in his productions, but the endeavor fell through after 

only a few months, partly due to a lack of willing instructors.  Yet, what little Piscator wrote and 

published about acting suggests that perfecting the method by which actors interacted with the 

                                                             
96 Piscator appeared to have some interest in training the actor’s body to become more articulate in ways that would 

make it easier to integrate with a technology-intensive misc-en-scene, and as such the work of his short-lived acting 
collective has been compared to that of Meyerhold, but Piscator never instituted a system of actor training that was 

as fully worked out as Meyerhold’s biomechanics, and Piscator criticized Meyerhold’s approach to physical theatre 

as overly aestheticist. 

97
Cited in C.D. Innes, Piscator’s Political Theatre: The Development of Modern German Drama (Cambridge, 

Cambridge University Press, 1972), 199.  Of course, one of the key ideas in Brecht’s earlier theoretical writings was 

the concept of the “separation of elements,” making the different pieces of the theatrical apparatus visible to an 

audience as distinctive pieces.  What Brecht is suggesting with his “daggers drawn” observation is something more 

extreme: not simply denying the false seamlessness of theatrical illusion but combining dramaturgical elements that 
undercut each other in ways that muddle the production’s message.  
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documentary and technological elements in his productions was just as important to him as those 

elements themselves. 

Piscator’s most sustained piece of published writing on acting is “On Objective Acting,” 

a short essay that he wrote in 1949.  By the time he wrote this piece, Piscator had long since left 

the increasingly bleak economic and political conditions of Germany behind, working first on 

film projects in Moscow and a failed folk theatre project in the Ukraine and then, after the 

looming threat of purges caused him to break ties with the USSR in 1938, becoming the 

founding director of the Drama Workshop in New York, where he worked from 1939 to 1951.  

During his time in New York, he tried to distance himself somewhat from the Communist Party 

by redefining his Political Theatre as political only in the broad, classical sense of being 

occupied with the human being’s nature as zoon politikon (this seems to have been partly for 

careerist reasons and partly on account of genuine disillusionment in response to Stalinism).  

Still, the essay rearticulates and clarifies certain key ideas connected to his earlier work. 

Piscator begins the essay by describing the moment when, during worst of the fighting at 

Ypres during World War I, he balked at charging the enemy line.  When his commanding officer 

demanded to know what he had done before the war, Piscator suddenly felt ashamed of calling 

himself an actor.  The very word actor, he wrote, “seemed so stupid, so ridiculous, so false and 

inadequate to the situation I was in.”
98

  A major goal in his career from then on, he states, was to 

find an approach to acting that made his profession seem less frivolous.  After dismissing 

realism, expressionism, the “literature of pity,” and Brechtian alienation as adequate approaches, 

Piscator states:   

                                                             
98 Erwin Piscator, “Objective Acting” in Actors on Acting, ed. Cole and Chinoy (New York: Crown Publishers, 

1949), 285-6.  Maria Ley-Piscator recounts a version of the same anecdote in Piscator Experiment: The Political 
Theatre (J.H. Heinemann, 1967). 
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If we want an intelligent audience, for whom the theatre is more than mere 

entertainment, we have to break down the “fourth wall” on the stage.  The film 

has already done it long ago.  We don’t want the modern actor improvising his 

emotions from beyond the “fourth wall,” but we want him to give us 

commentaries on those emotions—playing not only a result but the thought which 

created the result.  We want to see the roots and not the fruit alone, the seed and 

not the plant alone.  To do this, the modern actor needs a superior control so that 

he will not be overcome by his emotions.  He needs what I have called “the new 

objectivity.
99

 

 

Removing the “fourth wall” is not meant to entail erasing the distance between play and 

audience.  Piscator’s professed intent here is to acknowledge that distance and to encourage 

spectators to view the onstage action holistically, so that they are no longer simply voyeurs 

reacting to each incident as the characters experience it.  Piscator cites his staging of Rasputin to 

try and illustrate what he means: “When I separated the Globe in Rasputin—that is, the stage—

into segments, used documentary films, and projected commentary on the historical events on 

the outside walls, the stage itself helped the actor to achieve a new reality, a new objectivity.”
100

 

Discontinuity, heterogeneity, and simultaneity were meant to encourage a particular way of 

paying attention to a play that was driven by a need to grasp the connections between the parts of 

the whole.  The need for this different form of attention may be what made Rasputin seem so 

overwhelming to Riemann and others; but Piscator included documentary material in his plays 

because he believed that it was precisely this form of attention that was necessary for citizens of 

a modern state to connect media objects into a readable whole. 

Piscator also sees this attitude of distanced-yet-absorbed attention as essential to the face-

to-face encounter between actor and spectator.  An actor, he writes, faces the unique challenge of 
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 Piscator, “On Objective Acting,” 289.  The extent to which this overlaps with Brecht’s theory of acting is difficult 

to judge.  Piscator claimed that his approach was completely different from Brecht’s, but he had a tendency to 

oversimplify and mischaracterize Brecht’s ideas about acting.  This was especially true later in Piscator’s life, when 

his writing about Brecht seemed to be clouded with bitterness over Brecht’s reputation eclipsing his own. 
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being “object and subject at the same time,” because the actor is simultaneously an artist and the 

material which the artist manipulates.
101

  He uses the following passage from Schopenhauer to 

try to explain how the actor can surmount this challenge: “Nobody is ever able to look at his own 

picture in a mirror with the look of ‘alienation,’ which is the primary requirement of objectivity.  

The true objective look is, in the last analysis, possible only through the moral egoism of a 

deeply-felt ‘non-I’ making it possible to see all the shortcomings, without any reservations, the 

picture as it is, really faithful and true.”
102

  Piscator insists that in a theatre with no illusionistic 

“fourth wall,” the actor and spectator can each fill the “non-I” function for the other by engaging 

in a relationship of mutual scrutiny.  He gives no explicit suggestion of by what means the 

audience is to understand or help facilitate this relationship, but he implies that part of the actor’s 

job would be to teach this to the spectator through modeling.  At the same time that the actor 

attempts an objective view of his own performance, he must also be able to adopt a position of 

mastery in relation to all plastic elements of a multimedia stage production: 

When [the actor] strolls over the stage in the most casual way, he will still be 

acting as a kind of guide, who knows every one of the pictures he is showing.  He 

will be the conductor who, knowing every note of each instrument, will bring out 

each voice, and at the same time, bring out the unity of the composition….He will 

make the set his partner.  He will make it another actor, or a commentator as he 

needs it—and he is himself both actor and commentator.  The same thing will 

happen to the prop—the prop, which is certainly no longer mere support, but is a 

plastic detail of full human utterance.”
103

 

 

Just as the conductor of an orchestra uses her body to help shape a sonic landscape, the actor 

uses his to shape an information landscape; and like a tour guide, the actor imposes a particular 
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aesthetic thought arguably says a great deal about how his self-presentation as an artist had changed between 1929 
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order upon a space and models the act of navigation through that space for the spectator.  Both of 

these attitudes are made possible through distance and control.  In this “objective” theatre, the 

value of documents does not lie primarily in their capacity to bring the real closer to the spectator 

but rather in how the document, as a “plastic detail of full human utterance,” permits the real to 

be viewed at a remove, as part of the broader panorama available to someone who is not 

entangled within the subjective experience of an individual experiencing history from the inside. 

Piscator’s choice of imagery in describing his “objective actor”—the actor’s body shaping 

musical tones into a unified composition, the actor turning objects into characters that speak—

calls to mind some of Kraus’s descriptions of his documentary project in The Last Days of 

Mankind.  Piscator also describes the objective actor as speaking from the same position of 

superior knowledge and control over her material that Kraus claimed for himself in performance.  

The key practical difference is that unlike Kraus the “cannibal,” who pulled all of his sources 

into his body in order to spit them back out in new configurations, Piscator’s ideal actor was 

supposed to stand apart from those words, facilitating the director’s montage- or collage-like 

arrangement of them.   

Twenty years earlier, in The Political Theater: a History, Piscator wrote that he sought “a 

performance so clearly analyzed by the intellect that it reproduces naturalness on a higher level 

and with a technique just as intentional and calculated as the architecture of the stage,” a 

performance so thoroughly informed about a situation’s historical and economic context that the 

actor no longer appears to exert herself in performing conscious acts of artifice.
104

  This is 

probably the reason why the actors in the Piscator-Bühne’s short-lived acting school spent a 

large portion of their time being lectured by Communist Party officials; the assumption seems to 
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have been that an actor who was educated in the correct (dialectical materialist) method of 

understanding real human interactions would develop an instinctive sense of the correct 

(dialectical materialist) way of playing any dramatic situation.  The actors’ interactions with both 

play and document would also model for the spectator the act of stepping back from the 

particular social situation in which one is personally embroiled and, by seeing “the roots as well 

as the fruit” of that situation, act in a properly informed manner.  Piscator’s method of revealing 

the “roots” was blunter than it was for Brecht, who believed in indicating a character’s historical 

situation primarily through a combination of subtle gestural work and narrative devices that 

underlined the social (rather than psychological) causes and effects of a character’s choices.  

Piscator preferred to display contexts explicitly, through documentary material, rather than to 

indicate them.   

Even after reading “On Objective Acting,” it is unclear exactly how “objective acting” 

would have looked in performance or to what extent the actors in productions such as Rasputin 

or In Spite of Everything! embodied this ideal.  Piscator’s own descriptions of his actors at work 

tend to lack useful detail.  His main goal in The Political Theater was not to present a theory of 

acting but to defend the aspects of his political theatre style that were most frequently attacked 

by the German press (i.e., his textual alterations and his use of machinery and projections).  Press 

reviews are also of limited utility in this regard.  While 1920s Berlin had more than its share of 

observant and insightful theatre critics, those critics seldom engaged in detailed descriptions of 

individual performances.  Reviews focused mainly on the texts of the plays being performed (or, 

in the case of Piscator’s work, the director’s alterations of those texts) and on production design.  

When particular performers are discussed, their work is typically described in impressionistic 

and evaluative terms without much useful explanation of how specific effects were achieved.  
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Therefore, a better way to help clarify how Piscator conceptualized the actor-document 

relationship onstage and what he meant by “objective” acting is to look further into the political 

and artistic influences that may have helped shape Piscator’s documentary dramaturgy.   

 

Object, Construct, Reportage 

 By using the terms objective and new objectivity, Piscator was implicitly connecting his 

work from the 1920s to other developments in German art and design from the same decade.  

The period in which Piscator’s most important productions took place (roughly 1924-1931) was 

also the period in which die Neue Sachlichkeit (“New Objectivity” or “New Sobriety”) was a 

dominant paradigm in art and design.  Originally coined in 1923, the term was meant to describe 

a group of German painters who were turning away from Impressionism and Expressionism and 

toward a more sober, realist style.
105

  Soon, however, it become an umbrella term for the myriad 

of artists of the period who were advocating sachlich (“sober, factual”) or gegenständlich 

(“objective”) approaches.  The term die Sachlichkeit literally denotes objectivity in the sense of 

neutrality and cool-headed detachment, but artists associated with die Neue Sachlichkeit also 

included those who wanted to replace Romanticism and Expressionism’s focus on essence and 

abstraction with a focus on objecthood and materiality—that is, a focus on treating things as 

things rather than as vehicles for representation.  This interest in objects was concurrently in 

evidence in avant-garde movements such as Russian Constructivism, Cubo-Futurism, and Dada 

and in arts and crafts movements in Germany (in which the Bauhaus played a major role) and, to 

                                                             
105 The term was coined by Mannheim gallery owner Gustav Friedrich Hartlaub to describe a collection of 

contemporary portrait painters that he saw as exemplifying a post-expressionist return to sobriety.  The term then 

became associated with the flat, utilitarian surfaces of Weimar-era architecture, a style also described as das Neues 

Bauen (“the new building”).  Debates about what does or does not belong under the banner of Neue Sachlichkeit are 

ongoing.  For more, see Helmut Lethen, Neue Sachlichkeit: 1924-1932: Studien zur Literatur der “Weissen 

Sozialismus” (1970); John Willet, Art and Politics in the Weimar Period: The New Sobriety (1978); Sabine Becker, 
Neue Sachlichkeit (2000). 
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a lesser extent, the Russian Proletkult movement, which wanted to ground artistic activity in the 

daily craft-work of proletarians.  In literature, die Neue Sachlichkeit produced calls to replace 

biography with “thing-ography”—writing about the histories and social functions of 

manufactured objects and natural resources—and also inspired “Asphalt Literature”—poetry and 

novels that focused on the new built spaces and man-made surfaces that shaped urban life.  Some 

of the most enduringly popular works associated with the Asphalt Literature trend were written 

by Brecht and Alfred Döblin, both of whom were involved with Piscator’s dramaturgical 

collective.  Piscator himself also eventually made an attempt at theatrical “thing-ography” with 

the Piscator-Bühne’s 1928 production of Leo Lania’s Boom [Konjunktur], a play about the oil 

industry in Central Asia that tried to present oil itself as the central “character.” 

Another phenomenon concurrent with die Neue Sachlichkeit was the growing interest in 

the literature of reportage.  Influential texts in Germany at the time included John Reed’s Ten 

Days that Shook the World (1919) and Egon Erwin Kisch’s The Raging Reporter (1924), both of 

which helped popularize the image of the journalist as a daring and hard-nosed progressive.  This 

journalistic literature was objective in the sense that it chronicled actual events rather than 

fictional ones, but it was not necessarily sachlich in the sense of being cool and detached.  Leo 

Lania, a leading member of Piscator’s dramaturgical collective, stated that “the de-

romanticization of art has prepared the way for the romanticization of everyday life, and the way 

leads from ‘pure art’ to journalism, to reporting.”
106

  Lania equates journalism with “the 

romanticization of everyday life,” meaning that for him, at least, journalism was neither anti-

aesthetic nor anti-emotional.  Journalism was poised to replace “pure art” because journalism, as 

writers like Lania understood it, permitted writers to turn all of the formal techniques and 

                                                             
106 Cited in Piscator, Political Theater, 71. 
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conventions of autonomous high art onto real life, allowing them to present real life within a 

structure that determined audiences’ intellectual and emotional responses to the real.  This 

definition of journalism is essential to understanding the role of facts and documents in 

Piscator’s productions.  Lania and other members of Piscator’s inner circle regarded journalism 

not as an anti-art but as a revitalization of art through the incorporation of new kinds of subject 

matter.  Their goal was not an exhaustive presentation of facts but the use of dramaturgical form 

to reveal truths that they saw as latent within specific configurations of facts. 

Die neue Sachlichkeit was not, however, the only movement in Germany at the time that 

called for greater attention to the material and mediated nature of art, nor was it the only 

movement that sought to redefine the artist as a crafter, shaper, compiler, or aggregator of found 

materials.  The shift from a dramatic text that evokes an autonomous theatrical world to a 

theatrical assemblage that highlights its mutual entanglement with offstage discourses is 

analogous to the shift from painting to photomontage and collage in the works of the Dadas, a 

group with which Piscator was involved early in his career.  Piscator was introduced to the 

Berlin Dadas in 1919 by Wieland Herzfelde, a former acquaintance from the army and the future 

head of Malik-Verlag, a publisher of leftist periodicals and avant-garde art books.  Piscator’s 

direct participation in the Dadas’ Happening-like pranks was limited, but their use of 

photomontage and assemblage as visual art techniques, their aggressive dissolution of boundaries 

between art and everyday life, and their politicization of initially apolitical formal techniques 

clearly had an influence on his later work.  Dada photomontage included maelstroms of images 

such as Hannah Höch’s Cut with the Kitchen Knife, a piece so jammed with content as to defy 

any simple reading of its subjects and their visual relationships, but it also included simple yet 

striking juxtapositions like Heartfield’s After 10 Years: Fathers and Sons, in which a dour-
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looking Field Marshal Ludendorff and a rank of bare skeletons tower over a line of marching 

soldiers.  Photomontage, as developed by the Berlin Dadas, differed from collage not only in that 

its primary medium was the photographic fragment, but also in that by using photographs, the 

form simultaneously estranged and drew upon the reality effects generated by photography. 

Dada’s use of found materials was part of a larger project of breaking down the boundary 

between art and everyday life.  In an anecdote from his memoir, Grosz describes how the Dada 

circle affixed stickers printed with Dada slogans such as “Dada kicks you in the behind and you 

like it” and “Take Dada seriously—it’s worth it!” on surfaces all over Berlin, including café 

tables, street signs, and even the tails of unsuspecting pedestrians’ jackets.   The stickers became 

such a common sight that major newspapers published articles denouncing them as a public 

nuisance.  The point of this Dada prank and others like it was to claim the sphere of daily life, 

rather than merely the art gallery or the theatre, as a suitable site for artistic interventions.  By 

making the city itself into an artistic surface and space for performance, they applied pressure to 

conventions of artistic autonomy. 

Piscator, Grosz, and Heartfield would all later characterize their shift to more concretely 

political art as a move away from the youthful phase that was their involvement with Dada.  

Piscator in particular seemed to see Dada as ultimately politically toothless because it lacked a 

systematic perspective on the society that it attacked.  Petty-bourgeois radicalism was only a 

waypoint on his journey to a fuller understanding of “how things are connected.”  Nonetheless, 

Dada’s formal preoccupations had their analogues in Piscator’s Political Theatre, and many of 

Piscator’s most important collaborators during the 1920s were people he met in his Dada days, 

including Grosz and Heartfield, who both designed scenery and projections for him, and Franz 

Jung and Walter Mehring, who were both involved with the Piscator-Bühne’s dramaturgical 
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collective. More importantly, Dada introduced Piscator to the possibility of treating photography, 

film, and other documentary materials as plastic artistic materials that could be composed into 

formal relationships that implied analogous relationships in culture at large. 

Finally, Piscator learned similar lessons to those taught to him by Dada from the 

contemporaneous development of film montage in the works of Sergei Eisenstein.  While it may 

never be clear exactly when or to what extent Piscator was informed about Russian theatre 

experiments of the 1920s, he was definitely familiar with Eisenstein’s film work, having been 

directly involved in getting Battleship Potemkin shown in German theatres in 1926.  The 

influence of montage on Piscator’s work extends beyond the simple fact that he included film 

montages in many of his stagings.  The way that productions like Rasputin both serially and 

spatially juxtaposed images and words from different sources often resembled the visual rhetoric 

of montage, which serially juxtaposes images from multiple sources in order to imply some 

relationship (thematic resonance, cause and effect, etc.)  between those images. 

Piscator’s use of documents in his productions is best understood within the context of 

this broader fascination with objectivity and manufacture.  Just as the artists linked to 

movements such as die Neue Sachlichkeit, the Bauhaus, and Constructivism treated artworks as 

material products of construction processes, Piscator treated factual and fictional texts as 

products of cultural construction processes.  Because he regarded a text as a manufactured object 

that was reflective of the values of whatever class produced it, he also regarded manipulating 

those texts to reflect his own political values as a legitimate artistic move.  Such manipulation 

was, on a very basic level, analogous to Gropius or Adolph Loos replacing the ornamented 

façades of Imperial architecture with the stripped-down designs that they saw as reflective of a 

more modern, egalitarian social philosophy (in fact, Gropius and Piscator collaborated on an 
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unrealized designed for a “total theatre” with mobile staging and seating spaces and projection 

surfaces on every side of the space).  Like Heartfield’s photomontages, Piscator’s productions 

recombined preexisting fragments of discourse into new arrangements that produced new 

meanings.   

 

Proletarian Revolution and Expressionist Revolt 

  Piscator entered the German Communist Party (KPD) and the Berlin theatre scene at a 

time when both of those communities where engaged in an intense debate about what politically 

committed art ought to look like and what it ought to be able to accomplish.  Piscator had been a 

member of the KPD since the end of the war, having been radicalized by his first-hand 

witnessing of mass-scale death in the trenches in Belgium.  Later, in part because of his 

friendship with Grosz and Herzfelde, he became involved with far-left cultural organizations 

such as Willi Münzenberg’s Internationale Arbeiter-Hilfe (International Workers’ Relief), a 

famine-relief organization that would eventually fund a variety of documentary and fictional 

political films, including Brecht’s Kuhle Wampe; and the Rote Gruppe (Red Group), a collection 

of Communist artists that included Grosz, Heartfield, and Rudolph Schlichter.  The Rote Gruppe 

and other related Communist art collectives in Germany included many former Expressionists 

and Dadas and various artists who had been given the Neue Sachlichkeit label.  At the same time, 

these groups and their analogues in Russia (e.g. the Constructivists and Russian Futurists) were 

criticized by the Proletkult movement, which favored formally conservative approaches inspired 

by folk culture or the classics, and by the theorists of what would later sclerose into the dogma of 

Socialist Realism, including György Lukács.  There were occasional overlaps and alliances 

among these opposing factions (in Moscow, the Proletkult Theatre was briefly under the 
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directorship of the decidedly iconoclastic Eisenstein), but over the course of the 1920s and early 

‘30s, the antagonism deepened until the Stalinist purges in Russia and the Nazis’ ascent to power 

in Germany quashed all debate. 

The theoretical debate about Expressionism—another of the theatrical styles that Piscator 

briefly tried on before trying to devise his own political theatre approach—was a key moment in 

this larger debate about political art.  The success of Karl-Heinz Martin’s 1919 production of 

Ernst Toller’s The Transformation [Die Wandlung] and Leopold Jessner’s celebrated 

Expressionist staging of Wilhelm Tell at the Neue Schauspielhaus in the same year made 

Expressionism one of the most popular theatre styles in Berlin in the early 1920s.  Expressionism 

had some superficial appeal to Communist revolutionaries because of its thematic emphasis on 

revolts against tradition and utopian social renewal, and because of Expressionist performance’s 

focus on displaying and producing ecstatic emotional states, which could potentially be 

harnessed for more practical political purposes.   Leftist critics such as Lukács, however, 

attacked it for ultimately being a politically counter-productive and un-dialectical product of 

Romantic anti-Capitalism, and even its defenders on the left, including Brecht, noted that 

Expressionist writers’ egoism, mysticism, and eventual post-war fall into gloomy cynicism ran 

counter to the aims of a proletarian revolutionary theatre.
107

   

Piscator’s 1927 production of Whoops, We’re Alive! evidenced his interest in the 

energetic and inventive style of late Expressionism, while his heavy alterations of Toller’s text 

demonstrated his dissatisfaction with the thematic content of Expressionist drama.  Toller’s play 

tells the story of a frustrated revolutionary who spent the war years confined to a mental asylum, 

                                                             
107 The key texts within the Expressionism debate, which include essays by Ernst Bloch, Lukács, Brecht, and 

Theodor Adorno, can be found collected in translation in Aesthetics and Politics: Key Texts of the Classic Debate 
within German Marxism, ed. Ronald Taylor (Verso, 1980). 
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so that he emerges at the war’s end like Rip van Winkle, thrown into a world he no longer 

recognizes.  The play as originally written ends with the protagonist committing suicide after a 

failed attempt to assassinate a Social Democratic politician lands him back in the asylum—a 

despairing gesture typical of a lot of post-war Expressionist work.  Piscator, however, insisted on 

a more affirmative ending with an explicit call for revolution, and so his production instead 

removed the suicide and ended with a radical leftist supporting character delivering an 

impassioned speech calling for revolution. 

The Expressionists’ idea of catalyzing social change through passionate utterance had an 

afterlife in Piscator’s work.  It was the thesis to which his analytical, documentary methods were 

meant to serve as antithesis.  Most of the lead actors in Rasputin, for example, were known at the 

time for star turns in major Expressionist or proto-Expressionist plays and films.  Piscator cast 

Alexander Granach, who earned critical acclaim in the lead role of the Cashier in Georg Kaiser’s 

From Morning to Midnight, as Lenin; Tilla Durieux, well known at the time for her portrayals of 

Wedekind’s heroines Lulu and Franziska, played Tsarina Alexandra; and Paul Wegener, director 

and star of the classic Expressionist horror film The Golem: How He Came into the World, filled 

the title role of Grigori Rasputin
108

  It would be inaccurate to define all of these performers as 

specifically Expressionist actors (there was never really a coherent Expressionist school of 

acting), but they were performers known for departing from classical declamatory styles of 

delivery and for energizing and unnerving audiences with performances of vocal and physical 

intensity.
109

  The difference in how Piscator used these actors was that the performer’s passionate 

                                                             
108

 Durieux was also cast because of her relationship with Ludwig Katzenellenbogen, Piscator’s principle financial 

backer at the time, but as a member of the KPD and a social fixture in the Berlin experimental theatre scene, 

Durieux was a natural choice of collaborator for Piscator.  

109 For more on Expressionist acting and the Expressionist performance work of Granach and Durieux, see David F. 
Kuhns, German Expressionist Theatre: The Actor and the Stage, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997).  
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utterances competed with films and text crawls for an audience’s attention, so that the emotional 

content of an individual moment was framed as one of several pieces of data that added up to a 

larger sociohistorical narrative.  Depending on the nature of the material surrounding the 

performer, the relationship between the live and mediated could be mutually reinforcing—as it 

was meant to be in In Spite of Everythng!—or agonistic, as it was in Rasputin.  In either case, 

this relationship implicitly turned theatrical production into an illustration of dialectical 

materialist philosophy.  The “objective” elements of his productions—the documentary 

materials, the actor’s body, the environment created by the stage machinery—played the role of 

material “base” to the “superstructure” of dramatic poiesis and the emotional effects of 

expressive utterance.  This attempt to sublate the differences between “proletarian” and 

“bourgeois-radical” theatre as they were more commonly conceived was what made Piscator’s 

work distinctive, but it was also what put him at odds with his KPD allies and what caused him 

to struggle to put his work in front of the audiences that he meant for it to reach. 

 

 “Liebknecht Lives!”: The Stage as Street as Stage 

The work that Piscator identifies as the first example of “Epic Theater” in his sense of the 

term was his production of Alfons Paquet’s play Flags at the Volksbühne.  Flags took as its 

subject the trial and execution of a group of workers following the notorious 1886 bombing and 

riot at Chicago’s Haymarket Square.  Paquet’s play was structured as a series of episodes with no 

single protagonist, and Piscator’s staging included projections that displayed photographs, 

newspaper clippings, and scene titles on two screens at the side of the stage.  In some cases, the 

projected material merely provided supplementary information to help explain the events 

surrounding the trial.  In other cases the projections amounted to mere slogans or inflammatory 
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accusations (at one point the message “The police threw the bomb themselves!” flashed on the 

stage).  Unlike with many subsequent Piscator productions, the playwright’s text as it had 

originally been written remained intact.  The most substantial changes were the addition of a 

historical prologue delivered by a pointer-wielding lecturer and a somewhat heavy-handed new 

ending in which a coffin blazoned with a Soviet star was brought onto the stage and red flags 

dropped down from the flies. 

Writing about his work on Flags in The Political Theatre, Piscator defined the Epic 

Theater as “the extension of the action and the clarification of the background to the action, that 

is to say it involved a continuation of the play beyond the dramatic framework.”
110

   Piscator’s 

main complaint about the “peepshow world of the bourgeois stage” was the feeling of 

dissociation between onstage and offstage worlds that was created by 19th-Century dramaturgy 

and stage design, the perception of plays as autonomous aesthetic entities rather than as material 

manifestations of ongoing social, economic, and historical processes.  His conception of the 

actor’s role as described in “Objective Acting,” his treatment of dramatic texts in works like 

Rasputin, and his use of documents in his productions all emerge from this belief.  In his 

documentary productions, the intention was not to use the stage to frame the real but rather to 

invoke the real as a frame for what happened on the stage, embedding the play within a historical 

totality that included events outside of the theatre.  Piscator’s proletarian historical pageant In 

Spite of Everything!, staged in July of 1925, is touted by Piscator in The Political Theatre as a 

vivid illustration of how this framing worked and what (he believed) it could achieve in terms of 

audience response. 

                                                             
110 Piscator, Political Theatre, 75. 
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Like many undertakings by the KPD during this period, In Spite of Everything! was born 

from an attempt to replicate the apparent success of an earlier project mounted by the Russians.  

In Leningrad in November of 1920, Nicolai Evreinov staged the “mass action” The Storming of 

the Winter Palace, a commemoration of the famous storming of the palace during the October 

Revolution three years earlier.  The pageant featured a massive cast, including ballet dancers, 

circus performers, and a sizeable crowd of extras, and was performed in front of the real Winter 

Palace for an audience estimated to have included tens of thousands of spectators.  Although 

Piscator himself claims to have known little about the work of Russian theatre directors at this 

time, party officials in Germany were keenly interested in developing a mass pageant like 

Evreinov’s in their own country as a means of fostering party unity.  A string of works produced 

over the next five years attempted to do exactly that, but none of those projects produced 

anything approaching the monumental scale and massive audience of Evreinov’s performance.  

In Spite of Everything! ultimately served as the KPD’s (much smaller-scale) response to their 

comrades in the east. 

 Piscator and co-writer Felix Gasbarra (a contributing editor of Grosz and Heartfield’s 

magazine The Cudgel [Der Knüppel]) had originally conceived of a pageant that would trace a 

history of proletarian revolts from ancient Rome to the present, but after party officials judged 

that plan to be too ambitious, the pageant’s scope narrowed to Spartacist leader Karl 

Liebknecht’s wartime agitations and the events of the January 1919 uprising, during which 

Liebknecht and Spartacist League co-founder Rosa Luxembourg were tortured and murdered by 

members of the paramilitary Freikorps.  Gasbarra and Piscator assembled the text from news 

reports, political speeches, and other documents.  Films played on projection screens, and 

loudspeakers broadcasted radio speeches and other recorded sounds.  The set, designed by 
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Heartfield, was a multilevel gray structure mounted on a revolve, which included a series of 

steps, platforms, and alcoves that permitted simultaneous playing of multiple scenes, as well as 

additional surfaces for projections.  Germany’s national film archives, objecting to the political 

content of Piscator’s past work, denied his team access to their holdings, but the Soviet Film 

Archives were more than happy to furnish extensive combat footage from the eastern front and 

newsreels about the October Revolution.  The full text of In Spite of Everything! has not 

survived, and so all knowledge of its contents is based on program notes, a handful of press 

reviews (many major newspaper critics either weren’t invited to the performance or simply 

ignored it), Piscator’s recollections, and a synopsis written by a police spy who attended one of 

the performances.  The only depictions of the pageant’s visuals are an extremely rough sketch of 

Heartfield’s set (figure 9) and a photomontage by Piscator comprising images from some of the 

films (figure 10).   

Christopher Innes, drawing on reviews and published summaries of the piece, provides a 

particularly effective description of how the play’s early scenes juxtaposed multiple media and 

used spatial arrangements to set different discourses and social milieus against each other: 

A film sequence of Liebknecht distributing anti-war pamphlets in 1913 merged 

into a stage scene re-enacting his protest against military preparations in 

parliament, which was drowned by a saber-rattling speech by the Kaiser over 

loudspeakers.  This provided a transition to the later vote (which Liebknecht alone 

opposed), granting the war-credit, accompanied by photographs of mobilization.  

Synchronized with the raising of hands in parliament a film of fighting on the 

Western Front was projected.  Then on two separated stage levels the reactions of 

different sections of society to the opening of hostilities was shown 

simultaneously in a street scene and a munitions factory.
111

 

 

                                                             
111Innis, op cit, 51. 
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The play continues forward to the events of 1918 and 1919.  Prime Minister Ebert appears before 

striking munitions workers, “but the workers hiss and boo, shouting him down.”
112

  Liebknecht 

leads a demonstration outside the palace of Chancellor Phillip Scheidemann, with “sailors with 

red flags and guns.”
113

  Soldiers fire upon a demonstration on Chausseestrasse.  SPD leaders 

conspire in back rooms while Liebknecht and Rosa Luxembourg organize revolutionary 

committees and armed workers await news at Alexanderplatz.  Workers storm police 

headquarters.  Liebknecht and Luxembourg are arrested and killed.  Aside from specifying when 

extended newsreels of combat footage were to appear, the program and summaries are unclear 

on which particular moments in the play happened on film and which happened live.  There 

appear to have been several recurring proletarian characters, most notably three radical workers 

named Willy, Paul, and Franz, but it is unclear whether these characters had differentiated 

personalities or were simply choric figures. 

Scholars such as Innes credit Piscator with pulling off a technological revolution in the 

theatre with In Spite of Everything!.  For Innes, the significance of Piscator’s staging techniques 

in this pageant lies in his use of film and photography to import a larger slice of history onto the 

stage than traditional performance methods would allow.  Innes’ own reading, which is typical of 

a large portion of critical assessments of the pageant, emphasizes how documentary film makes 

it easier for representations of multiple spaces and time periods to coexist onstage and allows 

relations of cause and effect to be articulated more rapidly and efficiently than spoken dialogue 

alone.   

                                                             
112 From a scene breakdown collating the program notes and the police synopsis, printed in Voicings: Ten Plays 

from the Documentary Theatre, ed. Attilio Favorini (Hopewell, NJ: Ecco Press, 1995), 3. 

113 Ibid, 4. 
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It is not, however, Piscator’s use of film and projections in and of itself that was an 

innovation, nor was he the first to use film to expand the spatial and temporal bounds of the 

onstage world.  The French film director Georges Méliés created film projections for variety 

shows at the Théâtre du Châtelet and the Follies-Bergére in 1905 and 1906, respectively, and 

Ywan Goll’s production of his “super-dramas” Methusalem (1917) and The Immortal (1918), the 

latter of which was designed by Georg Grosz, made extensive use of film footage and projections 

of photos and newspaper extracts.  The main purpose of film in these productions was to depict 

spaces or ideas that would be difficult to depict on the stage: the Meliés film for the Follies 

featured a slapstick depiction of a cross-country automobile ride, using film to compress a large 

expanse of space into the performance, while the films in Goll’s productions depicted the inner 

space of characters’ dreams and fantasies.  Various municipal theatres and opera companies in 

Germany were using film as a scenic device throughout the 1910s, mostly using film as a novel 

substitute for painted backdrops.
114

  One could also point back to the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen’s 

use of electric projector technology in scenic design as an antecedent in this respect, or even to 

the far older German folk traditions of toy theatres and puppet theatres with crank-operated 

scrolling backgrounds. 

What is most important about Piscator’s use of film is how the flurry of multiple 

perspectives and shifts in media construct a macrocosmic order—a particular vision of “how 

things are connected.”  The Kaiser’s speeches and the films of the war retain their relations to the 

larger world from which they were drawn, as if each documentary citation trailed behind it an 

invisible tether linking it to its original context, and at the same time the documents become 

linked to each other in new—or at least not previously manifest—ways through the pageant’s 

                                                             
114 For more on early uses of film projections in theatre, see Greg Giesekam, Staging the Screen (Basingstoke, 
Palgrave Macmilan, 2007). 
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audiovisual splicing.  This double network of connections invites a perception of the larger world 

according to the structural principles suggested by the play.  There is of course nothing new 

about trying to convince a theatre audience to see an actual political situation as if it were a 

drama, with real political figures playing the role of tragic protagonists and antagonists, and in 

some ways, In Spite of Everything! simply provided a more technically sophisticated means of 

doing the same thing.   However, the play’s documentary “tethers” were at least intended to take 

this a step further by making play and world seem to be of a piece with each other rather than 

simply reflective of each other. 

The first major way in which the pageant tries to exploit this tethering effect is its attempt 

to redefine real spaces in Berlin as stages of vital social struggle.  The “production of place,” as 

Carol Martin puts it, is a key function of documents in performance—a function already 

demonstrated by Karl Kraus’s virtual mapping of Vienna through found language in The Last 

Days of Mankind.
115

  Like Kraus, Piscator selects and presents his documents in a way that 

overlays his own vision of the social and political landscape of his home city onto the city’s 

geography, presenting familiar streets and landmarks as sites of struggle.  Silvija Jestrovic, in her 

reading of In Spite of Everything!, describes the pageant’s programme as “not just a performance 

document, but a historic one as well, revealing the complex relationship between the city, its 

political life, and its theatre.”
116

  It appears, based on the program notes, that the opening scene 

of In Spite of Everything! was strikingly similar to that of The Last Days of Mankind: citizens 

milled on a busy street corner—this time Berlin’s Potsdamer Platz rather than Vienna’s Sirk-

                                                             
115 Carol Martin, The Dramaturgy of the Real on the World Stage (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 4.  

Martin is particularly interested in how this “production of place” can be made into a tool of “post-postmodern” 

cosmopolitanism, but the notion is applicable to any production that draws on non-fictional media to evoke real 

places on the stage. 

116 Silvia Jestrovic, “The Theatrical Memory of Space: from Piscator and Brecht to Belgrade,” New Theatre 
Quarterly 21:4 (November 2005), 361. 
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Ecke—while newsvendors announced the murder of the Austrian Archduke.
117

  The pageant 

recreates Potsdamer Platz as the site of political gatherings and demonstrations, a place where 

the classes meet and news is debated.  The chancellery appears as the proverbial back room in 

which Ebert, Landsberg, and the Social Democratic leadership hide the workings of political 

power from the proletarians in the streets.
118

  Presenting a real public space as the stage for 

conflicts of historical import is not something that only document-based theatre can do, but the 

tethering effect caused by the documents’ dual nature makes the hoped-for mental leap easier for 

the audience. 

Another central example of this tethering move is how the segues between films of 

Liebknecht and a live portrayal of Liebknecht explicitly complicate the relationship between the 

stage actor and the man he is playing.  This kind of segue creates a dialectical moment in which 

the fantasy of resurrection (Liebknecht has emerged in the flesh from the flat netherworld of 

film) clashes with the documentary film’s assurance, through its very existence, that the 

embodied reenactment is merely a substitute for a reality that is not and never can truly be there.  

Liebknecht is at once not present and not not present, but in a way that is even more complex 

than the already complex ritual act of surrogation, because the film and performance create two 

distinct illusions of presence that simultaneously supplement and compete with each other.
 119

  

                                                             
117 It is unclear whether the resemblance was intentional; Piscator had certainly read Kraus’s play at some point in 

the 1920s, but it is just as likely that the device of shouting newsvendors stemmed from a shared memory of that 

time that was common to many Europeans. 

118 Jestrovic makes similar observations, using them to posit an argument about something that she calls “spatial 

inter-performativity.” 

119
 The term surrogation here is used in the same sense that Joseph Roach uses it in Cities of the Dead: Circum-

Atlantic Performance (Columbia University Press, 1996).  Roach defines surrogation as performance that seeks to 
fill “actual or perceived vacancies [that] occur in the network of relations that constitutes the social fabric” due to 

the loss (usually through death) of an important person (2).  Roach treats surrogation as an inherently imperfect and 

unpredictable process: “Because collective memory works selectively, imaginatively, and often perversely, 

surrogation rarely if ever succeeds” (Ibid).  Some documentary theatre begins with the assumption that technology 

eases or simplifies surrogation by protecting it from the vicissitudes of subjectively-constructed collective 
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On the one hand, the film serves as an aid in the resurrection effect; it is only because film and 

photography have preserved Liebknecht’s image that an impression of resemblance or resonance 

between the original and the copy becomes possible.  On the other hand, the presence of the real 

Liebknecht’s larger-than-life image frames the actor’s work as a present performer’s citation of 

Liebknecht rather than as an illusionistic effort to create the appearance of Liebknecht returned 

to life.  An actor’s portrayal of a real person in documentary theatre often takes on this dialectical 

quality, especially when live film or other staging devices frame that portrayal as self-reflexive.  

Such a performance is neither pure mimicry nor simple citation, but combines both strategies at 

once.  In Spite of Everything! allows the audience to imagine what it was like to be in the room 

when Liebknecht gave his anti-war address to parliament, but it also highlights the significance 

of the reenactment itself as a ritual that affirms community bonds and political commitments in 

the present. 

This last point is best demonstrated by the pageant’s finale, in which fifty members of the 

Roter Frontkämpferbund (Red League of Frontline Fighters) paraded onto the stage with red 

flags to lead the audience in singing the Internationale.  The program gives this final scene the 

subtitle “Liebknecht Lives!’  The simplest explanation of “Liebnecht Lives!” is that he lives “in 

spirit,” through the ongoing struggle of his comrades, but the pageant seems to take that idea a 

step further, implying that Liebknecht “lives” in the sense that his words and actions have been 

integrated into the repertoire of revolutionary agitation, as shown by the pageant’s live 

reenactments of Liebknecht’s speeches.  Jestrovic observes that while every other scene seems to 

emphasize geography, the “Liebknecht lives!” sequence specifies no setting—rather, the ending 

“creates the illusion that the revolutionaries—‘in spite of all’ (trotz alledem)—took over the city, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
memories, but I would argue (as Roach at least implicitly does in his discussion of the death and afterlife of Elvis 
Presley [Ibid, 68-71]) that it simply makes surrogation complicated in different ways. 
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blurring, in a symbolic victory, the dividing lines between outside and inside.”
120

  One could also 

contend that the final scene lacks a specified setting because this moment constitutes the 

revelation of what the play’s staging methods implied all along—that the recreation of a rally 

from 1919 was itself a rally happening in 1925.  As such, the moment is analogous to Karl 

Kraus’s final Grumbler speech in The Last Days of Mankind, in which Kraus and his dramatic 

alter ego collapse into each other, reminding his audience that they live within the same world 

that Kraus’s play has anatomized. 

In his discussion of In Spite of Everything!, Piscator first asserts that the objective of his 

work was “Not the propagation of a view of life through formal clichés and billboard slogans, 

but the representation of solid proof that our philosophy and all that can be deduced from it is the 

one and only valid approach to our time,” adding that “Conclusive proof can be based only on 

scientific analysis of the material.  This I can do only in the language of the stage, if I can get 

beyond scenes from life, beyond the purely individual aspects of the characters and the fortuitous 

nature of their fates.”
121

 For Piscator, the term “scientific analysis” denotes a comprehensive 

understanding of how specific instances represent global principals, which means that the focus 

of the audience’s interest needs to shift from the unfolding events of a dramatic plot to how a 

dramatic plot (which may be fact-based or fictional) demonstrates the effects of social and 

economic forces that are also at work in the lives of the audience members (who, in this case, are 

presumed to be proletarians). 

Then, a few pages later, touting the success of the production, he attributes that success to 

a unity between the pageant’s literary qualities and the truthfulness of its content:  

                                                             
120 Jestrovic, op cit, 362. 

121 Piscator, The Political Theater, 93. 
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For the first time, we were confronted with the absolute reality we knew from 

experience.  And it had exactly the same moments of tension and dramatic 

climaxes as literary drama, and the same strong emotional impact….The masses 

took over the direction.  The people who filled the house had for the most part 

been actively involved in the period, and what we were showing them was in a 

true sense their own fate, their own tragedy being acted out before their eyes.  

Theater had become reality, and soon it was not a case of the stage confronting 

the audience, but one big assembly, one big battlefield, one massive 

demonstration….What emerged was that the most effective political propaganda 

lay along the same lines as the highest artistic form.
122

 

 

Piscator contends here that the reality represented by a documentary, when edited to fit the 

correct critical perspective, has the same narrative structure and emotional effects as what he 

calls “literary drama” (presumably, he means dramatic form as codified by neoclassicism).  

Unlike with a piece of fiction, the audience of the documentary (presumed, again, to be a 

proletarian audience) is not “confronted” by a fictional world that remains separate from it but 

instead sees a dramatic distillation of its own experiences.  The spectators see a summing-up of 

the “plot” of their own lives, and that summing-up reveals their experiences to be more than just 

a string of shocks and misfortunes of a merely personal significance.  To go back to the notion of 

what Piscator later called his “new objectivity,” the pageant takes the history that the proletarian 

audience has already experienced from the inside and presents it as an art object that can be 

viewed from the outside, so that the audience can see the forces and processes that shaped it. 

The mark of a good piece of political art, for Piscator, was not cool-headed appreciation but a 

politically galvanizing experience of recognition, a profoundly affective turn in the audience that 

he saw as the inevitable consequence of a correct presentation of political reality.  Piscator 

seemed to regard this moment of recognition as simultaneously an intellectual act of 

apprehension facilitated by “scientific” presentation of facts and an overpowering upwelling of 

affect stimulated by artistic form.  The audience is supposed to be shepherded, in part through 

                                                             
122 Ibid, 96-7. 
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the pageant’s documentary staging techniques, toward the realization that they belong to the 

collective we that is the play’s protagonist.  This recognition, in turn, stimulates the audience to 

perceive a unity between the play’s agonistic structure and the state of the world outside of the 

theatre.  This entire process is simultaneously driven by presentations of evidence and by 

emotional stimulation.  As Piscator would explain later in his life, he had adopted a dialectical 

perspective on the functions of intellect and emotion in art.  In “On Objective Acting,” he states: 

“I agreed [with Brecht] that the ‘alienation’ idea would make use of our intelligence and bring us 

into closer contact with the facts.  I, however, wanted to get hold of the complete human being.  I 

will only separate intelligence and emotion so that I can unite them again on a higher level.”
123

  

The staff of the KPD periodical The Red Flag also seemed to have expected the audience 

to display an emotional response that blurred boundaries between the staged revolution and real 

political action.  The reviewer for The Red Flag who watched the performance even expressed 

disappointment that the audience seemed too docile, stating that they should have been moved to 

boo and shout down the actors playing Ebert and Scheidemann and to storm the stage when 

Liebknecht called the workers to action.
124

 The presumption seemed to be that if a play properly 

represented the historical struggle in which the spectators were participants, then the 

performance ought to generate an irresistible emotional resonance effect within those spectators.  

In other words, the KPD critics seemed to want political theatre’s depictions of the real to foster 

the same kind of naïve audience response that might compel a spectator at a Shakespeare play to 

rush onstage and yank the dagger from Juliet’s hand.  The hope was that this naïve affective 

response to a simulation of the real (or rather, a staged interpretation of the real as seen through a 

                                                             
123 “On Objective Acting,” 289.  Again, Piscator arguably mischaracterizes the Brechtian concept of alienation. 

124 Otto Steinecke, “Proletarian Agiation Theater: the Performance at the Grosses Schauspielhaus.”  In Favorini, 
Voicings, 12. 
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leftist ideological lens), would then carry over into how a proletarian spectator reacted to the real 

itself.  What Piscator seemed to want, however, was something more complex than naïve 

affective response, and that was one reason why Piscator and the KPD grew increasingly 

frustrated with each other over the course of the 1920s.  Piscator wanted to use theatre to achieve 

a “higher level” synthesis of intellect and emotion, whereas the KPD critics in The Red Flag, 

who had once declared that the “new art” would emerge not in theatres but in “the workers 

councils, the trade unions, and the street fighting,” regarded Piscator’s lofty artistic ambitions as 

inappropriate for a theater designed to radicalize the working class.
125

  In that respect, the KPD 

critics were more in line with the Moscow Party leadership, who increasingly dismissed high-

brow and avant-garde experiments in creating a “worker’s theatre” as pretenses for furthering the 

idiosyncratic formal preoccupations of bourgeois intellectuals.
126

 

With In Spite of Everything!, Piscator helped inspire a whole wave of documentary 

propaganda troupes and commercial productions of Zeittheater (“timely” or “topical” theatre) 

based on current events.  In his subsequent work, however, Piscator began to show less interest 

in conventional agit-prop and proletarian culture and more interest in refurbishing high-brow 

dramatic forms to illustrate a dialectical materialist perspective on history.  This shift in tactics 

was what led to Piscator’s controversial Volksbühne productions and to the technically and 

textually elaborate productions of the Piscator-Bühne, which played for predominately middle-

class audiences.   

 

 

                                                             
125 Cited in Piscator, Political Theater, 51. 

126 For more on the internal struggle over avant-gardism within the USSR, see Brandon Taylor, Art and Literature 
Under the Bolsheviks (2 vols.  Pluto Press, 1991-1992). 
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Rasputin: The Document as Chorus 

After directing several productions for the Volksbühne and the Berlin Staatstheater, 

Piscator used funding from brewery owner Ludwig Katzenellenbogen (boyfriend and later 

husband of actress Tilla Durieux) to create his own company housed at the Theater am 

Nollendorfplatz, which staged a total of eight productions between 1927 and 1931.  These 

productions included Rasputin, Hoppla, We’re Alive! [Hoppla, wir Leben!], Walter Mehring’s 

The Merchant of Berlin, and The Adventures of the Good Soldier Schweik.  These productions 

are largely remembered for three things: their extensive incorporation of newsreel footage and 

photographic projections into the misc-en-scene; their extensive employment of 

nonrepresentational sets with mechanized elements, including treadmills, elevators, and revolves; 

and their use (particularly in Schweik) of an episodic plot structure, which Piscator himself 

credited with inspiring Brecht’s epic dramaturgy. 

When Piscator started his own company in 1927, he assembled a dramaturgical collective 

that would make any necessary alterations to the texts that the company staged.  “Time and 

again,” he wrote in The Political Theater, “what we received were ‘plays,’ fragments of our 

times, sections of a world picture, but never the whole, the totality, from the roots to the ultimate 

ramifications, never the red-hot, up-to-the-minute present, which leaped to overpower you from 

every line of the newspapers.”
127

 The job of the dramaturgical collective was to expand the scope 

of the dramatic “fragments” that the company received from playwrights, to introduce explicit 

connections between the plot and current events, and to ensure that the text clearly supported the 

                                                             
127 Piscator, Political Theater, 48. 
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company’s political aims.
128

  This process often involved inserting and removing whole scenes, 

cutting down lyrical speeches into short slogans, and adding prologues or side-commentary by 

narrator figures.  Piscator had already done something similar with his controversial 1926 

production of Schiller’s The Robbers at the Volksbühne (the same production that had made Karl 

Kraus so incensed).  In that production, he revised the play to portray the rebellious Karl Moor as 

a misguided Romantic anti-capitalist and the villainous Spiegelberg as a Marxist intellectual 

(complete with the familiar hat and goatee of Leon Trotsky) whose critiques of Moor’s petty-

bourgeois revolt are unjustly silenced.  Play texts were ultimately treated by Piscator and his 

collective as artifacts of class consciousness—“political document[s] of an epoch,” as Leo Lania 

put it— rather than autonomous artworks that were the property of individual authors, something 

that many playwrights were chagrined to discover.
129

  Ernst Toller wrote Whoops, We’re Alive! 

with Piscator’s staging methods in mind, with simultaneous scenes that would play out on a 

multilevel set with film projections, but Piscator and his dramaturgs still made extensive changes 

to the script. 

 While the revised and expanded play texts produced by the dramaturgical collective often 

contained significant amounts of verbatim material from archival sources, the Piscator-Bühne’s 

most novel uses of documents happened above, behind, and around the actors, creating a visual 

frame for the characters’ actions that reflected the historical, social, and economic context of the 

events that each play depicted.  A common occurrence was for a character in a scene to make a 

claim, followed by projections supporting or countering that claim with newsreel footage or 

tables of data; or a lecturer, sometimes played by an actor and sometimes an actual academic or 

                                                             
128 The members who were most directly involved in the adaptation process were Leo Lania, Gasbarra, and Brecht; 

but Franz Jung, Walter Mehring, and the anarchist playwright Erich Mühsam were also listed as members, and 

Alfred Döblin and the satirist Kurt Tucholsky were reportedly consulted.  

129Piscator, Political Theater, 289. 
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party official, would interrupt the play to provide background information on the play’s subject, 

supplemented by films, charts, or illustrations.  This trend began with Flags, which included a 

political lecture as a prologue, but continued in productions such as the 1927 Volksbühne 

production of Storm over Gottland, a play about a war between 14th-century Baltic Sea 

privateers and the Hanseatic League, which Piscator supplemented with film footage of the 

October Revolution. 

The most technically elaborate example of this method was the production of Rasputin.  

Piscator and his dramaturgical collective used as their starting point Rasputin, or the Czarina’s 

Plot, a historical drama written by Alexei Tolstoy (a distant cousin of Leo Tolstoy) in 

collaboration with historian Pavel Shchegelov.  Tolstoy’s play depicted the final years of the 

Russian aristocracy, a topic that appealed to Piscator, and the play as it was originally written 

had already enjoyed box office success in Leningrad, where it remained in the program of the 

State Theatre for three consecutive seasons. However, Piscator found the scope of the play, 

which focused entirely on the upper classes, to be too narrow.  The dramaturgical collective, led 

by Lania and Gasbarra, therefore set about adding new scenes that contextualized the events of 

Tolstoy’s play within the larger context of the Great War and the February and October 

Revolutions.  The sources used by the dramaturgical collective included the Czarina’s diaries and 

the correspondence of Wilhelm II, the memoirs of Maurice Paléologue (French ambassador to 

St. Petersburg during the revolution), Winston Churchill’s The World Crisis, John Reed’s Ten 

Days that Shook the World, and several Russian biographies of Grigori Rasputin.  The film 

projections drew not only on nonfiction sources, such as the Russian film From the Fall of the 

Czars to the Fall of the Bourgeoisie (itself a montage of newsreel footage), but also on fictional 

films such as Eisenstein’s Ivan the Terrible.  The fictional footage mainly appeared in the play’s 
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film prologue, a montage with the ambitious objective of presenting a précis of the history of 

Czarism up to 1914.  Traugott Müller’s revolving set placed the action inside of a massive 

hemisphere (symbolizing the world), which was made of multiple canvas panels that could open 

and close upon different scenes that played out within various compartments (see figure 11).  

Those same panels also served as screens for film projections.  Additional projections appeared 

behind and to the side of the hemispherical set, including a “calendar” of political events and 

accompanying statistics that continuously scrolled forward as the play progressed. 

The original Tolstoy play confined its action to aristocratic locales—Tsarskoye Selo, 

Yussupov Palace, the home of lady-in-waiting Anna Vyrubova—and, as the original subtitle 

suggests, the plot focused on the familiar story of the Tsarina’s relationship with the Mad Monk 

and the latter’s eventual death at the hands of a conspiracy led by Prince Felix Yussupov.  The 

newly-expanded title of the play—Rasputin, the Romanovs, the War, and the People who Rose 

against Them—reflects the shift in focus effected by the dramaturgical collective’s many 

insertions.  In the revised version of the play, Tolstoy’s first scene was followed by an inserted 

one in which a group of workers in a St. Petersburg tavern voiced their worry and anger about 

the political situation.  This was followed by another insertion referred to as the “Three Emperors 

Scene,” in which Czar Nicholas, Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph, and Kaiser Wilhelm II recite 

various disavowals of responsibility for World War I, all verbatim quotes from speeches or 

written proclamations by the real monarchs.
130

  Other added scenes in the play included a “Three 

Capitalists” scene in the style of the earlier “Three Emperors” scene, featuring the weapons 

makers Krupp, Creuzot, and Armstrong; scenes entitled “Foch and Haig” and “Monologue of a 

                                                             
130 The former Kaiser initiated legal action against Piscator over his depiction in the play.  The substance of his legal 

claim was that by putting him in the same company as Nicholas II and Franz Joseph, Piscator was intentionally 

trying to make Wilhelm look like a fool.  When a judge ordered that Piscator remove Wilhelm’s speech from the 
play, he complied; in its place, a copy of the judge’s injunction forbidding the speech’s inclusion was read aloud. 
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Deserter”; and reenactments of speeches by Lenin at Zimmerwalden and the Smolny Institute.
131

  

The play also extended the timeframe of the action beyond that of the original, which ended with 

the Czar’s abdication in March 1917, to include the Bolsheviks’ overthrow of the provisional 

government seven months later.  These added scenes and film segments increased the play’s 

duration to roughly four hours.     

To some extent, a reliance on fictional film was unavoidable, since most of the history of 

the Romanov dynasty predated the newsreel, but the splicing of fictional and nonfictional film in 

Rasputin’s film prologue highlights the fact that Piscator did not necessarily value film because 

he saw it as a superior source of “authenticity” or “hard facts.”  As Sheila McAlpine remarks in 

her study of visual aids in the Piscator-Bühne’s productions, Piscator “did see the use of film as a 

means to greater objective truth, but only because of its ability to link private stories to social 

contexts, not because he imagined that film itself was a more truthful medium than any other.”
132

  

In fact, the montages in Piscator’s productions often involved such combinations of fictional and 

nonfictional film, as well as tromp l’oeil confusions of the boundaries between screen and stage.    

The projections in Hoppla, We’re Alive! borrowed a trick from the war-era propaganda bureaus, 

intercutting newsreel footage with footage of Piscator’s actors.  For a time, Piscator had his own 

film unit, led by director Johann Hübler-Kahla, that shot footage specifically for use in Piscator’s 

productions, using newsreels as their stylistic inspiration.  This purpose-made film footage 

usually contained Piscator-Bühne actors, so that unlike in the propaganda films made during the 

war, the intermingling of the factual and fictional scenes was known to the audience, who could 

                                                             
131

 It is unclear how much of the Lenin material in the play consisted of archival film and how much was reenacted 

live.  Alexander Granach portrayed Lenin in at least some scenes, and more than one press review singled him out 

for his charismatic performance, but other reviews seem to describe projections of films of the real Lenin. 

132 Sheila McAlpine, Visual Aids in the Productions of the First Piscator-Bühne 1927-1928 (New York: Peter Lang, 
1990), 15. 
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see the same actors from the film performing on the stage. Still, intercutting pseudo-newsreels 

with actual newsreels demonstrates McAlpine’s point—documentary film was just one of many 

tools that Piscator used to highlight the interconnectedness of events and ideas.  In the staging of 

Storm over Gottland at the Volksbühne, Piscator wanted to draw clear parallels between the 

play’s protagonists and present-day Communist revolutionaries.  To this end, he began the play 

with a film of the cast marching toward the camera in a succession of costumes representing 

different revolutionary groups from throughout modern history, using montage to evoke a 

lineage that included the Vitalians, the Paris Commune, and contemporary Communist agitators.  

At the conclusion of the montage, the actors emerged onstage from behind the screen, dressed in 

the same contemporary outfits that they were wearing in the film.   

 The opening montage in Rasputin concluded in a manner reminiscent of that visual trick 

from Storm over Gottland, with Erwin Kalser, the live actor portraying Czar Nicholas II, 

stepping out from behind the screen—a lone human figure emerging from history—and into the 

looming shadow of Wegener’s Rasputin, which was projected over him.  Piscator takes the 

trouble to describe this moment in detail in The Political Theater, implying that there was 

something important to him about the effect of the live actor stepping out of the historical 

montage.  Like the switching between the two Liebknechts in In Spite of Everything!, this 

moment presents the actor as a body stepping out of the disembodied past, but in this case, the 

film montage does not grant the character or the actor the same ritual significance given to 

Liebknecht.  Here, the contrast against the montage highlights the smallness of the lone human 

figure in relation to his historical circumstances.  The montage frames Nicholas II not as an 

individual character but as a representative of a doomed class, his life only one of millions whose 

motion through history is symbolized by the turning of Müller’s hemispherical set.  In this case, 
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the impersonality of the montage, a concretion of multiple lives, perspectives, truths, and 

representations into a single media object, mirrors the impersonality of history—in a montage, 

individual objects and situations only appear in fragments or reduced to certain specific features; 

the larger structures or concepts revealed through the commonalities or contrasts among the 

different elements are what matter. 

One analogy that repeatedly came up in descriptions of Piscator’s productions was that 

the films, photos, and charts of data played the same role that the chorus played in an Attic 

tragedy, commenting on the action and connecting the personal conflicts at the center of the plot 

to a larger social problem.  Certainly, this seems like a valid description of how documents 

functioned within Rasputin.   When the Czar emerges onstage after the film prologue, the 

moment is comparable to a tragic protagonist’s entrance following the first choric song.  Like the 

chorus in the Agamemnon of Aeschylus, which spins out the whole web of circumstance that has 

ensnared and doomed the play’s characters before the action of the play has even begun, the 

film-chorus of Rasputin pronounces that the Romanovs are already fatally ensnared within their 

own web of historical and economic circumstance.  As the production goes on, the material 

projected around the dramatic action sets the family drama told by the original dramatic text 

within a larger historical moment, often using ironic juxtaposition to unmask the Romanovs’ 

remarks about the war as delusional or mendacious. In reference to Rasputin, Piscator wrote that 

the film-as-chorus “levels criticisms, makes accusations, provides important facts, indeed at 

times it carries out direct agitation.  When it was superimposed on a picture, new contrasts, 

pathetic or satirical, were produced.”
133

  In one scene, words from a letter from the Czar to the 

Czarina—“The life I am leading at the head of my armies is healthy and invigorating”—were 
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projected on top of images of dead Russian soldiers.  In another, the Czarina Alexandra makes a 

speech lauding the victories of the Imperial military and expressing hope that her family will 

triumph over its enemies—while to her side the calendar displayed the lengthy list of Russian 

military defeats and above her head, footage of the execution of the her family played on a 

projection screen (see figure 12). 

Like many classical choruses, the films and scrolling calendar give the audience a 

broader view of the action that allows them to appreciate the outcomes of the characters’ choices 

in ways that the characters themselves cannot.  The critic Bernhard Diebold wrote of Czarina 

Alexandra’s final speech: “The Czarina is still defiant—but the Film knows better.  ‘Time’ exists 

only for the Czarina—we are above time.  The individual speakers are aware only of their own 

situation, or the situation of those nearest to them.  The film projected on the gauze knows the 

general situation, the collective situation.  It is fate, the voice of wisdom.  It knows 

everything.”
134

 The film chorus in this scene is, to return to the passage from Schopenhauer that 

Piscator quoted in “On Objective Acting,” playing the role of the “non-I” that enables an 

“objective look” at a subject.  A certain amount of dramatic irony was already inherent in 

Tolstoy’s original scene; the audience wouldn’t have needed films or text crawls to remind them 

that the Czarina and her family would lose and die in the end.  What the chorus of documents 

adds is the capacity for the audience to inhabit a position “above time,” as Diebold puts it, from 

which it could recognize not only the pathos of the Czarina’s situation but also how her 

individual fate is one thread in a larger tapestry of events unfolding around her. 

Diebold additionally saw in the film chorus an inversion of the usual function of the chorus: 

“The chorus filmicus has the realistic role, whereas the spoken scene has the idealistic 
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speeches.”
135

  In a society in which economics and geopolitics have supplanted divine 

providence and “spirit” as the driving forces in theoretical models of history, the documentary 

film replaces the cultically-rooted chorus as representation of the forces that shape people’s lives.  

From the perspective of a worldview that locates truth in objects and in material processes of 

production rather than in metaphysical ideals, it makes sense that the chorus and protagonist 

would swap positions in much the same way that the material and cultural switch positions in the 

development of dialectics from Hegel to Marx.  With Rasputin, Piscator tried to create a form 

that one might call Dialectical Materialist Tragedy.  The material and visual relationship between 

actor and document and the dramaturgical relationship between fictionalized plot and historical 

and economic data are both presented as analogous to the relationship between the classical 

tragic hero and the forces of fate.  The hamartia that blinds the hero to how his actions are 

situated within a larger world system becomes, in Piscator’s tragedy, the false consciousness of a 

doomed class.  The documentary apparatus surrounding the dramatic action takes on the choric 

role of teaching the audience about the nature of that world system. 

 

Piscator, Kraus, and the Documentary Theatre Tradition 

Despite consistently filling seats, the Piscator-Bühne companies all collapsed due to 

financial insolvency, leading to clashes with actors over wages and a short stint in jail for tax 

evasion.
136

  These financial travails convinced Piscator to emigrate, believing that the work he 

wished to do was not financially feasible in Germany.  His work in Russia and France in the 

1930s bore little fruit, and while his work at the Drama Workshop made him an important 
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136 Christopher Innes assumes that the tax charges were politically motivated, but provides no solid evidence.  John 
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mentor for future American theatre icons, including Judith Malina and Tennessee Williams, his 

influence as a director was largely regarded as being on the wane during this period, and he 

struggled to get work when he moved to the Federal Republic of Germany in 1951.  It wasn’t 

until the last few years of his life that he regained international prominence with his productions 

of three highly influential and controversial documentary plays: Rolf Hochhuth’s The Deputy 

[Der Stellvertreter] (1963), Heinar Kipphardt’s The Case of J. Robert Oppenheimer (1964), and 

Peter Weiss’s The Investigation (1965).  It is due to this brief comeback at the end of his life that 

Piscator’s The Political Theater became popular reading for radical political theatre collectives 

of the 1960s and 70s and why he became credited as the originator of documentary theatre. 

Taken together, the works of Kraus and Piscator exemplify the diversity of even the 

earliest of documentary theatre.  While Kraus was a conservative ecological thinker who 

distrusted the new media of his time, Piscator was a radical Marxist with an avid interest in the 

expressive possibilities of new technology.  While Kraus emphasized the auditory aspects of 

performance, believing that popular stagecraft’s appeals to the eye were of a piece with the mass 

displays of unthinking nationalism that brought about the Great War, Piscator saturated his 

productions with optical elements, believing that bourgeois theatre’s emphasis on individual 

speech prevented it from depicting universal historical forces.  Kraus quoted the writing and 

speech of others because he saw a person’s language as a readable index of moral character.  For 

Kraus, every comma and every turn of phrase mattered, and his own sentences were 

masterpieces of convolution and polysemy.  Piscator, on the other hand, rigorously simplified the 

language that he used to construct his stage productions, reducing the plays and novels he 

adapted (including Kraus’s beloved Schiller) to strings of slogan-like declarations.  Language, 

for Piscator, was a vehicle for information and a tool for agitation, meaning it had to be made as 
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simple and blunt as possible.  Consequently, Piscator, whose subject and intended audience were 

the politicized mass, contributed to the same trend of sloganeering that was abominated by 

Kraus, whose subject was the individual drowning in the banalities of mass culture. 

The differences between Kraus and Piscator can partly be explained by a generational 

gap.  Kraus was already on the cusp of middle age when the Great War broke out, and for him 

the war marked the destruction of the culture that was still vividly alive in his nostalgic 

recollections of his youth.  Piscator, however, was only twenty-one when the war began, and his 

vision of an ideal culture was not one of a paradise lost but one of a utopia that would be built 

from the ruins of his elders’ folly.  Piscator had also never known a world without moving 

pictures.  The first kinetoscope parlor opened in the United States only a few months after he was 

born, and he was still a toddler when the famous early exhibitions of the Lumiére brothers took 

place.  Kraus, on the other hand, had been old enough to regard film as a novelty when it first 

appeared, and he viewed it with the same skepticism with which he viewed most novelties.   

Geography was also a factor.  Kraus lived in Vienna, the seat of a crumbling Empire 

where the artistic response to modernity tended toward the introspective and the pessimistic—the 

paralysis of Hofmannstahl’s Lord Chandos, the bourgeois neurotics of Schnitzler, the cynicism 

of Robert Musil.  Piscator, by contrast, worked in a city that was determined to remake itself as a 

modern Weltstadt [“world-city”] comparable to London or New York, in a country that still saw 

itself as a rising world power.  This difference in social and artistic atmosphere provides an 

additional explanation for why Kraus’s documentaries took on the shape of satire and 

apocalyptic allegory, and why Piscator’s took the form of tools in a more affirmative project of 

political enlightenment. 
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These key tensions between the Krausian and Piscatorian approaches indicate a few 

important things.  First, they underscore the fact that the documentary form can engage with the 

political in many different ways.  While a portion of documentary theatre’s early history 

involved attempts to produce Communist agit-prop and plays for a popular workers’ theatre, that 

connection was not one of cause and effect.  Rather, the left grabbed hold of and politicized a set 

of practices that were already emerging from the work of the historical avant-garde.  The 

documentary theatre can accommodate the conservative, cynical, anti-spectacular work of a Karl 

Kraus as well as the revolutionary, highly spectacular work of an Erwin Piscator.  Second, these 

tensions are important because later works of documentary theatre often find themselves trying 

to negotiate them within their own work. 

There are also some shared characteristics of Kraus and Piscator’s work that are essential 

elements of documentary theatre in general.  First of all, both Piscator and Kraus, in employing 

documentary methods, were trying to represent a sociohistorical totality.  For Piscator, the main 

shortcoming of the other practitioners of “Zeittheater” (“theatre of the times” or “timely theatre”) 

during the Weimar period was that they focused on presenting the details of isolated events 

without making the (for him) crucial move of expanding outward from the particular to the 

universal.  Just as Kraus insisted that The Last Days of Mankind was not “merely topical” but 

rather an attempt to record the “essence” [Wesen] of an entire era, Piscator declared that theatre 

was “no longer satisfied with mastering reality in excerpts,” wanting instead to “set the totality of 

the world on the stage,” finding ways to depict an entire Weltanschauung through performance.   

For both artists, it was the attempt to stage a comprehensive vision of their increasingly media-

saturated times that led to the turn to documents, and it was that same quest for the 

comprehensive—the desire for a play to achieve encyclopedic mastery of the subject it depicts—
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that caused both artists to create works in which recognizable forms and genres split apart at the 

seams.  The difference lay in the precise nature of their respective methods.  Kraus focused on 

achieving his goals entirely through the written and spoken word, creating a dramatic text that 

violated nearly every existing convention of dramatic structure and performing that text in a way 

that put unusually high demands on an audience’s visual imagination and capacity for active 

listening.  Piscator exploited the multiple optical (and, to a lesser extent, auditory) effects made 

possible by new communications technology in order to represent totality in four dimensions. 

Later works may not always define their topics in such grandiose terms as Kraus or 

Piscator did, but they nonetheless find themselves constantly bending, estranging, and 

hybridizing performance conventions in the effort to make their presentations of documentary 

sources into something more than mere summations of data.  How they define that “something 

more” depends on their own particular values and objectives as artists.  For Kraus, the value of a 

documentary approach lay in the fact that, according to his typological worldview, no datum was 

truly discrete; every piece of found language was a way into locating, through careful 

interpretation, the essence of the person and the society that produced it.  For Piscator, 

documents were aids in his project of showing audiences how to connect the actions of fictional 

dramas to the global (and local) drama of class struggle happening around it in real life. 

The work of both Piscator and Kraus also highlights the centrality of the complex 

interplay between fact and affect to documentary theatre practice.  The “Objective Actor,” like 

the Krausian reciter, was supposed to take upon him- or herself the authority to assign meanings 

to the discourse of others while, at the same time, working from that position of mastery to infect 

the audience with a particular affective state.  For Kraus, that affective state was usually horror, 

contempt, or outrage.  For Piscator, it was supposed to be revolutionary fervor.  In both cases, 
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documents were not brought onto the stage as sources of documentary authenticity whose purity 

as vehicles of fact needed to be respected or protected.  Documents were instead treated as 

dramaturgical building blocks in a composition that was unapologetically tendentious and that 

relied on a synthesis of intellectual persuasion and theatrical poiesis to stimulate affective 

responses.  Neither Kraus nor Piscator saw any contradiction or tension between intellectual and 

emotional modes of persuasion, because, like so many post-Hegelian German dramatists of 

earlier generations, they believed in an inherent harmony between good dramatic form and 

correct historical interpretation.  On this one point, even György Lukács, who was in general 

highly critical of documentary art forms, agreed with them, stating that “The distinction between 

[the methods of science] and the methods of art has nothing to do with the modern (bourgeois-

decadent) mechanical separation between understanding and feeling (and experience, etc.).  Both 

appeal equally to the understanding and to feeling, and so both call us to action.”
137

  How Kraus 

and Piscator manipulated documents constituted an explicit rejection of this “mechanical 

separation” and of the attendant assumption that description can or should ever be a neutral act. 

As Chapter Three will show, later documentary theatre-makers also frequently base their 

work on the dual assumptions that fact cannot be separated from feeling and that the meaning of 

a memory cannot be separated from how it is transmitted.  Yet, as Chapter Three will also show, 

contemporary documentary theatre makers are far more ambivalent about their own work’s 

potential for intellectual and emotional manipulation, even as they seek to help their audiences 

see the manipulations of others.  Just as avant-gardists in general have gone through crises of 

self-definition since the time of Kraus and Piscator, turning their critical attention against 

themselves and losing confidence in art’s capacity to serve as “forerunner and revealer” for a 

                                                             
137 György Lukács, “Reportage or Portrayal?” in Essays on Realism, trans. David Fernbach (London: Lawrence and 
Wishart, 1980), 50.  Originally published in Die Linkskurve, 4.7 (1932). 
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new society, documentary theatre-makers have often come to build into their own work 

expressions of deep uncertainty about the efficacy and ethics of the form’s pedagogical aspect. 
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Chapter Three 

Documentary and the National Body: Grotesque Dramaturgies and Scenes of Encounter 

By the middle of the 1990s, many of the socio-cultural problems that motivated Kraus 

and Piscator’s work in 1920s Europe had returned on a global scale—though it was, 

undoubtedly, a return with a difference.  The end of the Cold War and the approach of the end of 

the millennium created a general feeling in the developed world that a historical era was coming 

to an end, as evidenced by the various declarations of the “death” and “end” of assorted concepts 

(history, humanism, character) and the continuing search in the theoretical discourses for new 

places to affix the prefix post- (to the point where post- even began to double back on itself in 

the form of post-postmodernism).  Soviet Communism, the political paradigm that artists such as 

Erwin Piscator had embraced to fill the void left by World War I’s destruction of 19
th
-century 

cultural and political verities, had itself collapsed, leaving a new void.  And, as in the interwar 

period, the mixture of hope and anxiety attending the arrival of the new was matched by fatigue 

and malaise over the seemingly inevitable recurrence of the same.  A host of highly visible war 

crime tribunals and truth commissions (Bosnia, Rwanda, South Africa) showed that, fifty years 

after the Holocaust, the world was still far from moving past the brutality of the early twentieth 

century.  In Europe and the United States, the “culture wars” of the 1980s and the related debates 

surrounding postmodernism had created an atmosphere of renewed uncertainty about values, 

categories, and ways of understanding what was or was not real.  As Americans watched the 

high-tech spectacle of the first Gulf War on cable TV, there was a sense, as there had been in 

Karl Kraus’s time, that media technology was disembodying and aestheticizing the violence of 

war, laminating the suffering of broken bodies beneath a mediatized surface. 

What made this return a return with a difference was that, as Andreas Huyssen has 

argued, the historical avant-garde’s project of pointing the way to a utopian future had given way 
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to an almost fetishistic obsession with preserving the past.  The conception, inherited from Marx 

and Nietzsche, of the past as a burden to be cast off had been replaced by a conception of 

memory as a vital and perpetually imperiled source of orientation and solidity within a fast-paced 

globalized world.
138

  Memory, as articulated through personal testimony and local rituals, 

presented itself as an attractive weapon against cultural and economic institutions that promoted 

homogeneity and commodification.  This may be one reason why the decade saw what Bonnie 

Marranca called a turn to “the scar [and] the wound” and to “authenticity” in performance, a 

major manifestation of which was the resurgence of documentary theatre.
139

   

Documentary theatre had by no means disappeared in the middle of the century.  In the 

US and UK, experiments in sustaining a documentary workers’ theatre occured in fits and starts 

throughout the 1930s, ‘40s, and ‘50s.  Then, in the mid-1960s, a major documentary theatre 

boom occurred all over the globe, as political artists saw the form as useful for addressing 

political debates surrounding the Vietnam War, the American Civil Rights movement, student 

and labor activism in Europe, and anticolonial movements in the global south.  However, while 

the 1960s documentary theatre boom was partly inspired by a younger generation’s rediscovery 

of Piscator and by the international circulation of his and Brecht’s dramaturgical ideas, the post-

1990s documentary theatre provides better case studies for understanding how the historical 

avant-garde’s engagements with the materials of art and memory informed documentary work in 

later decades.  This is because, more so than the documentaries of the 1960s, documentaries of 

the 1990s and 2000s, bound up as they are with the millennial memory culture that Huyssen 

describes, more explicitly demonstrate a tension between Piscator’s project of exploiting new 

                                                             
138 Huyssen has revisited this argument on several occasions.  See, for instance, Twilight Memories: Marking Time 

in a Culture of Amnesia (Routledge, 1994); and Present Pasts: Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of Memory 

(Stanford University Press, 2003). 

139 Bonnie Marranca, Performance Histories (New York, PAJ Book, 2007), 9 
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media technology to construct alternative histories onstage and Kraus’s project of remedying 

modern media’s disembodiment of knowledge and memory.   

This chapter focuses on two 1990s theatre works that question how the work of memory 

can happen at a time of rapid social transition, when easy agreement about how to represent or 

narrate the past is elusive and new technology is fundamentally altering how people 

conceptualize memory and perception.  The first section focuses on Jane Taylor and Handspring 

Puppet Theatre’s Ubu and the Truth Commission, a play that puts victim testimony from South 

Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission into the mouths of puppets and then sets that 

testimony against farcical material based on Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi.  The second section turns to 

Chinese-American writer-director Ping Chong’s East/West Quartet, a series of “poetic 

documentaries” that set the documentary practices of governmental and academic institutions 

against body-centered memorial practices such as shamanic invocations, narrative dances, 

funerary rites, and popular music.  How Handspring and Chong approach the performance of 

documentary material is predicated on the same dialectic of “surface” and “root” that Kraus and 

Piscator treated as essential to documentary theatre’s capacity for social intervention.  Director 

and animator William Kentridge proposes that Handspring’s style of documentary puppet theatre 

forces audiences to consider whom or what they are actually seeing and hearing when documents 

and testimony are presented to them as representations of the real, encouraging them to think 

critically about how different art forms and institutional rituals shape our understanding of and 

emotional reactions to the materials of memory.  Ping Chong, meanwhile, explicitly opposes 

“merely looking,” which he associates with shallow commodity culture and with the often 

distorted representations of individuals by historical and bureaucratic documents,  
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against a deeper, more emotionally attuned “[seeing] into the soul,” a concept that directly 

resonates with Karl Kraus’s appeals to essence. 

 One reason for choosing these two particular works is that the historical avant-garde’s 

influence on them is made manifest through clear intertextual relationships (Handspring’s use of 

Jarry) and through acknowledged chains of stylistic influence (Ping Chong’s love of postmodern 

dance and German Expressionist cinema) rather than just through their aim of estranging 

conventional cultural memory practices.  Their high-brow literary and stylistic appropriations 

make these works in one sense atypical of 1990s documentary theatre, which, though frequently 

stylized, usually pitches itself as an un-literary outgrowth of oral culture (Anna Deavere-Smith, 

Emily Mann) or as a more politically sober alternative to culinary theatre (the “verbatim” 

productions of Max Stafford-Clark and Richard Norton-Taylor).  However, the extent to which 

Ubu and the East/West plays display these influences makes it more apparent how the kinds of 

social projects enacted in contemporary documentary theatre are derived from the avant-garde 

tradition that I have delineated in the preceding chapters.   

Where these particular contemporary works depart from their interwar predecessors is in 

their tendency to value pluralism, empathy, and indeterminacy, which leads them to broach 

important questions about representation without overtly answering them.  Kraus and Piscator 

were always quite ready to dispense answers.  They presented themselves as eminently qualified, 

by virtue of their understanding of “how things are connected,” to explicate the true significance 

of others’ descriptions of the world.  The artists discussed in this chapter instead seek ways to 

enact projects of social renovation and renewal without subordinating what Piscator dismissed as 

the “merely personal” to a unitary authorial point of view.  Consequently, Handspring and Chong 

pose a more fundamental challenge to conventional notions of authorship than Kraus or Piscator 
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did.  While Kraus and Piscator redefined the author as a compiler and creative reader of pre-

existing discursive media, these later artists implicitly treat the idea of authorship itself as 

ethically problematic.  Moreover, by problematizing authorship, these plays also problematize 

the idea of exemplarity.  Rather than present documents and individual stories as examples 

demonstrating general theses, the artists behind Ubu and the Truth Commission and the 

East/West Quartet estrange the very processes by which communities and institutions use 

documents and testimonial rituals to promote specific perspectives on national history and 

identity. 

At the same time, these works, and particularly Chong’s work, demonstrate the dangers 

and limits involved in positing personal memory in the place of history.  Huyssen characterizes 

the turn to personal traumas and the memory of the body as a double-edged phenomenon, noting 

that while it helps breaks our thinking about the past free from historical master narratives and 

arid empiricism, it can also become a means for smuggling problematic Romantic conceptions of 

“authenticity, identity, and experience” back into cultural discourse.
140

  The documentary theatre 

of the last two decades often communicates a longing for precisely those values, even as it tries 

to address themes of authenticity and identity in a nuanced and self-aware manner.  This longing 

for a return to certainty was also something that Kraus and Piscator demonstrated, with Kraus 

lamenting the loss of the well-ordered, organic world of Neoclassicism and Piscator reaching for 

the answers supplied by dialectical materialism.  For Ping Chong, on the other hand, this longing 

comes out in his advocacy for the lack of a totalizing order, for the inclusion of “mystery” and 

“the poetic” in the performance of documents.   

 

                                                             
140 Andreas Huyssen, “Trauma and Memory: A New Imaginary,” in World Memory: Personal Trajectories in 
Global Time, ed. Jill Bennett and Rosanne Kennedy (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 17. 
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“To Make Sense of the Memory Rather than Be the Memory” 

The complex performance culture that surrounded South Africa’s Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission generated moments in which past event, present testimony, and 

surrounding acts of translation and commentary were either uncomfortably remote or alarmingly 

indistinguishable from each other.  For participants at every position in the TRC process—

commissioners, witnesses, translators, local spectators, journalists, the national audience—

boundaries among subjects and bodies became uncomfortably ambiguous, and the real origins 

and meanings of participants’ emotional responses defied easy explanation or categorization.  

Catherine Cole, in her study of the TRC as a performance phenomenon, recorded a variety of 

situations in which official frameworks failed to contain or choreograph behaviors and reactions.  

While her primary concern was with understanding how the TRC itself was staged, her findings 

also serve to illustrate a more general set of concerns about the ethics and emotional dynamics of 

interpretation that filtered their way into South African culture at large, including the theatre.  

Cole writes extensively, for instance, about how the language interpreters at TRC hearings found 

themselves wrestling with the impulse to mimic the witnesses’ emotional states, often catching 

themselves copying hand gestures and vocal mannerisms.
141

  She also heard of cases in which 

spectators at the hearings mistook the interpreters for the witnesses and tried to confront them 

over the content of the testimony they were relaying.
142

  Journalists and spectators found 

themselves questioning the appropriateness and advisability of identifying with the victims and 

feeling their pain, and at times facing the troubling experience of identifying or sympathizing 

                                                             
141 “You’re aware that you’re becoming an actor, you know…you didn’t even realize that you were acting—and you 

are just looking at the victim as he is speaking and unconsciously, you end up throwing up your hands as he throws 

his, you end up nodding your head when he nods.”  Interpreter Lebohang Mathibela, cited in Catherine Cole, 

Performing South Africa’s Truth Commission: Stages of Transition (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010), 

66. 

142 See Cole, op cit, 74. 
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with perpetrators.  For instance, Antje Krog’s poetic memoir Country of My Skull interweaves 

testimony from TRC hearings (occasionally embellished by the author) with Krog’s ruminations 

on her own problematic sense of identification with the white perpetrators.  One widely-

discussed incident that Krog witnessed provides an example of these mobile identifications, 

while also showing how event and reenactment could uncomfortably collapse together during 

TRC hearings: At a meeting of the Amnesty Committee, former security officer Jeffrey Benzien 

demonstrated the “wet bag” interrogation technique—a slower version waterboarding—in front 

of a committee that included ANC member Tony Yengeni, on whom Benzien had once used that 

very technique.
143

  During his questioning, Benzien boasted of how he had induced Yengeni to 

talk in under thirty minutes. As Loren Kruger notes (drawing on Krog’s account) “the officially 

separate realms of testifiers and listeners, TRC participants and reporters, bled together as all 

were compelled to witness both suffering and unrepentant manipulation.”
144

 The rules and 

boundaries set for this particular performance situation dissolved in the face of a surprising and 

intense affective experience, and for a moment, everyone lost track of their assigned roles. 

This wild circulation of emotions and memories made it possible for stories to “belong” 

to different people—to the teller who lived the original events, to the institution that sanctioned 

the testimony’s inclusion in an official history, and to everyone for whom hearing the story 

triggered a memorable affective response.  In the words of Handspring Puppet Company co-

founder Adrian Kohler: 

                                                             
143 The South African TRC consisted of multiple administrative bodies, the most important of which were the 

Amnesty Commission, which was empowered to grant conditional amnesty to individuals who confessed to 

politically-motivated crimes during the apartheid era, and the Human Rights Violation Commission, which toured 

the country hearing testimony from victims.  The Amnesty hearings bore all of the formal and legal trappings of 

full-blown judicial proceedings.  The testimony given at HRV hearings was not treated as legal testimony and was 

not acted upon unless corroborating evidence existed; the purpose of the HRV hearings was primarily to provide a 

safe space in which victims could speak without fear of cross-examination.   

144 Loren Kruger, “Making Sense of Sensation: Enlightenment, Embodiment, and the End(s) of Modern Drama,” 
Modern Drama 43 (Winter 2000), 557. 
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The aim was for a process of national reconciliation through the recovery of an 

oral history.  The media played a huge part.  Newspapers and television reported 

daily on developments, and on Sundays there was a televised hour-long summary 

and analysis of the week’s revelations.  Through this process the stories came to 

belong to the whole country.
145

 

 

The complex emotional experience of performing, describing, and listening to stories of 

suffering became key themes in the arts in South Africa from the mid-1990s onward, as did the 

question of who had the right to assign meaning to a person’s story: did that right belong solely 

to the teller, or did it also belong to audiences and to institutions?  The main aim of socially-

engaged South African artists shifted from exposing violence and injustice that the state had 

rendered invisible to processing and coping with violence that the state and the media were 

rendering overwhelmingly visible.  For instance, The Story I’m about to Tell (1996), created by 

Duma Kumalo in collaboration with members of a victims’ support group, combined real TRC 

witnesses and actors in a fictional performance.  The four witnesses, presented as sharing a cab 

on their way to speak at the commission, recite rehearsed versions of their own testimony while 

the actors provide commentary.  Later works such as John Kani’s Nothing but the Truth (2002) 

used fictional stories to comment on how the TRC used the testimony of individual witnesses to 

craft a national narrative.  Outside of the theatre, Sue Williamson’s interactive installations Truth 

Games (1998) and Can’t Forget, Can’t Remember (2003) gave viewers themselves the 

opportunity to manipulate the images and voices of TRC witnesses. 

Handspring, collaborating with playwright Jane Taylor and visual artist William 

Kentridge, responded to the TRC performance culture with Ubu and the Truth Commission, a 

play that is a hybrid work in several different senses.  It combines fictional characters inspired by 

Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi with testimony given by real witnesses before the Human Rights 

                                                             
145Kohler, “Thinking through Puppets,” in Jane Taylor (ed.) The Handspring Puppet Company (New York: David 
Krut, 2009), 80. 
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Violation and Amnesty commissions; it combines human characters with puppet characters and 

animated characters on a projection screen; and it contains scenes that alternate between distinct 

stylistic registers.  Taylor’s fictional scenes recast Pa and Ma Ubu as a former government 

operative and his wife living in a dingy apartment in post-apartheid South Africa.  Pa Ubu, 

portrayed by white actor Dawid Minaar in a dirty tank top and briefs, lives in fear that the many 

crimes he committed under the old regime will come to light; yet he still goes out at night with 

his three-headed dog Brutus to perform further outrages, coming home steeped in the “smell of 

blood and dynamite.”
146

  Ma Ubu remains at home in the couple’s rundown apartment, 

convinced that her husband is venturing out at night to cheat on her.  When Pa Ubu learns about 

the establishment of a “Commission to determine Truths, Distortions, and Proportions,”
147

 he 

tries to dispose of all of the evidence of his crimes by feeding it to his pet crocodile-cum-paper-

shredder Niles, but Ma Ubu gets Niles to disgorge the documents and uses them to gain notoriety 

for herself by disclosing Ubu’s crimes to the media.  To save his own skin, Ubu first attempts to 

lay all of the blame for his crimes on Brutus by doctoring evidence, and then finally presents his 

own unapologetic, self-serving confession before the truth commission (see figure 13).  

Interspersed among these scenes are a series of monologues taken verbatim from testimony 

recorded by the Human Rights Violation commission, performed by human-shaped puppets.  

Kentridge’s animations appear projected behind the action at different points in the play.  

Drawing inspiration from Jarry’s Ubu illustrations and using Kentridge’s signature method of 

partially erasing and redrawing figures on a single sheet of paper, the animations feature 

dreamlike successions of scenes and symbols: torture chambers holding literally faceless victims 

                                                             
146Jane Taylor, Ubu and the Truth Commission (Cape Town: University of Cape Town Press, 1998), 5. 

147 Ibid, 17. 
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in abject poses, anthropomorphized radios and camera tripods wielding weapons and firing 

bullets, Jarry’s rotund Ubu figure brandishing his “physicks stick” at an enigmatic floating 

eyeball. 

The witnesses occupy a different theatrical world than the other figures in the play; while 

the Ubus, Brutus, and Niles operate in a vulgar, burlesque universe full of shouting and slapstick 

violence, the scenes focusing on the witness puppets are slow and subdued.  Almost all of the 

victims quoted in the play are parents of murdered children: a father describes watching as his 

son was doused with gasoline and set on fire by a mob; a mother talks about trying to identify 

her children after a bomb had ripped off their limbs and blasted open the tops of their skulls.  At 

times, the witnesses and the Ubus share the stage, but they are never fully aware of each other, 

even when the Ubus’ careless actions disrupt the activities of the witnesses.  The play begins 

with a quiet scene of the first witness puppet stirring soup, which Ubu interrupts as he makes his 

first entrance, knocking over the witness and the soup pot without even noticing their presence.  

In another scene, a puppet goes about laboriously setting up a Spaza shop (a small street-corner 

convenience store) as the Ubus sit down at their kitchen table, which doubles as the shop 

owner’s corner (see figure 14).  The Ubus never seem to notice the shopkeeper, but they do 

notice his wares, which they begin to pilfer casually, oblivious of the shopkeeper’s dismay at his 

disappearing goods.  

Ubu and the Truth Commission was the third in a loosely linked series of collaborations 

between Handspring and Kentridge, each of which transplanted characters and themes from a 

classic European play to an African setting.  Woyzeck on the Highveld (1992), the first 

Handspring piece to combine puppets with Kentridge’s animations, transformed Büchner’s put-

upon military barber into a migrant laborer in 1950s South Africa.  With Faustus in Africa! 
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(1994), they recast Goethe’s Faust as a rapacious colonial administrator and included images 

from old magazines, maps, advertisements and other media from the colonial era that they 

discovered through archival research.  The original impetus for creating an Ubu piece as a third 

collaboration was Kentridge’s fascination with Jarry’s drawings, which the group later decided 

to make the basis for a piece incorporating TRC testimony.  The text for the testimony sequences 

came from verbatim transcripts provided by Antje Krog, but the company also attended hearings 

in the Johannesburg area in person and, like most South Africans, watched hearings on television 

and listened to them on the radio.  

In his forward to the published edition of the play, Kentridge, who was also director of 

the production, explains that in the cultural environment created by the TRC, attempting a 

realistic recreation of the original victim testimony onstage seemed superfluous.  The TRC, for 

Kentridge, was itself a staged performance with which theatre like his own could never possibly 

compete; it was “exemplary civic theatre, a public hearing of private griefs which are absorbed 

into the body politic as a part of a deeper understanding of how society arrived at its present 

position….It awakes every day the conflict between the desire for retribution and a need for 

some sort of social reconciliation.”
148

 The raw catharsis of the TRC hearings was something that 

Kentridge felt he could not reproduce or match onstage, and even if he could, he would only be 

duplicating an emotional experience to which South Africans already had virtually unlimited 

access via television and radio.  The goal of Ubu and the Truth Commission was, in his words, to 

be “a reflection on the debate rather than the debate itself….to make sense of the memory rather 

than be the memory.”
149

 The play reflects on the debate, as Kentridge puts it, by exposing the 

                                                             
148Kentridge, “Director’s note,” in Jane Taylor, Ubu and the Truth Commission, ix. 
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audience to markedly different way of representing violence and then estranging those methods 

by playing them off of each other.  By casting humans as burlesque characters descended from 

Punch and Judy and putting documentary material into the mouths of puppets, the play calls 

attention to how the generic conventions of slapstick, the documentary, and civic performances 

such as the TRC hearings can all shape our reactions to violence.  The intended result of all of 

this alienating juxtaposition is that the experience of being caught between seemingly 

irreconcilable impulses, which Kentridge associates with watching and hearing TRC testimony, 

would become reflected and amplified in the play’s employment of irreconcilable 

representational strategies. 

The writings and drawings of Alfred Jarry are themselves documents that connect the 

play to a particular history.  By invoking the figure of Ubu, Taylor and Kentridge also invoke the 

formal and stylistic heritage of the European avant-garde of the fin-de-siècle, which used 

nonsense and darkly carnivalesque humor to combat the self-importance of the literary and 

theatrical establishment of their time.  Jarry’s penchant for the grotesque also seems to be 

reflected by the very structure of Ubu and the Truth Commission, which could be described 

metaphorically as a grotesque hybrid body, lacking in clearly defined boundaries.  Yet at the 

same time, the localized adaptation of Jarry, like the company’s earlier localized adaptations of 

Büchner and Goethe, expresses a general ambivalence about the European literary canon and its 

influence on South African drama.  In his director’s note to Faustus in Africa!, Kentridge 

characterized their adaptation, which incorporated original text by South African poet Lesego 

Rampolokeng, as “finding a place where the play ceases to be a daunting other - the weight of 

Europe leaning on the Southern tip of Africa - and becomes our own work.”
150

  The new African 

                                                             
150 Kentridge, “Director’s Note” for Faustus in Africa!, Handspring Puppet Company website, 

http://www.handspringpuppet.co.za/_oldsite/html. 
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identity that the TRC hoped to help produce was ghosted by a lingering European past, and 

Jarry’s Ubu partly serves that ghosting function here, even as making Ubu specifically South 

African allows Jarry to “speak from” Jane Taylor and the Handspring performers after the 

fashion of Krausian quotation. 

Combining broad comedy with serious political content was, in itself, a familiar strategy 

in South African theatre.  The “protest genre” of the 1970s and 80s, as exemplified by director 

Barney Simon (with whom Handspring co-created the musical Starbrites in 1990), the 

collaborations of Athol Fugard, John Kani, and Winston Ntshona, and the early works of 

Mbongeni Ngema, often employed elements of popular comic performance styles.  In Woza 

Albert! (1981), arguably the quintessential example of the protest genre, Ngema and Percy 

Mtwa, working with Simon, drew on European and African clowning traditions and various 

musical comedy tropes in their depiction of an unexpected visit by Jesus Christ to Apartheid-era 

South Africa.  Yet, Woza Albert!’s comic scenes focus on such topics as labor exploitation, 

poverty, and political violence, and the play concludes on an earnest note, with the actors 

performing an evocation ritual to resurrect dead heroes of the anti-Apartheid movement.  

Alienation effects and self-conscious formal framing were also relatively common in political 

theatre from the 1970s and 1980s.  The principal tenets of Brechtian and Piscatorian political 

theatre—mostly as adapted by Augusto Boal, the Living Theatre, and Joan Littlewood—took 

root in South Africa after they were imported by state-funded theatres and promoted by the 

government-sponsored Performing Arts Councils starting in the 1960s.
151

  Ubu and the Truth 

Commission draws inspiration from these existing traditions, but it also attempts the complex 

                                                             
151 For more information and an extensive bibliography on South African theatre in this period, see Temple 

Hauptfleisch, Theatre and Society in South Africa: Some Reflections in a Fractured Mirror (J.L. van Schaik 
Academic, 1997). 
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double move of addressing difficult issues with humor while also encouraging the members of its 

audience to question what it is they’re really laughing at and why. 

 

Puppets as Witnesses: Fragile Bodies and Affective Geometries 

Political documentary theatre has long made use of puppetry.  Piscator’s Red Riot Revue 

featured a grotesque talking money bag as a character, and documentary theatre in the 1960s 

included such puppet creations as the titular Bogey in Peter Weiss’s Song of the Lusitanian 

Bogey and the puppet representations of Fascism, Capitalism, and Communism in Dario Fo’s 

Grand pantomime with flags and small and medium puppets.  But the puppets in documentaries 

prior to the 1990s were usually allegorical representations of social forces that were set against 

more identifiably human actors.  In this regard, puppets functioned similarly to those found in 

other, non-documentary political spectacles produced by avant-garde puppeteers, as typified by 

Peter Schumann’s Bread and Puppet Theater, which was known for including monumental 

symbolic puppet figures in its annual Domestic Resurrection Circus (1970-1998) and other 

similar performances.   

Eventually, however, documentary theatre began to adopt the approach, already common 

in other types of puppet theatre, of presenting puppets as figures of vulnerable or precarious life.  

Examples from the 2000s include the radiation-scarred title character in Dan Hurlin’s Hiroshima 

Maiden (2004), the Arab children and elders forced to wait at an Israeli checkpoint in Nola 

Chilton’s Winter in Kalandia (2004), and the thousands of Holocaust victims who moved 

through a massive Auschwitz scale model in Hotel Modern’s Kamp (2010). In these and similar 

works, the puppet’s fragility inspires audience sympathy in the same way that the fragile body of 

a child or small animal might, while a collective investment in the imaginary life of the puppet 
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can, paradoxically, make the artificial puppet seem more human than an actual human actor. 

Taylor, inspired by Handspring’s use of a puppet infant in Woyzeck on the Highveld, makes a 

similar claim: 

Perhaps it is our species’ instinct to parent, or to take care of, which predisposes 

us to project human capacities onto a puppet ‘as if our very lives depended on it.’  

Of course they do.  The puppet is the infant who relies on another’s recognition of 

its humanity in order to survive.  It cannot exist without us and, if it is to live, 

must manage to persuade us to believe in its potentiality.
152

  

 

Everything about the witness puppets in Ubu and the Truth Commission is made to appear small, 

poor, and fragile, accentuating the disjunction between their world and the heightened, farcical 

reality of Pa and Ma Ubu.  The rough chiseling of their facial features gives them a weathered 

appearance, and their bodies move slower than those of the manic human actors (see figure 14).  

In the testimony sequences, one of the witness puppet’s two handlers recites the puppet’s speech 

in the language of the original transcribed testimony (usually Zulu or Xhosa); another performer, 

standing in Pa Ubu’s shower as if it were a translator’s booth, repeats the puppet’s words in 

English; and the second puppet handler imitates the actions of the official “comforters” who 

stood next to witnesses during the original TRC hearings, performing gestures of sympathy and 

support.  The puppet is surrounded by figures that speak for or through it, making it seem like 

less of an agent, and the presence of the comforter figure makes it appear all the more abject—

and thus all the more deserving of audience sympathy.  Handspring puppeteers Basil Jones and 

Adrian Kohler seem to gesture toward that very suggestion in their own remarks about the piece: 

“They [the puppets] are wooden dolls attempting to be real people.  As they attempt to move and 

breathe as we do, they cross the barrier of here and now and become metaphors for humanity.”
153

  

                                                             
152 Jane Taylor, “Introduction,” in Handspring Puppet Company, 28. 

153 Basil Jones and Adrian Kohler, “Puppeteers’ note,” in Jane Taylor, Ubu and the Truth Commission, xvii. 
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The suggestion here is that the puppets’ precarious pseudo-humanity makes them more 

comfortable receptacles for the audience’s identification. 

Some time after his first scene, the Spaza shop owner makes a second appearance, 

standing behind Ubu as the latter sleeps.  The projected caption A Scholar’s Tale appears behind 

them as the puppet recites the words of a father who watched a man drag the corpse of his son, 

who was named Scholar, “by the legs, like a dog, like a dog that is crushed in the road.”   As he 

speaks, the puppet rests a hand on the sleeping Ubu’s side.  This touch, according to Kentridge, 

is meant to suggest momentarily that Ubu’s body is the body of the witness’s dead son, until Ubu 

breaks the illusion by shifting in his sleep.  This puppet’s piece of testimony directly addresses a 

theme that is implicit in all of the other witness speeches in the play, the theme of political 

violence subjecting bodies to indignities that deny or erase their personhood: “They were treating 

people like animals…that’s what makes me cry right now….even a dog…you don’t kill it like 

that, even an ant, a small little ant, you have feelings for an ant, but now, our children, they were 

not even taken as ants.”
154

  The fact that the shop owner’s speech is recited by a nonliving object 

posing as a human—that a puppet which the audience has imaginatively invested with humanity 

is speaking of actual bodies that were denied the consideration owed to living things—helps 

drive home the point.  Ubu’s inability to see the puppet victims and the pain he causes them can 

be read as a denial of their personhood, an objectifying gesture that is the inverse of how the 

puppeteers and the audience grant an imaginary life to the puppets through affective investment.   

However, Kentridge gives a slightly different explanation of the company’s choice to 

have puppets speak the words of the TRC witnesses: “There seemed to be an awkwardness in 

getting an actor to play the witnesses—the audience being caught halfway between having to 
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believe in the actor for the sake of the story, and also not believe in the actor for the sake of the 

actual witness who existed out there but was not the actor.”
155

  The problem to which Kentridge 

refers here is not simply the possibility of performers distorting the meaning of the words they 

quote or making an exploitative spectacle out of the pain of others (both of those things can just 

as easily happen with puppets as with live actors); the problem is the more fundamental 

uneasiness that arises when one human being speaks about another person’s suffering as if it 

were his or her own.  For one body to claim knowledge of the pain endured by another body 

strikes an audience as inappropriate, almost as if some form of physical violation were taking 

place.
156

  Thus, when actors portray real victims of violence, audiences can find their impulse to 

identify with the actor thwarted by a feeling of inappropriateness or guilt.  “Using a puppet,” 

Kentridge suggests, “made this contradiction palpable.  There is no attempt to make the audience 

think the wooden puppet or its manipulator is the actual witness.  The puppet becomes a medium 

through which the testimony can be heard.”
157

  Kentridge’s use of the word medium is apt in the 

sense that these puppets, like documents, are manufactured objects that we imagine can be made 

to perform and to speak to us in ways that let them stand in for people. The testimony of the 

puppet is itself a form of translation—both in the spatial sense and in the sense of moving the 

text into a realm of fantasy and ritual.  However, a puppet is a far more complicated medium for 

testimony than a paper transcript or a video recording, as Kentridge himself notes.  What seems 

                                                             
155 Kentridge, op cit, xi. 

156 Our inability to understand or describe the pain of others is an ethical and representational problem that has been 

taken up by more writers than can be listed here, but key contemporary examples include Elaine Scarry’s The Body 

in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (1987) and Susan Sontag’s Regarding the Pain of Others (2004). 

157 Kentridge, op cit. 
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to matter for Kentridge is keeping the need for sympathetic imagination that Taylor describes in 

a productive tension with the need for distanced awareness of mediation.
158

 

The emotional dynamics of a puppet performance become more complicated when 

spectators also have to account for visible puppeteers who share the stage with the puppets.  

Incorporating visible handlers and their actions into a play’s thematic scheme has been a 

hallmark of Handspring’s work since their early collaborations with Junction Avenue Theater 

and Barney Simon in the 1980s.  Initially, having visible handlers was a practical choice by the 

company based on the limitations of available performance spaces, and the handlers were treated 

as invisible, like the black-clad onstage handlers in bunraku.  This approach gradually evolved 

into giving visible handlers readable functions within the plays, often using how the handlers 

physically interacted with and responded to the actions of their puppets as a symbol of important 

themes in a particular piece.  Kentridge became particularly interested in the emotional 

triangulation of puppet, handler, and spectator that this approach encouraged: 

The double performance became the heart of the work we did, the triangle of 

watching, where you as the audience watch the actor who’s talking but follow the 

actor’s gaze to the puppet, not the actor, and think, “who am I actually 

watching?”…You’re very much aware that it’s a performance, that it’s not the 

puppet who is weeping, it’s the actor, not to you but to the puppet.
159

 

 

Documentary puppetry matches the question “who am I actually watching?” with the parallel 

question: “to whom am I actually listening?”  For Kentridge, the objective seems not to be to 

propose an answer to these twin questions but to try and encourage an audience to ask them in 

the first place; and in the case of Ubu and the Truth Commission, that also means asking those 

                                                             
158

 It could be said that Kentridge is drawn to puppets for almost the opposite reason that puppets were alluring for 

Modernist directors such as Gordon Craig.  Craig emphasized puppets’ potential as “pure” performing bodies that 

lacked the disruptive subjectivity of human actors.  Kentridge likes puppets precisely because of their capacity to 

disrupt and estrange. 

159 Corinne Diserens, “William Kentridge: unwilling suspensions of disbelief,” Art Press 255 (March 2000), 22. 
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questions of the TRC process and its public staging of testimony.  The compound body 

composed of puppet, handler, comforter, and translator also provides a visual metaphor for the 

many agencies and presences involved in the TRC performances.  This gestalt represents the 

apparatus that makes testimony possible, that gives the witness a voice within public discourse 

(as the handlers literally give their puppets a voice), but that at the same time constantly works to 

fit that testimony within a particular institutionalized narrative of the past. 

 

The Documentary as Bakhtinian Body 

If one were to think of the text of Ubu and the Truth Commission as a body, it would be 

the kind of body found in what Mikhail Bakhtin calls “grotesque realism,” a body with indefinite 

boundaries and heterogeneous extremities, a body that consumes and digests the products (in this 

case, words and images) of other bodies and reassembles them in unfamiliar combinations.  

“Grotesque realism,” for Bakhtin, is the representational style of carnival—the collection of 

festive practices in which rituals of church and state that stage “the triumph of a truth already 

established” are inverted and the common folk celebrate the generative power of the collective 

(social and anatomical) body.
160

  To the extent that the TRC, as a religiously inflected nation-

building ritual, enacted the triumph of an official truth, Ubu and the Truth Commission could be 

considered a grotesque counter-play to the TRC.  It is important to note, here, that grotesque, for 

Bakhtin, is not a pejorative term, but rather one that denotes folk depictions of the human body 

in its “cosmic” and “all-people’s character.” Grotesque realism satirizes excess, but it also 

presents empowering depictions of bodies that defy authorities’ attempts to shape, limit, and 

differentiate them.   

                                                             
160 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. Helene Iswolsky (Bloomington, Indiana: University of Indiana 

Press, 1984), 9. 
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Each source used to construct the play belongs to a particular genre or medium, but like 

the limbs and organs of grotesque bodies, the different texts lack rigidly-drawn boundaries, and 

conventional distinctions among genres and media are transgressed.  To an extent, this 

observation applies to any documentary play; the textual body of a documentary play is never 

closed or whole, because the play’s meaning depends on its citations, and each citation is 

simultaneously part of the play and part of the source that originated it. By contrast, the 

bourgeois realist drama, which Piscator criticized for presenting decontextualized fragments of 

reality, better resembles the bourgeois body as Bakhtin describes it—closed, regulated, and 

autonomous.  All that happens within the bourgeois body “concerns it alone, that is, only the 

individual, closed sphere.  Therefore, all the events taking place within it acquire one single 

meaning.”
161

  Violence inflicted on the closed bourgeois body can never have any meaning 

beyond the pain and indignity it causes the individual; likewise, the acts of pathos that happen 

within the “closed sphere” of a conventional fictional drama tend to remain safely contained 

within a theatrical world separate from our own.  The wildness of Ubu and the Truth 

Commission’s performance text thus instantiates a particular kind of avant-garde critique of 

autonomy, one that was also present in the work of Russian theatricalists such as Meyerhold—

who were also interested in the unruly and uncanny behaviors of puppets and performing objects. 

Within the play, a general confusion of hybrid and multiple bodies resonates with the 

play’s hybrid dramaturgy.  The non-witness puppets combine features of humans, animals, and 

objects; Niles is a crocodile with a human voice and a handbag for a body, and his interior is at 

once the stomach of a beast and a bag that can be unclasped and emptied out; Brutus also has a 

torso made from luggage, and a separate person handles each of his three heads.  Performers also 

                                                             
161 Bakhtin, op cit, 321. 
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switch functions and characters, repeatedly connecting and disconnecting themselves from the 

hybrid bodies that are centered on the puppet figures.  Most notably, Zukofa helps operate 

puppets and acts as a translator for witnesses when she is not portraying Ma Ubu, repurposing 

the Ubus’ shower—the space in which Pa washes off the stink of his crimes—as a translator’s 

booth.   

Handspring’s puppetry fuses a variety of influences, from Czech marionette theatre to 

Malian bambara to Japanese bunraku, but the most important puppetry precursor for Ubu and 

the Truth Commission is one with deep ties to the carnival traditions described by Bakhtin: 

namely, the Punch and Judy shows that helped inspire Jarry’s comic style.  Punch and Judy, the 

mutually abusive couple found in traditional English puppet theatre, were extremely popular 

with 19
th
-century Parisians, and the appearance and behavior of Jarry’s Pa and Ma Ubu was 

partly inspired by them (and, incidentally, one of the more common puppet figures to appear in 

Punch’s adventures is a crocodile).  A recurring theme in writing about Punch and Judy over the 

centuries was the fantasy of violence without consequences.
162

  Kenneth Gross, who researched 

puppet traditions from all over the world, notes that the adventures of puppets such as Punch 

(and Pinocchio, whose story in the original Carlo Collodi novel is far more violent than in 

Disney’s adaptation), “play out a fantasy of surviving so many outrageous forms of death, so 

much violence, dismemberment, and devouring.”
163

  A puppet can be subjected to any act of 

aggression without feeling pain, and an audience can laugh at the blows that puppets inflict on 

each other without feeling guilt.  Punch’s “brazenness and violence,” Gross observes, “as well as 

                                                             
162

 The opening chapter of Harold B. Segel’s Pinocchio’s Progeny: puppets, marionettes, automatons and robots in 

modernist and avant-garde drama (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995) provides a useful summary of writing 

about Punch in the early modern period.  Subsequent chapters are an equally useful source for further reading on 

how modern drama reinvented traditional puppet theatre techniques. 

163 Kenneth Gross, Puppet: An Essay on Uncanny Life (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 35. 
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his comic will to survive, reflect his existence as a thing of wood, without human feelings of pain 

or shame.”
164

  Punch-and-Judy-style puppetry is, in other words, a carnivalesque genre in which 

bodies inflict and endure endless punishment and indignity without ever being destroyed.   

The central tension within Ubu and the Truth Commission arises from how the play 

simultaneously treats such violence as serious and non-serious.  Over and over, the somber 

testimony of the witnesses and the coarse comedy of the Ubu scenes intrude upon one another.  

Yet, despite the clear contrast between the play’s two principle stylistic registers, the comic 

material does not blunt the impact of the witnesses’ testimony but instead actually sharpens it.  

The rough style of comedy on display in the Ubu scenes emphasizes the corporeal dimensions of 

the real that documents often fail to capture: the sensuous realities of sex, violence, and 

mortality.  Watching Minaar sweat and make faces onstage, watching Minaar and Zukofa 

bickering, the latter made up in her ghoulish whiteface, as they devour the hapless shop owner’s 

food, situates the audience in a world of bodies that are neither dignified nor graceful.  The 

disturbing transition between slapstick comedy and true stories of torture and murder creates a 

cognitive dissonance, but it does so not only because of the differences between slapstick and 

atrocity, but also because of their shared reliance on the degradation of the body.  At the same 

time, the presence of the TRC materials causes the consequence-free chaos of slapstick and the 

farcical humor of misbehaving objects to take on a more sinister cast.  Ubu and his associates 

move in a world in which crimes happen without perpetrators and victims have no faces.  The 

evidence of Ubu’s crimes that gets eaten and disgorged by Niles the crocodile, depicted in 

Kentridge’s animations and drawings, shows silhouetted figures in scenes of interrogation, 

torture, and murder (see figure 16).  These figures have no faces—no identities—and in many 
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cases the drawings depict objects that seem to be animated by an agency of their own: a camera 

tripod shoots bullets at prisoners in one animation, while in another, a mail bomb travels from 

one target to another, repeatedly exploding and rematerializing.
165

  

In this regard, the creators of Ubu and the Truth Commission repeat some of the central 

representational strategies of Kraus’s The Last Days of Mankind, which certainly contains its 

share of grotesque imagery and ambivalent humor.  Kraus’s skill as a satirist was inseparable 

from his potency as a “master of horror.”  His comic depictions of the incompetence, brutishness, 

and vainglory of the Austrian officer class made the physical and psychological degradation 

endured by rank-and-file soldiers in the play all the more poignant; and in his vision of a modern 

apocalypse, the Biblical monsters Gog and Magog appear as two obese German Bürgers whose 

rapacious consumption of everything around them is at once ridiculous and ominous. Moreover, 

just as Kraus constructed theatrical contexts for other writers’ words that highlighted their 

aestheticization and sentimentalization of the war, the creators of Ubu and the Truth Commission 

construct a theatrical context for TRC testimony that highlights the congeries of (mis)translations 

and (mis)identifications that Cole, Kruger, and Krog all describe.   

Of course, the main object of ambivalence in Ubu and the Truth Commission is Pa Ubu 

himself, and, by extension, the many perpetrators whose amnesty was part of the compromise 

that made national reconciliation possible. In Jarry’s original play, Pa Ubu robs, batters, and 

kills, drops people through a trapdoor into a “brain extractor,” and consumes all in his path, and 

yet he remains an amusing and even perversely endearing character.  He is a figure that 

simultaneously embodies abusive political authority and the basest of childish power fantasies.  

Dawid Minaar’s Pa Ubu is a grungier and more banal figure than Jarry’s, a poor imitation of his 

                                                             
165 American puppet artist Janie Geiser, in conversation with Gross, noted that “no one blames the puppet for its 
violence, and no one quite blames the puppeteer.  You can’t blame a piece of wood” (Gross, 141). 
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namesake—a fact made all the more obvious when a larger-than-life-sized King Ubu puppet 

shows up to menace Minaar late in the play.  In appearance, he is the most recognizably human-

looking figure onstage.  Yet, he remains Ubu-esque in his appetite for violence, his clownish 

demeanor, and his deftness at escaping the consequences of his actions in spite of his apparent 

buffoonishness.  The relationship of Pa Ubu to real-life amnesty recipients is made explicit by 

the inclusion of excerpts from perpetrator testimony in Pa’s dialogue.  In one scene, Ubu recites 

a former security officer’s testimony before the Amnesty Commission, describing the use of 

rubber tubes in torturing prisoners.  Later, Ubu’s final speech before the commission borrows 

extensively from the testimony of Eugene “Prime Evil” de Kock, former commander of the 

Security Police’s notorious C1 counterinsurgency unit. Like de Kock, Ubu tries to avoid taking 

responsibility for his crimes, accusing the commission of persecuting loyal soldiers while 

allowing the politicians who gave their orders to escape punishment.  The scene, given the ironic 

projected title “Ubu Tells the Truth,” is made comical by a flock of puppeteer-controlled 

microphones, which weave about, constantly forcing Pa Ubu to try and follow them with his 

mouth in order to be heard; but Pa Ubu’s glib disavowal of accountability is more chilling than 

funny.  The play’s ending furthers these feelings of ambivalence.  As soon as Ubu has finished 

telling “the truth,” he is rolled off of the stage while documentary footage of a crowd 

spontaneously celebrating the un-banning of the African National Congress plays on the 

projection screen.  The anonymous victims from Kentridge’s drawings are replaced by crowds of 

smiling, laughing, cheering faces.  It as if the unsimulated emotions of real people drive Ubu the 

actor offstage.    But in the final scene, Ma and Pa escape by boat, just as they do in Jarry’s 

original—they have been expelled, but they are not gone, and they remain unpunished. 
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Taylor suggests that she hoped the audience might be shocked into guilt by their 

amusement at Ubu’s antics.  When we laugh at a character like Ubu, Taylor remarks, “our 

laughter accuses us.”
166

 Shane Graham, in his analysis of the play, also suggests that one purpose 

of the Ubu scenes is to make the audience feel like “accessories to his crimes.”
167

  Actual 

audience response to the Ubu character seems to have varied.  Kohler’s account of the 

production notes that at least some audience members felt intense anger toward Ubu: “At the 

first tryout of the plays some youths in the audience demanded that if we were indeed to end the 

play like that, we would have to provide an Ubu effigy in the foyer and hand out sticks with 

which to beat it.”
168

  It seems that at least for these young viewers, the main effect was not guilty 

self-awareness but frustration over the lack of narrative closure in the form of punishment and 

retribution.
169

  Loren Kruger, who consulted informal accounts from audience members, asserts 

that while many spectators did find themselves feeling sympathy for the Ubu character and even 

an ambivalent sense of identification with him, the possibility for the kind of “Brechtian 

‘thinking comportment’ to show the ‘not-but’” (i.e., the moment of guilty recognition that Taylor 

hoped to achieve) is lost when Ubu is “wheeled off the stage as the familiar images of the 

Struggle and the sound of the national anthem sweep away not only the ambiguity of the 

perpetrator but also the delicate, rather than massive or mass, resistance of the individual 

                                                             
166Jane Taylor “Writer’s note” in Ubu and the Truth Commission, v. 

167 Shane Graham, “The Truth Commission and Post-Apartheid Literature in South Africa,” Research in South 

African Literatures, 34:1 (Spring 2003); 20. 

168
 Kohler, “Thinking through Puppets,” 89. 

169 Some prominent critics of the TRC, such as Richard A. Wilson, specifically took issue with how the commission 

suppressed local traditions of revenge and retribution in favor of a Christian model of confession and redemption.  

See, for example, Wilson, The Politics of Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa: Legitimizing the Post-Apartheid 
State (Cambridge University Press, 2001). 
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witnesses.”
170

  This plurality of responses is, of course, partly just an indication of how actual 

audiences tend to be more diverse and less predictable than hypothetical ones; but it is also a 

predictable outcome for a work that resists the imposition of a programmatic message or a 

unified method of reading documents onto its content. 

 

Individuality and Exemplarity 

Kruger’s critique also broaches another problem with how public rituals and collective 

memorialization often work: namely, the tendency for the “delicate” memories of individuals to 

become lost in the commemoration of mass movements.  Documentary theatre can, in theory, 

create a space for these delicate memories, but depending on a play’s form and presentation, it 

can have its own generalizing effect.  So, does Ubu and the Truth Commission, with its 

“grotesque” structure, ambivalent humor, and multiplied human and puppet bodies, actually 

subsume the stories of individuals in a problematic fashion, as Kruger suggests? 

 One way to address this question is to look again at “A Scholar's Tale,” which stands out 

not only in that it contains the sole moment of nonviolent contact between Pa Ubu and a witness, 

but also in that it contains the only piece of testimony in the play that mentions a victim by name.  

In his role as the lone named victim, Scholar fulfills an important symbolic function: he is the 

victim who is given a name so that he can represent the uncounted nameless victims, ironically 

causing his own identity to be subsumed within the symbol that the play makes of him. The very 

title of the scene, which confuses the name of a person (Scholar) with a label denoting 

membership of a category (a Scholar) reflects the paradoxical nature of his role in the play.  
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Scholar’s symbolic function resembles the sometimes problematic role that exemplarity 

plays in human rights hearings and war crime trials.  Given the number of victims and witnesses 

in some cases, truth commissions and tribunals can often only permit a small selection of people 

to narrate their experiences during public proceedings.  In the case of the TRC, researchers sifted 

through hundreds of complaints from each community in order to find a few particularly vivid 

representative cases, usually choosing one person to stand in for all of the other similar witnesses 

who were not given the opportunity to testify.
171

  To some extent, the figure of the exemplary 

witness fits with what Yvette Hutchison, in writing about post-apartheid documentary theatre in 

South Africa, argues is a distinctly African conception of “truth” based in the communal, 

participatory practice of storytelling.  According to Hutchison, the role of the imaginative and 

symbolic in South African document-based plays like Ubu and the Truth Commission reflects a 

model of truth in which the truth value of a story is measured not by its basis in verifiable 

empirical data, but “in an audience’s reaction, insofar as it recognizes itself in the story and its 

telling,”
172

 This recognition-based model of truth (not unfamiliar to students of Western theatre 

traditions) is also evident in how the TRC presented its memorial project.  At the same time that 

the TRC was engaged in a massive judicial and archival undertaking with the aim of establishing 

facts, it was also staging didactic ritual performances with the aim of achieving catharsis and 

community building through recognition of shared pain.  Personal narrative becomes, as 

                                                             
171 Commissioner Sooka summed up the selection process in this way to Catherine Cole: “You kind of look through 

a whole lot of shootings, you kind of looked for the one that would resonate the most with people” (Cole, op cit, 9). 

172 Yvette Hutchison, “Post-1990s Verbatim Theatre in South Africa: Exploring an African Concept of ‘Truth,’” in 
Dramaturgy of the Real on the World Stage, 62. 
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Hutchison puts it in another essay, “consensualised,” converted into part of a consensus version 

of history that belongs to the community rather than to the individual.
173

  

Critics of the TRC have questioned whether this “consensualisation” of personal memory 

is an entirely positive thing.  Writer and activist Yazir Henri has repeatedly expressed bitterness 

over how his TRC testimony was taken out of context and woven into official narratives that he 

did not personally support, stating that since testifying, he has been “called many names, placed 

within several stories, given several histories and the most harmful of narratives.”
174

  Writing in 

collaboration with scholar Heidi Grunebaum, Henri warns that while the TRC has performed 

valuable work, its insistence on a particular kind of redemptive narrative tended to “excise the 

personal, the problematic,” causing the body of an individual victim to become “an agent of its 

symbolic re-dismemberment” through its transformation into a symbol of collective memory.
175

   

By using documentary material, “A Scholar’s Tale” underlines the specificity of the loss 

that it describes at the same time that the theatrical frame generalizes it.  The boy named Scholar 

loses his specificity as a victim so that he can serve as a ritual surrogate in whom an entire 

community of spectators recognizes its own suffering, and so that through that shared 

recognition, those spectators become more closely bound to each other. Like the proletarian 

audience at Piscator’s In Spite of Everything!, the national audience of the TRC was meant to see 

“their own tragedy being acted out before their eyes” and, consequently, project the official 

“plot” of tragedy and redemption enacted before them onto the events that they observed in their 

                                                             
173 See Hutchison, “Truth or Bust: Consensualising a Historic Narrative or Provoking through Theatre.  The Place of 
the Personal Narrative in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.” Contemporary Theatre Review, 15:3 (2005), 

354-362. 

174 Cited in Hutchison, op cit, 360. 

175 Heidi Grunebaum and Yazir Henri, “Re-membering Bodies, Producing Histories: Holocaust Survivor Narrative 
and Truth and Reconciliation Commission Testimony,” in Bennett and Kennedy, 103; Ibid, 113. 
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present-day lives.  It becomes part of a national history, the wounds of individuals like Scholar 

standing in metonymically for the national woundedness that Archbishop Desmond Tutu 

attributed to South Africa during his opening address to the TRC.
176

    By seeing their own 

experiences reflected in these stories, the audience, as Kohler suggested, also develops a feeling 

of shared ownership over them.  Yet the question “who am I actually watching?” may still linger 

in the minds of some spectators as they watch the puppet’s hand touch the sleeping human body 

that is clearly not the body of the quoted witness’s dead son, making this a moment rich in 

ambiguities.  So, for at least some spectators (the general impression taken from Graham, 

Kohler, and Kruger is that audience response was highly variable), “A Scholar’s Tale” avoids 

entirely excising what Grunebaum and Henri call the “problematic” nature of individual 

memory. 

The play’s treatment of Scholar also marks the point where Handspring and Kentridge 

depart from the template of grotesque realism as Bakhtin describes it.  For Bakhtin, the grotesque 

transcends modern oppositions between the individual and the collective, so that the death and 

mutilation of an individual is neither an exemplary event nor a purely personal experience; it is 

part of the collective body’s endless process of death and renewal. Within the context of populist 

comedy, that perspective can both console and empower, but whereas the Pa Ubu scenes freely 

merge and confuse human, animal, and inanimate figures, the testimony of Scholar’s father casts 

doubt on the ethics of fomenting such confusion; and the moment of contact between the witness 

and Pa Ubu, which cites the moment of contact between father and son, emphasizes the absence 

                                                             
176“Every South African has to some extent or other been traumatized. We are a wounded people because of the 

conflict of the past, no matter on which side we stood,” Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Address to the First Gathering 

of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, December 16, 1995, from TRC online archive 
(www.justice.gov.za/trc/media/pr/1995/p951216a.htm). 
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of Scholar’s body rather than Scholar’s capacity to live on in some way as part of the social 

body. 

 

Ping Chong’s Scenarios of Discovery 

As the global circulation and replication of documents becomes easier and easier, the 

question of who “owns” history and who can legitimately lay claim to a particular story becomes 

more pressing and more difficult to answer.  While Ubu and the Truth Commission focuses on 

this problem as it relates to the status of personal memory in a national context, Ping Chong’s 

East/West Quartet addresses the problematic status of both personal memory and national 

identity within a transnational context.  In examining Chong’s work, the focus will instead be on 

Chong’s internationalism, which puts the circulation and translation of personal memory into the 

service of a general critique of global commodity culture, and his insistence on poetic 

indeterminacy in his work, which provides further occasion for addressing current documentary 

theatre’s ambivalent relationship with the idea of an author or historian’s interpretive authority. 

Pojagi, the fourth play in Ping Chong’s East/West Quartet, begins with two figures in 

white dress robes and traditional Korean masks, identified in the text as Man and Woman, 

entering a nearly bare stage with a white backdrop.  The only furnishings are two stools and a 

special raised table that functions as a light box, in which titles cards and small paper cut-outs 

representing mountains are displayed.  When Man and Woman sit down on the stools to recite 

their first lines, they shift their masks to the backs of their heads and sit facing upstage.  While 

the actors speak the lines, the masks face the audience.  The words that the actors recite come 

from an early written account of Western sailors landing in Korea.  Employing one of the most 
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important recurring formal devices in the East/West plays, Chong divides the words of a single 

writer between two performers:  

MAN: On the 14
th
, we still had not sighted land, the violent storm still not subsided.  On 

the 15
th
 

WOMAN: the wind blew so boisterously 

MAN: that we could not hear one another speak 

WOMAN: Nor durst we fly an inch of sail 

MAN: and to add to our misfortunes 

WOMAN: the ship took in so much water 

MAN: there was no mastering of it
177

 

 

The repeated midsentence switches in voice keep the text suspended, as if in space—an effect 

enhanced by the performers’ projecting their voices backward, so that they bounce off the back 

of the playing space.  The document becomes like a choric song rather than the speech by an 

onstage character—more diagetic than mimetic. The way in which Man “hands off’ the opening 

speech to Woman and vice versa also calls to mind that quotation is always, in a sense, two 

people speaking as one.   

The sailor’s account goes on to describe how the surviving members of the crew, swept 

ashore by the storm, encountered small groups of natives and “endeavored by signs” to 

communicate with them.  The sailors fail to make themselves understood and are soon 

surrounded by an armed party; and there Chong ends the story—not with an explanation of the 

writer’s presumable survival, but with this precarious juncture in which the possibility of 

understanding remains in doubt.  In this perilous moment of the face-to-face, a scenario that 

recurs in different configurations throughout Chong’s quartet, people from different backgrounds 

must choose between negotiating a method of communication and resorting to violence.  This 

scene of encounter is one that reiterates in a variety of manifestations in the plays that compose 

                                                             
177 Ping Chong, Pojagi in East/west quartet (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 2004), 172.  All quotes 
from the texts of the East/west plays are hereafter cited in the text. 
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the East/West Quartet. Over and over, different historical figures representing “East” and “West” 

recount their experiences of encountering and trying to understand (or exploit) the people of 

another continent.   

The ethical implications of how people frame and recount their “discovery” of the Other 

are major concerns within documentary theatre.  Documentary theatre artists—especially when 

making pieces about people from less developed countries or less privileged social positions than 

themselves—always face the concern that, like the European explorers who colonized the 

Americas through the objectifying act of “discovering” them, they are laying claim to something 

that already belongs to someone else by enacting a documentary “scenario of discovery” (to 

borrow a term from Diana Taylor).
178

  For instance, the British media scholar Derek Paget has 

argued that many of the most popular examples of documentary theatre in the UK, which frame 

themselves as efforts to “give voice” to disadvantaged peoples, actually  exemplify what he 

disparagingly describes as “cultural tourism”—a fusion of bourgeois liberal paternalism with 

commercial theatre’s marketing of the exotic.
179

  In the East/West Quartet, Chong and his 

performers actively work to counter the colonizing impulse implicit in the scenario of discovery 

as Taylor describes it and critique the “cultural tourist” approach to globalism.  In place of these 

approaches, Chong posits affective and “poetic” forms of knowing, attempting to foster 

something akin to a postmodern, intercultural version of moral education via aesthetic education.  

Chong presents affectively charged moments of encounter between bodies as more enlightening 

and more conducive to ethical treatment of others than conventional historiographic or social 

science practices. Like Taylor, he takes issue with how the Archive—the written records 

                                                             
178 Taylor writes at length about the performativity of “scenarios of discovery” and the ethical and political 

implications thereof in Chapter 2 of The Archive and the Repertoire. 

179 Derek Paget, True Stories?: Documentary Drama on Radio, Screen, and Stage (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 
1990), 87. 
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compiled and authorized by (predominately Western) institutions—suppresses other, less 

distanced ways of transferring knowledge.  The challenges involved in initiating such encounters 

virtually, using documentary materials to facilitate a revelatory encounter between past and 

present subjects, is itself a major thematic element of the East/West plays.   

The entire structure of Pojagi plays on the different meanings of medium, with the folk 

paraphernalia of spiritual mediumship also standing in for acts of translation among different 

discursive media—from a printed book to speech to gesture.  As the play goes on, the Man and 

Woman begin interacting with the offstage voice of a character called the Spirit.  Sometimes this 

Spirit feeds the actors speeches in Korean that they then repeat in English and stylized American 

Sign Language; other times, the actors and the Spirit speak in counterpoint.  Certain words—

such as fire—are followed, whenever they are spoken, by lighting and/or sound cues 

representing what those words signify.  Eventually, the Spirit starts periodically entering and 

exiting the stage, her shuttling between onstage and offstage signifying her role as an 

intermediary between worlds.  The Spirit wears a pojagi—a Korean wrapping cloth typically 

made in a patchwork pattern and used for a variety of domestic purposes, an object that reflects 

the patchwork composition of the play itself.  The play evokes mediumship in the spiritual sense 

by swapping pronouns and verb tenses in certain document-derived speeches so that Man and 

Woman speak as if giving voice to historical figures who describe their own deaths in the past 

tense.   

How Pojagi’s three figures function onstage has a comparable effect to the interactions 

among puppets, handlers, and translators in Ubu and the Truth Commission.  In both cases, the 

multiplication of bodies and the disjunction between living voice and artificial face prevent a 

single performer from stepping into the place of the originator of the words being quoted.  To 
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borrow Kentridge’s terminology, Chong’s Man, Woman, and Spirit engage in their own “double 

performance” that foregrounds the central “contradictions” involved in performing the words of 

others.  A New York Times review of the March 2000 presentation of the piece at LaMaMa even 

explicitly compared it to a marionette play, likening the performers to the tools of a “master 

puppeteer.”
180

  Indeed, as performers C.S. Lee and Esther Chae speak as if from the masked 

backs of their heads, it initially creates the illusion that one is watching objects empty of 

subjectivity, like Gordon Craig’s über-marionette come to life, until Chae breaks that illusion by 

turning to show the audience her bare face for the first time.
181

 

The puppet comparison may also reflect on the performers’ ritualized gestural 

vocabulary, which combines original choreography, Chinese opera gestures, and stylized 

American Sign Language.  Not long after the play cuts off the Western seaman’s account, Man 

and Woman present a passage about Korean facial features from a western physiognomic text.  

The latter segment begins with the Man using the ASL sign for “face”—a circular sweeping 

gesture of the hand across the face—twice, before Woman displays a title card bearing the word 

physiognomy.  Both of them then continue to sign “face” repeatedly while reciting the racialist 

text.  The counterpoint implies a tension between a simple vocabulary of the body in which face 

is always an indication of a present face (that of the signer), and a pseudoscience that seeks to 

translate bodily features into symbols or indices of other things. 

Chong’s uses of gestural language, such as ASL and Chinese opera gestures, often derive 

their significance from being presented in contrast to a colonizing or rationalizing logos.  The 

importance of this opposition to Pojagi is expressed metaphorically in an account of the death of 

                                                             
180 Anita Gates, “Casting Light, Bright and Dark, On a Nation's Historic Journey,” The New York Times, March 3, 

2000. 

181 Pojagi, videotaped at La Mama E.T.C., New York, N.Y., on Mar. 2, 2000 (New York: Character Generators, 
Inc., 2000), DVD. 
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Empress Myeongsyeong at the hands of Japanese assassins in 1895.  Commoners had been 

forbidden from seeing her face while she was alive, and the assassins had killed at least three 

different ladies of the court because they lacked any means of singling out the Empress.  Man 

recites the account of an eyewitness, who notes how servants had to read the empress’ body for 

signs to confirm her identity: 

Her face (signs “face”) looking up, the was already dead, the blood still spreading 

around her.  She appeared to be twenty-five or twenty-six years old.  The 

assassins exposed her breasts, and in this manner they determined she was an 

older woman.  This and the chicken pox scar on the left side of her temple (signs 

“temple”) identified her as the queen. […] It was heartbreaking to see her 

exposed in this horrible manner by foreigners. [185-6]  

 

The humiliating gaze of a foreign agent forces the dead subject to “speak” by probing her 

exposed body.  The servants translate the “text” of her flesh so that her assassins can be certain 

that they’ve done their job.  The Man signs “face” and “temple,” pointing to his own body as he 

refers to the body of the dead empress.  The signing insistently indicates the corporeal presences 

and absences that the scene juxtaposes—the gesture refers to the absent Empress, but it points to 

the onstage face of Man, who had a moment earlier portrayed a Japanese assassin in a 

reenactment of the murder, slashing at Woman with a prop sword.  The Empress’s body has been 

replaced by the description of her body, which has in turn been replaced by Man’s performance 

of that description.  The implication is that like the physiognomist’s treatise, the historical 

account can only read surface data, that like the assassins’ gaze, it can only clinically expose the 

gory details.  In these representations, the Empress herself is nowhere to be found. 

Chong has used the term “poetic documentary” to describe the plays that he assembles 

from historical materials.  While many documentary works contain moments or formal qualities 

that one could loosely describe as poetic (i.e. possessing an aesthetic dimension somehow 

reminiscent of poetry), to call a work a “poetic documentary” implies a documentary play in 
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which poetic such devices as versification and figurative language serve as the organizing 

principles.  Chong himself explains the “poetic” descriptor as denoting a form that is “associative 

not narrative” and “raises questions but does not answer them” (7).  For Chong, that means not 

only combining quoted text with a non-realistic design scheme and movement score, but also 

cutting and arranging found texts in ways that highlight thematic or emotional associations (as 

opposed to causal links) between events that occurred at different places and times. 

Like Kentridge, Kraus, and Piscator, Chong presents his theatrical approach as a superior 

alternative to conventional forms that promote superficial looking rather than deeper, more 

contextualized understanding.  More so than Ubu, the East/West Quartet also demonstrates the 

same ambitious reach as Kraus’s and Piscator’s work, taking on a topic of international scope 

that encompasses centuries of history.  However, Chong lacks the essentialist perspective on 

language and morals that motivated Kraus’s work, and unlike Piscator, he does not explicitly 

frame his plays as illustrations of a political theory that he wishes his audience to adopt.  The 

East/West plays favor multiplicity and polysemy over unity and essence, and Chong often seems 

to value associative links mainly for their power to evoke particular emotions or atmospheres.  

Chong further clarifies what he means by “poetic” in a 2002 interview:  

If I can put my finger on everything, I don’t want to see it.  I want something that 

will keep life a mystery.  Because it is.  And if you make a work that says; this is 

everything, I can tell you everything, then I don’t want to see it, it’s not the truth.  

In that way, I guess I’m saying I need to the poetic in some sense.
182

  

 

At the same time, Chong has also noted in other interviews that he was compelled to produce the 

East/West plays because he wanted “to confront American ignorance about Asian cultures and 

history,” which invites the question: what do these plays actually teach an ignorant Westerner 

                                                             
182 From Robert Knopf, “Truth and Beauty, Mystery and Utility, an Interview with Ping Chong,” Forum Modernes 
Theater 17:1 (2002), 69. 
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when historical continuity is eschewed and “mystery” is preserved rather than dispelled?
183

  Jane 

Taylor, William Kentridge, and Handpring had the advantage of being able to count on an 

audience’s familiarity with their subject; they were not taking upon themselves the burden of 

educating their audience about the crimes described in the HRV hearings, because the TRC itself 

was already performing that task on a daily basis.  Chong, on the other hand, appoints himself 

the task of countering western ignorance and bringing hidden histories to light.   

Given how they are constructed, it is more useful to think of these plays as providing 

something other than history lessons.  They instead provide their own version of the Krausian 

“axe in the frozen sea” of memory—the shock that breaks apart the clichés and myths into which 

memory all too easily freezes.  “Mystery” seems to appeal to Chong partly because he sees it as a 

counter-force against fixity and oversimplification.  Presenting documentary material that is only 

partially adapted is meant to be a way for Chong to preserve the mystery posed by the body and  

mind of the other, a way to ensure that the process of discovering stories unearthed from the 

archive does not lead to a virtual colonization of someone else’s past. 

 

“Will a Man Ever Learn from Only Looking?” 

 By the time Ping Chong had made his turn to documentary productions, he had already 

built up a substantial resume as a director, performer, and visual artist.  He collaborated with 

Meredith Monk on several projects early in his career, including her 1973 opus The Education of 

the Girl Child, and in 1977, he won critical acclaim and an Obie award for his own play 

Humboldt’s Current, which he produced with his Fiji Theatre Company (later renamed Ping 

                                                             
183 “When I began this project, I had nothing in mind so grand as a quartet of plays about East-West relations past, 

present, and future.  But once I started down that road with Deshima and began to confront American ignorance 

about Asian cultures and history, that’s exactly what I ended up doing.” (Victoria Abrash, “An Interview with Ping 
Chong,” in Chong, op cit, xv). 
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Chong and Company).  His works during this earlier period set many patterns that would 

continue in his later plays: spare, painstakingly composed abstract scenography with an emphasis 

on color-coding; juxtapositions of live music and dance against photographic media; inclusion of 

actors in collaborative content generation; and an employment of postmodern pastiche and satire 

to broach issues of racial and class politics.  Sometimes, Chong’s use of satire is subtle and 

playful; 1985’s Nosferatu used Murnau’s silent film as a template for a satire on yuppie culture 

with text taken from issues of New York magazine.  In other cases, he bluntly employs seemingly 

naïve conceits, as in 1986’s KIND NESS, in which a group of high school students struggle to 

accept the new African exchange student at their school—a talking ape.  

Then, in 1990, Chong created Deshima: a poetic documentary, the first in a cycle of 

plays chronicling the long and often troubled history of East Asia’s interactions with the West.  

Deshima, which Chong developed in the Netherlands with the Mickery Theatre and African-

American writer Michael Matthews, traces a history of cultural and economic exchange between 

Japan and the west, beginning with the establishment of trade with the Dutch in the seventeenth 

century and ending with the purchase of Vincent van Gogh’s “Irises” for $53.9 million by a 

Japanese art collector. The title refers to the small artificial island near Nagasaki where the 

Japanese confined Dutch visitors, an emblem of the lengths to which states will go to facilitate 

economic exchange with other cultures while minimizing human contact.  For the most part, 

Deshima paints on a large canvas, drawing broad parallels between various moments of 

exploitation, appropriation, misreading, and violence within the history of Japan’s dealings with 

the West.  Thematically-linked scenes jump around chronologically and geographically, treating 

history as a bank of materials that can be understood through means other than linear 

storytelling.  Chong’s introduction describes the play as a “multidisciplinary poem” that is 
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“structured as a series of intersections” (5).  The result is a “prismatic sense of history, time, and 

implication” (ibid).  One exemplary “prismatic” scene in Deshima includes a performance of a 

traditional Javanese court dance that is accompanied by a recording of journalist David Frost 

interviewing Sony founder Akio Morita (see figure 17).  In another, WWII-era Japanese 

Americans perform an “Internee Dance” to a 1970s Japanese pop song, General Douglas 

MacArthur, in voiceover, accepts the surrender of the Japanese military, and the Narrator, 

originally played by Matthews, recites a list of political events, pop culture milestones, celebrity 

deaths, and notable sports victories from 1945 to 1992 (see figure 18).  The play ends with 

French and Japanese peasants meeting within a recreation of van Gogh’s “Cornfield with 

Crows,” and van Gogh’s claim that “Arles will be the Japan of the future” becomes a prophecy 

of contemporary Japan’s appetite for Impressionist painting.
184

 

In his introduction, Chong states that “Deshima is also an exploration of the world today, 

in which cultural distinctions are being profoundly and inevitably changed by the global 

communications network” (5).  The development of Deshima was itself reflective of such 

changes—a performance piece about Japanese history and culture devised by a Chinese-

American director in collaboration with an African-American writer-performer and a Dutch 

theatre company for an arts festival in the Netherlands.  Deshima is the product of a transnational 

germination of ideas that would have been far more difficult prior to the last twenty years.  Yet, 

Deshima’s depiction of contemporary transnational culture is hardly an uncritical celebration. 

While the play holds both Japan and the West to account for a variety of questionable 

past actions, the real villain of the piece is global commodity capitalism, with its banalization of 

culture and its reduction of all relationships to economic contracts.  Early scenes compare the 

                                                             
184 It is unclear whether van Gogh ever made this exact statement, but it does reflect sentiments that he expressed in 
several of his letters to his brother Theo, in which he compared the scenery in Arles to that of Japan. 
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infiltration of Japan by Dutch merchants and Catholic missionaries to contemporary Japan’s 

infiltration of Western markets with cheap electronics.  Later scenes set nineteenth-century 

European Japonisme, personified by the figure of Vincent van Gogh, against the high-profile 

purchases of van Gogh paintings by Japanese businessmen in the 1980s.   This theme is also 

reflected in how contracts and signatures function as a motif within the piece.  In the first scene, 

a Dutch trader haggles with a Daimyo over a trading contract, and the Daimyo initially refuses to 

sign, complaining of how the left-to-right orientation of writing in the Latin alphabet does not 

properly reflect the orientation of the body as Japanese characters do.  Later on, General 

MacArthur, in voiceover, invites the Japanese leadership to “sign the instruments of surrender.”  

In the final scene, van Gogh tries to sell signed postcards of his paintings, and the final 

projection shows van Gogh’s signature beneath the statement “Arles will be the Japan of the 

future.”  Business contracts, treaties, the laws that authorized relocation of Japanese-Americans 

to camps and that forced Indonesians to adopt the Japanese language and calendar—signed 

documents represent oppressive, rationalizing forces in this piece, while van Gogh’s signature on 

the postcards that he hawks signifies his own surrender to the commodification of art. 

Two linked scenes from Deshima demonstrate concern that the global circulation of 

cultural images mainly represents a superficial form of “looking” that fails to foster genuine 

intercultural understanding.  Roughly halfway through Deshima, a “Dutchman” has a 

conversation with the Regent of Java.  The Dutchman expresses concern that his countrymen 

will never recognize the “nobility” of the Javanese.  “They feel a sense of fear,” he says “when 

they look into the eyes of the Javanese and see such a strong noble spirit.  I realize how much we 

could learn from you, but will we ever allow ourselves to?”(28).  The Regent responds: 

Will a man ever learn from only looking?  Unless he allows himself to see into the 

soul of people he will never know who they really are.  When I look at you I see a 
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Dutchman who could teach his people so much more about the Javanese.  Come 

with us to our campong and desa; let us visit the small huts and the people; there 

are so many poets among them—where people have a feeling for poetry, they 

cannot be lacking in the instinct for civilization. [28] 

 

The Regent’s distinction between “only looking” and “see[ing] into the soul” expresses the key 

thematic distinction within Deshima and explains Chong’s motive for using a “poetic 

documentary” method.  A documentary grounded more in the ethos of Naturalism would 

constitute a superficial act of “merely looking,” whereas a “feeling for poetry” can lead to 

meaningful understanding of another culture.  In response to the Regent’s plea, the Dutchman 

simply says: “I will never get a chance to get to know you.  I will always be a visitor in your 

world.  But what can we do” (29). The Dutchman is either unable or unwilling to make the 

imaginative leap that would allow him to appreciate the value of what the Regent proposes.  He 

holds to his pessimistic presumption of insurmountable cultural difference—a difference 

indicated in the play’s performance by the scene’s staging, in which the Regent and Dutchman 

sit in tightly focused square pools of light on opposite sides of the stage.  This image of a lone 

speaker in a light pool recurs throughout the play, indicating both an invitation to connect and a 

barrier against that connection.  It is only in Deshima’s lengthy dance sequences—the play’s 

non-discursive component— that the performers engage in extensive physical contact, as if the 

dances, as representations of a social fabric woven from shared traditions, represent the “feeling 

for poetry” that the Regent describes.  Later on, the Narrator portrays, in immediate succession, 

caricatures of a Japanese Businessman and an American Businessman.  These twin speeches 

both point to how the shared language of global capitalism sustains a form of internationalism in 

which the bald pursuit of profit overrides humanistic considerations.  The Japanese Businessman 

proclaims that Japan and the US “are moving closer to understanding the trivialities that link our 

great nations,” leaving ambiguous whether trivialities refers to the superficial bonds formed by 
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commodity culture or to the Businessman’s own dismissive assessment of the kinds of emotional 

or “poetic” connection to which the Javanese Regent appeals (52).  The American Businessman, 

while expressing a general uneasiness with Japanese social customs, nonetheless declares that 

“Money is colorblind and that’s what makes our country great” (52). 

 The documents and individual accounts in Deshima personalize these broad concepts.  In 

a segment focused on Japanese-American internment during World War II, an internee describes 

how his family was forced to sell off its non-essential belongs before relocation.  She explains 

that when a white salesman offered her mother an insultingly low price for the family’s heirloom 

china set, the mother proceeded to smash it on the floor, one plate at a time, despite the 

salesman’s shocked protests that “those are valuable!”  The mother in this story chooses to 

destroy a priceless symbol of her family’s history rather than see it treated as a commodity by 

someone who can only appreciate its exchange value.  In another scene, a figure named in the 

text as “Indonesian Nationalist” steps forward and describes how his Indo-Dutch father and 

grandfather were beaten and starved in a Japanese prison camp, and how his grandfather devised 

a crude mechanism for smuggling his breakfast ration (a small ball of starch) into the adjacent 

cell that his son occupied.  The actor concludes by saying: “My name is Arnaud Kokosky 

Deforchaux.  I’m acting and dancing in this piece in respect to my parents” (39).  The text does 

not specify whether the story that this actor has just told is the story of Deforchaux’s own father, 

but it implies a significant emotional connection between the actor and his material. At this 

moment, the historical and the personal intersect not merely in the form of a theatrical narrative, 

but in the lives and bodies of the people present in the theatre.  It has the effect of breaking a 

viewer out of the habit of “merely looking” at the performers in a play, providing a reminder of 

something that audiences always know but very often allow themselves to forget: that actors are 
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not blank slates upon whom a play’s content impresses itself, but may in fact have their own 

personal reasons for being invested in a performance.  As if to reflect this break, the scene also 

breaks from Deshima’s overall visual scheme of rigid angles and cool colors; a circular sun 

blazes behind the “Indonesian Nationalist,” recalling both the Rising Sun of Japan and the 

father’s life-saving gift of the starch ball. 

 

“Whose History Is This, Anyway?” 

Chong and his ensemble present themselves as subjective agents rather than as neutral 

mediators of history, analogizing the activity onstage to the processes of cross-cultural 

mis/translation that make up significant portions of the plays’ content.  His actors engage in a 

self-consciously subjective process of interpreting history.  At times, as the actors engage in this 

process, particularly in Deshima and Chinoiserie, they become objects of audience identification 

as much as or more than the people whom they quote.  In these moments, the actors’ experience 

becomes a model for how Chong believes the interpretation of documents can become more like 

an encounter between subjects.  This theme of encounter becomes particularly important in the 

documentary works that followed Deshima: Chinoiserie (1995), After Sorrow (1997), and Pojagi 

(2000).  It is also a central theme in the other major endeavor that Chong embarked upon at this 

time: the Undesirable Elements project, also known as the Secret Histories project.  In each 

installment of Undesirable Elements (as of 2012, there have been more than thirty), Chong 

directs amateur performers in assembling and performing pieces based on their own life stories 

and family histories.    

While a complete study of Undesirable Elements is not practically possible here, it is 

worth discussing in brief because of what the project can tell us about Chong’s aims in his 
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East/West plays.
185

  The creation process for Undesirable Elements begins with Chong setting up 

shop in a particular community (sites have included large cities such as New York and Berlin as 

well as smaller communities such as Lawrence, Kansas) and recruits a diverse collection of local 

residents who share the broadly-defined experience of dislocation—immigrants, people of mixed 

ancestry, and queer or disabled people who feel like outsiders in their own cultures.  These 

people are all “undesirable elements” in the sense that their lives don’t fit into the shared 

narratives of origin that their surrounding communities use to create a common identity.  In 

addition to sharing their own experiences, the participants also often perform research into their 

family histories and the histories of their respective ethnic communities.  Chong then fashions 

the participants’ stories into a text that the contributors recite in performance. A typical 

Undesirable Elements performance has the participants sitting in a semi-circle of folding chairs, 

reading into stand microphones from scripts that they hold in three-ring binders (see figure 19).  

The performances include some of the same structures of choric repetition and versification 

found in the East/West Quartet, as well as music and the occasional dance sequence, but the 

focus of each piece is on simply giving the participants an opportunity to tell their stories to an 

audience.  Sometimes, the performances take place as part of larger community education 

projects designed to ease ethnic tensions or bring attention to the conditions of immigrant or 

refugee communities.   

Undesirable Elements is Chong’s attempt to do with live people in the present what the 

East/West Quartet does with the dead and absent figures of history: to create moments of 

encounter between different people that reveal stories and associative links that other accounts of 

                                                             
185The texts of the Undesirable Elements pieces from up to 2011 have been collected, with an introduction by Alisa 

Solomon, in the forthcoming Undesirable Elements: Real People, Real Lives, Real Theater, published by the 

Theatre Communications Group.  Selected footage from Undesirable Elements performances can be found at 
www.pingchong.org. 
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history (and the documents used to construct them) leave out.  Chong states, on the project’s 

official website, that the overarching goal of Undesirable Elements is “to help communities 

confront and overcome cultural insularity by encouraging a greater understanding of the 

commonalities that bind us all.”
186

  Chong evokes in earnest what the businessmen in Deshima 

mock: the idea that listening to each other and finding “commonalities” can bring an end to the 

mutual suspicion implicit in the encounters between “East” and “West” that Chong’s poetic 

documentaries stage.  The reason why the testimony in Undesirable Elements is versified and 

ritualized rather than recited naturalistically is precisely because it is meant to be a forum in 

which the performers can display the “feeling for poetry” that Chong sees as so essential to 

intercultural understanding.  The existence of Undesirable Elements also underscores how 

important the ability of people to tell their own stories and to have a share of control in how 

those stories are told is to Chong.     

More so than Deshima, Chinoiserie centers on the question of who owns or controls the 

histories represented by documents, a question implicit in the recurring line “Whose history is 

this, anyway?”  Chinoiserie follows the example of Deshima by presenting its own “prismatic” 

view of history, focusing in this case on a series of inter-braided stories related to China’s 

relations with the US and Great Britain.  The strands  include an account of British envoy Lord 

George McCartney’s 1792 meeting with the Qianlong Emperor, which began the reopening of 

China to the West; several loosely connected scenes about Chinese rail workers and anti-Chinese 

racism in California, including an excerpt from the 1879 yellow-peril play The Chinese Must Go; 

Chong’s own personal recollections about growing up as a Chinese American and encountering 

anti-Chinese racism; and material taken from Renée Tajima and Christine Choy’s 1989 

                                                             
186Ping Chong, Undesirable Elements Project website, http://www.undesirableelements.org/pages/about-
undesirable-elements.html. 
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documentary film Who Killed Vincent Chin?, an account of the 1982 murder of Chinese-

American Vincent Chin by unemployed white auto workers in Detroit, an event that helped spark 

the Asian American civil rights movement.  The stories told in Chinoiserie all potentially belong, 

in some sense, to a variety of people—to Ping Chong, to Vincent Chin and his mother, to George 

McCartney, to the Chinese rail workers who died in the American west, to the performers 

themselves, who have taken up all of these stories for their own work.  By constantly returning to 

that question, Chong invites his audience to ask whose claims of ownership take precedence and 

who gets the power to decide what history means.  Notably, Chong does not unambiguously 

invest that power in himself; the first two times that an actor broaches the question “Whose 

history is this, anyway?” both come right after one of Chong’s personal anecdotes, as if to 

challenge Chong’s own authority to claim the history enacted in the play as his own.  The acting 

ensemble remains onstage continuously, sitting on stools outside of the main playing area when 

not performing, while Chong himself presides over the performance at a red podium set 

downstage, as if to signal that he plays a mediating role between the audience and the 

performance.  With the exceptions of McCartney and the Emperor of China, who don lavish 

costumes at the end of the play, the latter performing a parody of a fashion model’s turn on the 

catwalk, none of the play’s characters have costumes or distinguishing props; the cast plays the 

entire piece in nondescript black and white uniforms.  Chong also specifies that the playing area, 

a rectangular space covered by a white carpet, must be bordered at its back by a short wooden 

barrier that the performers must step over as they enter the playing space—a literal limen 

dividing the space.  

Chinoiserie is the only one of the four East/West plays in which Chong is bodily present 

onstage, and how he positions himself within the piece foregrounds the relationship between the 
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personal and the historical as the play’s key theme.  In Chinoiserie, Chong is always himself, and 

unlike the other central figures in the play, he has the privilege of being able to tell his own story.   

From his downstage perch at the podium, he describes his own repressed rage and frustration at 

the ignorance of white acquaintances and strangers on the street, from the blunt-force bigotry of 

being called a “gook” by an angry Vietnam War veteran to the more benign nuisance of being 

quizzed by an art gallery patron about why the Chinese don’t just give up on chopsticks and start 

using forks.  Chong’s physical separation both from the other performers and from the rigidly 

demarcated playing space sets his stories apart from the play’s other material.  This separation 

positions him as a mediating presence that simultaneously connects the audience to the play’s 

historical materials and holds that material at a remove. 

The East/West plays also directly tie the ownership question to race through pointed 

examples of cross-racial portrayal.  In Chong’s introductory notes to Deshima, he specifies that it 

is “integral to the production concept” that the Narrator, a figure who plays a variety of Japanese, 

American, and European characters, including Vincent van Gogh, be portrayed by an African-

American actor.  In the original production of Chinoiserie, dancer Aleta Hayes, also African-

American, recited the words of Vincent Chin’s bereaved mother.  In both of these cases, any 

assumption of a tidy East/West binarism becomes upset by the presence of bodies that occupy 

neither of those two categories.  In the first scene of Deshima, the Narrator notes that “black 

people” were among “the most cherished gifts” that the Dutch presented to the Japanese nobility 

in the early 17
th
 Century, reminding the audience that a history of “East” meeting “West” 

belongs to a larger economic history that includes African slavery (15).  Later, he appears 

onstage mimicking van Gogh’s “Sower at Sunset” while the projection screen displays the 

epitaph of an American serviceman killed in World War II: “Here lies a black man / killed 
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fighting a yellow man / for the protection of the white man” (40).  While these textual references 

to Africa and African-Americans are infrequent, the Narrator’s presence lends each of them a 

weight that they would not otherwise have, and his body stands in for the histories that become 

occluded—discarded as “undesirable elements,” when we posit simplistic cultural or racial 

dichotomies.  

In the case of Aleta Hayes and Mrs. Chin, the stakes are more personal, and Hayes’ 

portrayal of Chin is more multilayered than the other portraits in Chinoiserie, which are mostly 

characterized by cool neutrality or mocking glibness (see figure 20).  Hayes prefaces the first two 

of her three speeches as Mrs. Chin by speaking a description of Mrs. Chin composed from 

English words in Chinese word order, suggesting that her own performance is similarly 

disjointed by translation.  As she recites Mrs. Chin’s speeches, taken from Tajima and Choy’s 

film, she is at first smoothly non-naturalistic, recounting Vincent’s adoption and childhood as if 

she were reading a bedtime story to a child.  Then, in her third speech, Hayes repeats Mrs. Chin’s 

stuttering demand for justice for her murdered son three times.  Hayes begins by using the same 

vocal inflection as before, but then  she makes an upward pulling gesture with her right hand, 

moving upward from her abdomen to her throat, and her speech becomes more emotionally 

charged.  By the end of the third repetition, she practically howls in a voice that sounds choked 

by tears.
187

  The pulling gesture highlights Hayes’ struggle to project the same affect as the 

furious, grieving mother, as well as the emotional and physical struggle to bridge the 

representational gap between the young, African-American dancer and the old, Chinese-

American housewife.  Hayes has not “cannibalized” Chin, to return to Walter Benjamin’s 

metaphor for Krausian performance.  She does not use Chin’s words solely to express an idea or 

                                                             
187 Chinoiserie, videotaped in performance, Oct. 15, 1995, at SUNY, Center for the Arts, Drama Theater, Buffalo, 
N.Y (Ping Chong and Company, 1995), DVD. 
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feeling that emerges from herself in response to those words.  Yet, Mrs. Chin also does not speak 

through Hayes via some kind of mediumistic channeling; Hayes must work to pull the feelings 

implied by Chin’s words up through her own body.  These two possible relationships—the 

cannibalistic and the mediumistic—coexist uncomfortably. 

The attraction of Undesirable Elements lies in the at least ostensibly less complicated 

relationship between its performers and its documentary sources (though Chong himself 

describes the process as “deceptively simple”).
188

  The performers in Undesirable Elements 

recite a text that is a document of their own personal experiences, as described in their own 

words.  Like Chong in Chinoiserie and unlike many of the other subjects in the East/West plays, 

the Undesirable Elements casts are allowed to tell their own stories.  Of course, as the East/West 

plays demonstrate, there are cases when people are not and cannot be present to speak for 

themselves. 

 

The Avant-Garde and Memory Culture: Formal Estrangement as Disinterment 

Chong weaves words from eyewitness accounts of Vincent Chin’s murder throughout the 

text of Chinoiserie, making one particular description taken from Tajima and Choy’s film into a 

key refrain.  At first, when actors begin speaking fragments of this testimony early in the play, it 

is given no context or explanation.  Right after the cast provides some initial historical 

background about Lord Macartney’s Chinese envoy, one of them break in with the following 

chant: 

RIC:  Boom boom boom 

 Men fighting 

 Friday night 

                                                             
188Chong, Undesirable Elements Project website. 
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 Boom boom boom 

 Men fighting 

 Friday night [77] 

 

This refrain, made all the more enigmatic by the actor’s emotionally neutral, melodic delivery of 

it, reappears later, still without explanation, again as a rhythmic counterpoint to the subtle 

maneuvering between Macartney and the Chinese diplomat Liang Kentang.  This time, more 

clues emerge: “Boom boom boom / Men fighting” becomes “From here all we could see and 

hear was boom boom boom/ Men fighting, hollering, carrying on” (83).  How quickly a spectator 

will guess at the refrain’s significance will at least partly depend on that spectator’s preexisting 

level of familiarity with the details of Chin’s death.  In any case, it is only near the end of the 

play that the audience hears a full, near-verbatim recitation of the testimony, broken up into 

fragments and shared out among different actors (the italicized words are spoken by Michael, 

Ric, and Shi-Zheng simultaneously):  

 MICHAEL: They jumped out from behind the truck 

 RIC: They attempted to grab and corner Vincent 

 MICHAEL: Nitz 

 RIC: Ebens 

MICHAEL: Two big white guys 

 RIC: One with a mustache 

MICHAEL: Two big white guys 

 RIC: One holding a bat 

 MICHAEL: A bear hug from behind 

 RIC: A full swing to the head 

 MICHAEL: A bear hug from behind 

 RIC: A full swing to the head 

 MICHAEL: He held the bat with both hands 

 RIC: A full swing to the head 

 MICHAEL: Again 

 RIC: Again 

 SHI-ZHENG: Again 

 CAST: Boom boom boom [114] 
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At this point it becomes clear to anyone who had not yet guessed it that the words “boom boom 

boom” refer to the sound of a baseball bat beating Vincent Chin’s skull.  The recurrence of that 

sound throughout the play gives the impression of this single memory of violence echoing 

backward and forward through time, though the memory is often mangled and incomplete.  

Karen Shimakawa’s reading of this climactic moment in the play provides some useful insight 

into Chong’s staging choices: 

In a piece otherwise marked by elaborately choreographed, stylized movement 

sections, this scene is striking in its stillness.  The origin of “boom boom boom” is 

fully elaborated in what should be, finally, its most “realistic” context; yet Chong 

opts to disembody this (primal) scene, to detach it from any sense of realism, 

fracturing it and delegating it to multiple speakers as if to underscore the absence 

of Chin himself.
189

 

 

Shimakawa reads Chong’s staging here as “a sober reminder of the deadly extremes to which 

national-racial abjection can be taken.”
190

  One could argue, however, that the aim in this scene 

is not to represent abjection but to magnify the trauma and sense of loss associated with Chin’s 

death by refusing to fix it in an act of representation.  The choric parceling-out of voices here has 

a far more disorienting effect than it does in Pojagi.  As the actors rush through their description 

of the murder, standing still in a line, the narrative jumping among them over and over, it creates 

the impression of an event that cannot be fully absorbed and assimilated.  Each time the actors 

speak one of the italicized words together, it feels like a blow casting viewers back into 

themselves.  The play’s one actual depiction of Chin—a baby picture superimposed on a full 

moon—also becomes distanced from the audience, broken apart into separate images of an ear, a 

                                                             
189Karen Shimakawa, National Abjection: The Asian American Body on Stage (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2002), 154. 

190 Ibid. 
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mouth, and an eye.  Then, at the very end of the play, the audience is given only the moon by 

itself, an empty symbol haunted by the memory of Chin but bearing no trace of him. 

 This scene calls to mind the moment in Ubu and the Truth Commission when the 

shopkeeper puppet, as he tells “A Scholar’s Tale,” touches the body of the fretfully slumbering 

Ubu.  The touch painfully emphasizes the fact that Scholar’s body is not there—and, if one 

pauses to think about the situation, that his father’s body is not there, either.  All that remain are 

the words, which the medium of theatre strains to translate in such a way that the father’s pain is 

imbued with some kind of meaning.  What does one make of the fact that this moment, an 

emotional climax centered on the absent body of a young man viciously murdered in a racist 

attack, occurs in both Chinoiserie and Ubu and the Truth Commission?  Is this only a striking 

coincidence, or does it indicate something about how both of these plays figure the relationship 

among documents, history, and the bodies of the dead?  And if it is the latter case, then what 

might that relationship tell us about how these plays take up and redefine the methods and 

concerns of such predecessors as Kraus and Piscator?  

In The Writing of History, Michel de Certeau repeatedly likens historiography to the 

exorcism of ghosts and the burial of corpses, saying that historiography “aims at calming the 

dead who still haunt the present, and at offering them scriptural tombs.”
191

  Historiography 

creates a space for the dead that “both honors and eliminates,” arranging death in “a narrative 

that pedagogically replaces it with something that the reader must be and do.”
192

  This is 

arguably why the recurring image of loved ones seeking to claim victims’ remains became the 

principal trope for the South African TRC’s memorial project.  As de Certeau might put it, the 

                                                             
191 Michel de Certeau, op cit, 2. 

192 Ibid, 101. 
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TRC wished to lay claim to the dismembered body of the past so that they could “inter” it in 

state archives.  At the same time, one way to describe the documentary projects of Ping Chong 

and the Ubu collaborators is as an attempt to work out how theatre can enact the work of 

memory without “claiming” the bodies (and stories) of others and without “burying” the 

diversity and ambiguity of the memories recorded in documents. 

 One of the final scenes of Chinoiserie provides a striking visual metaphor for this project 

of disinterment.  After the sequence describing Vincent’s murder, the famous 1869 photo of the 

joining of the first transcontinental railroad tracks at Promontory Point, Utah appears as a 

projection on the back of the playing space.  The photo includes a throng of white rail workers, 

railroad officials, and local dignitaries who participated in the Golden Spike ceremony; but it 

contains no sign of the Chinese laborers who made up more than ninety percent of the Central 

Pacific Railroad’s workforce.  Gradually, the projection changes, as, one by one, images of 

Chinese workers are “restored” (as Chong puts it in his stage direction) to the picture.  The 

amended photo is a fiction, but so was the original photo, which propagated a lie of omission.  

Employing a variation on the photomontage techniques that informed Piscator’s work, Chong 

unmasks the original photo as a document of anti-Chinese exclusionism.  Above the newly 

amended photo, a piece of text appears: “20,000 pounds of Chinese railroad workers’ bones were 

shipped back to China for burial.  Some of the bones are still in storage and remain unclaimed to 

this day” (120).  The fact that these hundred year-old bones remain unclaimed, stuck in some 

bureaucratic limbo, serves as a metaphor for all of the lost, discarded, and unclaimed remnants of 

individual lives that haven’t been accorded a place in official histories.   

 Chong’s use of photomontage in Chinoiserie is a clear example of how these recurring 

themes of lost, broken, and disinterred bodies relate to the formal and practical heritage of Kraus 
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and Piscator’s avant-gardist contemporaries.  The Promontory Point photo and its caption recall 

John Heartfield’s Fathers and Sons, which “restored” the skeletons of the war dead to an image 

of marching troops and a smartly-dressed Field Marshal Ludendorff.   A major objective of the 

historical avant-garde’s formal shock tactics was to  bring back to their audience’s conscious 

awareness all of the fractures and traumas, all of the inconvenient memories and ugly social 

realities, that realism and aestheticism buried beneath representations of an organically whole 

and ordered universe.  This is precisely what Ubu and the Truth Commission and the East/West 

plays try to do.   

At the same time, unlike the Marxist avant-garde work that was central to so much of the 

early development of documentary theatre, these and many other newer works seem content with 

the act of, metaphorically speaking, unburying the bodies.  The transition from excavation to 

reconstruction, that is, to modeling ways of assembling those jumbled pieces into a new totality, 

doesn’t explicitly happen.  For Piscator, that transition was what made all of the difference 

between his political theatre and the philosophically insubstantial “timely theatre” of his 

imitators, but in contemporary documentary theatre, recognizing the diversity of local and 

personal identities trumps the quest for a new Weltanschauung.  The rejection of totality in favor 

of plurality and indeterminacy can go even farther than it does in the plays discussed here.  

Chapter Four will focus in part on what happens when it does go farther, and on how far it can 

go before a play that uses documentary sources becomes something other than a documentary. 
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Chapter Four 

History without Plot, Biography without Character: Charles L. Mee 
 

In the first onstage speech in Charles L. Mee’s bobrauschenbergamerica, a character 

named Bob’s Mom narrates what will be the first of several slideshows that appear during the 

course of the play (see figure 21).  Her descriptions suggest that the slides depict scenes from 

Bob’s childhood, but the stage directions state that “photos are projected behind her on the 

wall—but her talk and the photos don’t match up.”
 193

  Not only is the play’s audience uncertain 

whether the “Bob” described by Bob’s Mom is Bob Rauschenberg (or whether the identity of 

“Bob” even matters within the context of the play), but it also becomes disoriented by the 

disjunction between the narrative of Bob’s childhood and the pictures that accompany it.  The 

truth, which makes the scene doubly unsettling, is that the character of Bob’s Mom is actually 

not based on Rauschenberg’s mother at all; most of her lines are derived from the memories and 

writing of the dancer Jane Comfort and other participants in a composition workshop that Mee 

held with students and professional performers at Skidmore College.  The slide descriptions in 

the play are actually descriptions of scenes from Comfort’s childhood, with the fictional “Bob” 

taking Comfort’s place.
194

  Like all of the character names in bobrauschenbergamerica, “Bob’s 

Mom” is merely a label that Mee has affixed to a body of source texts.  Like the mismatched 

pairings of her slides and her memories, Bob’s Mom represents a disjunction between object and 

label.  

                                                             
193 Charles L. Mee, Jr., bobrauschenbergamerica, the (Re)Making Project website, 

http://charlesmee.org/html/bob.html.  The full texts of all of Mee’s plays are available for free on the (Re)Making 

Project website.  Many of his plays, including most of his later work, have never been published in book form.  The 

play texts at charlesmee.org have no page or line numbers. 

194 Comfort, who had worked with Rauschenberg as a dancer in the 1970s, participated in early workshops for 

bobrauschenbergamerica but did not ultimately appear in the production of the piece, in which Bob’s Mom was 
played by SITI Company member Kelly Maurer. 
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Bob’s Mom’s slide shows are reminiscent of the many fake lectures and demonstrations 

that appear in other of American avant-garde theatre, such as those performed by Ron Vawter in 

the early productions of the Wooster Group.  Like Vawter’s lectures, Bob’ Mom’s slideshows 

deconstruct a performance genre that is meant to render a collection of data legible by 

narrativizing it.  The slideshow is a form that usually conveys a sense of inexorable seriality, its 

images assuring us of a simple correspondence between words and things (between what the 

speaker says and what the screen shows), connecting discrete images into a comprehensible 

story.  Bob’s Mom takes the slideshow form and transforms it into something that meanders and 

estranges, replacing the logic of claim and evidence or fact and illustration with the dream logic 

of juxtaposition.  In this regard, it fits well within the larger context of bobrauschenbergamerica, 

a play that does not attempt to tell a story about Bob Rauschenberg but instead assembles a series 

of dialogues and images inspired by Rauschenberg’s own art and by his injunction to fellow 

artists to “tie a string to something and see where it takes you.”
195

  The composition of the play 

also calls to mind John Cage’s chance-based music and theatre pieces (Cage is extensively 

quoted in some of Mee’s other plays) and the spectacles of Stuart Sherman, who would invent 

stories by manipulating everyday objects laid out on a small table that he would set up outdoors 

in New York during the 1970s and 80s.  David Savran notes, in discussing Vawter and Rumstick 

Road, that the postmodern avant-garde convention of the “fake” lecture or demonstration reveals 

the act of demonstrating as “an activity charged with ideology, dependent on a certain mode of 

linear thinking and the belief that phenomena can be isolated and re-presented and yet retain 

their uniformity and stability.”
196

  In others words, the fake lecture—or fake slidehow, in Bob’s 

                                                             
195 Cited by Mee at the beginning of bobrauschenbergamerica. 

196 David Savran, Breaking the Rules: the Wooster Group (New York: TCG Books, 1988), 49. 
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Mom’s case—challenges what is conventionally regarded as the governing logic of most if not 

all documentary theatre. 

Most of the artists who have identified their works as “documentary theatre” have 

believed that there was an identifiable, material “root” that had a readable relationship with the 

surface representations provided by documents, and that theatrical performance was an effective 

means for training audiences to perceive that relationship.  As Chapter One showed, Karl 

Kraus’s critical project depended on the belief that individual subjects were responsible for the 

language that they produced, and that language was “healthy” to the extent that it provided 

unobstructed access to the material and spiritual reality of the body and its life world.  Piscator 

concerned himself with classes rather than with individuals and with political economy rather 

than spiritual essences, but he shared Kraus’s belief that documents, when properly presented 

and interpreted, formed a world picture that outlined the concrete social processes of which those 

documents were emanations.  Their project of reaching the root through the surface connected 

their work to that of the historical avant-garde in that such a project entailed using textual and 

performance practices to show audiences how methods of representing the real were products of 

political ideologies and ideologically-determined literary conventions.   

By contrast, avant-garde theatre of the late twentieth century, much of which made liberal 

use of documentary media, often challenged the very idea that there was an accessible “root” 

beneath surface representations; or it emerged from the contention that the only actuality that 

theatre could authentically present to an audience was the actuality of performance itself.  One 

might ask, then, whether there can still be such a thing as a documentary when the opposition of 

“root” and “surface” that was essential to both Kraus and Piscator’s work has collapsed.  Can 

documentary theatre, as I have described it so far, coexist with a “postmodern” understanding of 
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the subject and the social sphere as fragmentary, de-centered, and immanently revisable products 

of discourse?  Is a play containing documents still a documentary when the pedagogical logic of 

claim and example has given way to a more “democratic” model of audience reception? 

The critical stakes of this question are significant in part because so much of the existing 

scholarship about contemporary documentary theatre treats the new documentary trend as an 

antidote to postmodernism.  Bonnie Marranca, writing in 2007, welcomed the turn back to 

documentary forms, asserting that postmodernism was “too self-indulgent and alienated an 

attitude for the world we now inhabit.”
197

  In 2010, Carol Martin, in her introduction to the 

anthology Dramaturgy of the Real on the World Stage, extolled the new documentary theatre’s 

feat of redeeming postmodern avant-garde forms in the service of a more socially engaged and 

less culturally elitist ethos.
198

  Even before the most recent boom in documentary theatre 

scholarship, documentarians and postmoderns have often been characterized as each other’s 

nemeses, as in Attilio Favorini’s introduction to the 1995 collection Voicings: Ten Plays from the 

Documentary Theatre, in which Favorini sets up Jean Baudrillard as his primary intellectual 

antagonist in order to defend documentary theatre from the “postmodern miasma over truth.”
199

  

Given that I have argued so far in favor of understanding documentary theatre as an avant-garde-

derived form, it is worth trying to establish the extent to which the essential formal and practical 

elements of documentary theatre actually become denatured when put into contact with the 

“miasma” of postmodern avant-garde theatre. 

Mee’s work provides a useful case study for exploring this problem and its implications.  

Mee, a one-time activist and writer of history books, composes works of textual collage, 

                                                             
197 Bonnie Marranca, Performance Histories (New York: PAJ Books, 2007), 11. 

198 See Martin, op cit. 

199 Attilio Favorini, Introduction to Voicings. 
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compositions made largely out of quotes from the writings of others.  While gathering these 

materials allows him to draw on some of the same archival skills he practiced as a historian, he 

assembles them through a process that, according to the playwright himself, is modeled after the 

fatagaga method of German Surrealist painter Max Ernst (in one interview Mee referred to Ernst 

as “my dramaturg”).
200

  Some of his favorite sources include Soap Opera Digest magazine, 

radical political writing of the 1960s and 1970s (particularly Valerie Solanas’ SCUM Manifesto), 

the Pillow Book of Sei Shonagon, the Beat poets, George Bataille, and the Prinzhorn Collection, 

a Heidelberg-based archive of art and writing by mental patients (Ernst also drew inspiration 

from the Prinzhorn Collection, which began as a museum and touring exhibition of “Pathological 

Art” in 1919).
201

  For Mee, all of these texts are “historical documents” in the sense that they 

constitute fragments of other people’s lives and histories, which have an otherness that he must 

work to reconcile with his own historically and culturally situated ways of seeing and thinking.   

When his plays have plots, they are usually copied from Greek tragedians and other “old 

masters,” re-made into collage plays with titles such as Agamemnon 2.0 and Bacchae 2.1, in 

which characters from Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides recite the words of modern-day 

mental patients, feminists critics, internet bloggers, and psychoanalysts.  These plot structures 

also become documents of a sort.  Like Piscator, he treats a plot outline as an inscription of how 

a particular culture made sense of human behavior and the relationships among events, and like 

                                                             
200 Erin Mee, “Shattered and Fucked up and Full of Wreckage: The Words and Works of Charles L. Mee,” TDR 46, 
no. 3 (2002 Fall), 87. 

201 Mee has never visited the Prinzhorn archives in person.  The Prinzhorn material in his plays, along with several 

other pieces of so-called “insane writing” that he has used, all came from a collection edited by John G.H. Oakes 

entitled In the Realms of the Unreal: “Insane” Writings (Four Walls Eight Windows, 1991).  Mee noted in an 

interview that he decided to use selections from this book in his plays after finding a copy by chance on the table of 

a sidewalk book vendor in Greenwich Village—meaning that they are “found texts” in more than one sense.  He 

later lost the book and forgot the title, but he continued to recycle the excerpts that he had already used.  He 

recognized the Oakes book as the one he had found and lost after I proposed it to him as a likely candidate (Personal 
Interview, March 2, 2012). 
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Piscator, Mee will at times disrupt the plot he has inherited in order to point out a disconnect 

between his own values and the value system that produced the original.  For example, Full 

Circle, a riff on Brecht’s Caucasian Chalk Circle reset in 1989 Berlin, inverts the ending of the 

oft-retold chalk circle story by giving the child to the mother who pulls harder, ironically 

affirming the victory of market-driven capitalism and the abortiveness of the communalist utopia 

that Brecht thought he was helping to create. 

Among other works, Mee has written several pieces that he has classified as “History 

Plays,” as well as half a dozen “Lives of the Artists”—plays inspired by the lives and creations 

of twentieth-century visual artists.  In addition to bobrauschenbergamerica, the Lives of the 

Artists include plays inspired by Picasso, Matisse, Norman Rockwell, Joseph Cornell, Jason 

Rhoades, and James Castle.  In Mee’s “histories” and “lives,” historical figures appear, but they 

do not appear as autonomous characters.  Like “Bob’s Mom,” they are names affixed to 

collections of disparate textual fragments.  Mee’s works are also typically written to be staged 

with highly energetic, abstract visual and movement scores, which set the chaotically sutured 

textual body of the play against physical bodies acting outside or at the margins of legibility.  By 

calling these works “History Plays” and “Lives,” he positions them within genres that seem to 

demand the organization of events into a plot or the depiction of autonomous characters, and yet 

he very often provides neither. 

 The lack of autonomous characters in Mee’s work is particularly important, because a 

theatre-maker’s conception of what character is and what its function and purpose are implies 

what kind of knowledge or understanding she sees as being produced through the interaction of 

performer, document, and audience.  Elinor Fuchs, outlining the transition from romantic to 

modernist and postmodern conceptions of character in The Death of Character, observes: 
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Each epoch of character representation—that is, each substantial change in the 

way character is represented on the stage and major shift in the relationship of 

character to other elements of dramatic construction on theatrical presentation—

constitutes at the same time the manifestation of a change in the larger culture 

concerning the perception of self and the relations of self and world.  “Character” 

is a word that stands in for the entire human chain of representation and reception 

that theater links together.
202

 

 

In documentary theatre, any named character is really a slippery label applied to the constellation 

of an actor, a set of texts, and the (usually) absent real people who are presumed to retain some 

claim upon or tether to those texts.  So how a piece of documentary theatre constructs characters 

(or evokes ideas of character) constitutes an articulation of how its creators view the “entire 

human chain of representation and reception” through which documentary theatre produces 

knowledge or critiques processes of knowledge production.  Karl Kraus’s statement that “the 

document is a character,” Erwin Piscator’s fragmentation of characters into live and filmed 

depictions, Ubu and the Truth Commission’s multiplied and hybridized bodies, and the layers of 

irony and alienation in the performances in Chong’s East/West Quartet—all of these key 

dramaturgical elements were tied to specific perspectives on character’s function within 

documentary theatre. 

 The artists discussed in the preceding chapters all followed some variation on what Fuchs 

would call a “modernist” approach to character.  They perceived the methods of realism as 

insufficient for the task of presenting human subjects that are neither whole nor autonomous, that 

can only be perceived, from the outside, as collations of multiple incomplete perspectives.  They 

saw a fundamental gap between a subject and his or her conventional media depictions, and they 

turned to documents in part because doing so helped them to point out that gap to their 

audiences.  A central purpose of their respective documentary dramaturgies was to model 

                                                             
202 Elinor Fuchs, The Death of Character: Perspectives on Theater after Modernism (Bloomington: University of 
Indiana Press, 1996), 8. 
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alternative methods for finding the true “essence” or “mystery” of a subject or of articulating 

fully a subject’s role—as an individual and as member of a social class—in the great historical 

drama of “how things are connected.” 

Mee, on the other hand, despite more often citing the early 20th-Century avant-garde as 

his formal inspiration, takes a characterological approach more akin to that of the postmodern 

American avant-garde.  For Fuchs, the postmodern approach to character emerges from the 

conclusion that the “interior space of the subject was no longer an essence, an in-dwelling human 

endowment, but flattened into a social construction or marker in language, the unoccupied 

occupant of the subject position.”
203

  Moreover, this flattening and emptying out of character is 

not perceived as problematic or as a cause for anxiety. While modernist drama “repeatedly 

introduces as a humanistic problem its own very questioning of the human image on stage,” 

Fuchs asserts, postmodern drama “normalizes and shrugs off” the breakdown of the organically 

contiguous subject.
204

  To an extent, Fuchs’ point here can seem to reiterate certain 

oversimplified inscriptions of the modernity/postmodernity divide from the 1980s and ‘90s, but 

her basic claim remains apt.  One needs only to add that what she describes—theatre’s apparent 

loss of anxiety over the flattening modern self—is often more than just a jaded “shrugging off” 

of humanism and modernist purism.  One might say, instead, that it marks a shift in definitions of 

authenticity and legibility, one that allows for a freer play of forms, signs, and bodies onstage 

and a freer, more bricolage-like process of self-fashioning in everyday life.  In hindsight, the 

perception of postmodern art as being coolly inhuman was often a product of viewers’ own 

feelings of alienation in the face of works that instantiated unfamiliar conceptions of what it 

                                                             
203 Ibid, 3. 
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meant to be human.  Erwin Piscator had, in fact, faced similar criticisms more than half a century 

earlier, when he was accused (by Karl Kraus, among others) of banishing both humanity and art 

from the stage in favor of gadgets and slogans. 

The intellectual underpinnings of Mee’s textual practices include a fundamental critique 

of the “Romantic” conceptions of originality and individuality that he sees as propping up a 

stultifying capitalist regime of copyright and intellectual property protection.  He contends that 

the fiction of individual ownership of words and ideas is continually belied by the intrinsic role 

of conscious and unconscious citationality in art-making and by the extent to which our own 

identities comprise fragmentary quotations and revisions of the ideas, beliefs, and social 

performances that we absorb from our cultural milieux.  To represent things as being otherwise 

would be to reaffirm what he sees as a false conception of our social and political lives.  While 

he sometimes describes an artist’s work as a form of “stealing,” his own work and many of his 

other statements about it actually seem to counter the very conception of quotation as a “theft” or 

“transgression” of intellectual property.  Like many collage or assemblage artists, Mee takes 

what others have made not in order to claim those things for himself but in order to return them 

in new configurations.  For Mee, it is the configuration rather than the content that constitutes the 

individual artist’s distinctive “gift” to his audience, and in this and other respects, his ideas have 

a great deal in common with Jacques Rancière’s theory of emancipatory dissensual art.  

The focus from here on will mainly be on two of Mee’s plays, The War to End War 

(1993) and Soot and Spit (2008).   The War to End War provides a surreal, plotless reflection on 

the Treaty of Versailles, a topic Mee had already written about in his history book The End of 

Order: Versailles 1919 (1980).  A reading of The War to End War, a play that attacks academic 

methods of historical explanation, helps situate Mee’s work within wider artistic and academic 
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movements of the 1970s and 80s that rejected depictions of the past as a collection of linear 

stories about characters.  Soot and spit (2008), one of the “Lives of the Artists” estranges 

common conventions involved in depictions of “outsider artists” and their life stories, dissolving 

the story of James Castle into a generalized meditation on how the subjectivity of the disabled 

emerges outside the bounds of legibility that conventional documentaries permit.  When taken 

together, these plays will assist an assessment of whether the “deaths” of plot and character, the 

ironic deconstruction of documentary conventions, and the embrace of epistemological 

uncertainty are all as inimical to the functions of the documentary as most of the existing critical 

literature assumes. 

  

“One Had Entered a Logic Trap”: The War to End War and the Ends of History 

In the early 1970s, Charles L. Mee stepped away from a nascent playwriting career to try 

his hand at writing history books.  As a prominent agitator against the Vietnam War and the 

Nixon administration (Mee was cofounder and chair of the National Committee on the 

Presidency), he had decided that it was important to investigate the roots of current US foreign 

policy, and this decision led to the authorship of a series of books about key moments in the 

history of America’s self-definition as a superpower.
205

  Meeting at Potsdam (1975), a study of 

the Potsdam Conference at the end of World War II, was a Book-of-the-Month Club selection 

and was adapted into a TV movie by Hallmark, and subsequent works on the Treaty of 

Versailles, the United States Constitutional Convention, and the Marshall Plan also sold well and 

were translated into multiple languages.  Nonetheless, Mee eventually turned back to theatre, 

                                                             
205As he would later put it in an interview with theatre scholar Scott T. Cummings, he “came out of college with the 

intention of writing for the theatre and got all caught up in the anti-Vietnam activities, which led to political 

arguments which led to writing about politics and political history.”  From Cummings, Remaking American Theater: 
Charles L. Mee, Anne Bogart, and the SITI Company (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 4. 
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both because his lack of training and credentials as a historian made him feel like “a fraud” and 

because he had concluded that the conventions of academic historiography placed stultifying 

constraints on historical understanding.  Writing history books had convinced him that “that 

nineteenth-century Newtonian cause-effect construction of narrative is a lie about how history 

happens”—that the limitations of narrative thinking forced him to misrepresent history—and so 

he returned to his original plan of writing for the theatre.
206

 

Mee’s neo-Surrealist History Play The War to End War is loosely inspired by the 

Versailles Treaty negotiations of 1919, which had previously been the subject of his 1980 history 

book The End of Order: Versailles 1919.  In Part I of the play, the British author and diplomat 

Harold Nicolson appears along with Woodrow Wilson, Georges Clemenceau, and a variety of 

phantasmal characters in a nightmare recreation of the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles.  The stage 

setting is dominated by a wall of cracked mirrors upstage, onto which is projected a film that 

slowly depicts the changing borders of Germany from before the Common Era until the present.  

Ornate nineteenth-century chairs and champagne bottles in ice buckets share the space with out-

of-place items like a tailor’s dummy and a urinal.  It is like a Piscatorian stage setting that has 

been smashed to pieces.  After an opening sequence dominated by fog, flashing lights, and a 

cacophony of battlefield noise, the haze lifts and Nicolson enters to the tune of a Satie Nocturne.  

Seemingly prompted by the disembodied voice of Marcel Proust, he describes his impressions of 

the treaty negotiations: 

NICOLSON 

(after a moment, slowly, exactly.)  

The dominant note is: black and white. Heavy black suits, white cuffs  

and paper. Crucial to get something right I suppose. (He takes a glass of  

champagne from the nearby table.) 

 

                                                             
206 Ibid; Alisa Solomon, “The Theatre of History,” PAJ 11:1 (1988), 69. 
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PROUST VOICEOVER 

Precisez, mon cher, precisez. . . 

 

NICOLSON 

Relieved by blue and khaki.  

 

PROUST VOICEOVER 

Vous prenez la voiture de la Delegation. Vous descendez au Quai  

d'Orsay. Vous montez l'escalier. Vous entrez dans la Salle. Et alors?  

 

NICOLSON 

(sighs, hesitates, resumes)  

The only other colors would be the scarlet damask of the Quai d'Orsay  

curtains, green baize. . . 

 

PROUST VOICEOVER 

Precisez, mon cher, precisez. . . 

 

NICOLSON 

pink blotting pads, innumerable gilt of little chairs.  

(Silence)  

For smells you would have petrol, typewriting ribbons, French polish,  

central heating, a touch of violet hair wash.  

(Silence)  

The tactile motifs would be tracing paper, silk, the leather handle of a  

weighted pouch of papers, the foot-feel of very thick carpets alternating  

with parquet floors. . .
207

 

 

Though extensively cut and shuffled, the text of this dialogue comes almost word-for-word from 

the real Nicolson’s account, recorded in his personal diary, of a conversation he had with Marcel 

Proust at a party in Paris.  According to Nicolson, Proust quizzed him about what it was like 

being at the treaty negotiations, and when Nicolson tried to provide his usual cut-and-dried 

description of the daily schedule, Proust interrupted him, saying: “Mais non, mais non, vouz 

allez trop vite. Recommencez. Vous prenez la voiture de la Délégation. Vous descendez au Quai 

d'Orsay. Vous montex l'escalier. Vous entrez dans la Salle. Et alors? Précisez, mon cher, 

précisez” (“No, no, you are going too fast.  Start again.  You take the car of the delegation.  You 

                                                             
207 Charles L. Mee, Jr., The War to End War, The (Re)Making Project, http://www.charlesmee.org/html/war.html.   
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go down into the Quai d’Orsay.  You climb the stairs.  You enter the hall.  And then?  Specify, 

my dear, specify”).  According to the diary, this prompted Nicolson, to “tell him everything.  The 

sham cordiality of it all: the handshakes: the maps: the rustle of papers: the tea in the next room: 

the macaroons.” 
208

 In the play, the enumeration of minute sense impressions continues for quite 

some time, with Nicolson focusing on fleeting images, colors, tastes, emotional impressions, 

physical pangs, and snippets of speech.  When he attempts to generate some holistic or 

integrative statement about the event and its significance, Mee’s Nicolson becomes 

overwhelmed:  

What would be the point? What quite had been the point? Of course, there were 

matters of substance: the structure of the Old World; old empires crumbling; new 

ones reaching for the spoils; former colonies squirming to stay free; the old order 

of the Congress of Vienna coming apart, well, and for that matter, Newtonian 

physics as well, traditional painting, the notion of God, none of it in such good 

repair really, whether as cause or effect, and then the endless disputes. Matters of 

honor. Or of interest. Altercations. The assigning of blame. The study of causes. 

Although, who could say? In time one became more inclined to see systemic 

features-the eternal business of those who had the power and those who wanted it. 

One had entered a logic trap. One needed an epiphany to escape. One became a 

sleepwalker, like all the others. 

 

For Mee’s Nicolson, remembering colors and textures is far easier than trying to explain the 

“matters of substance” that most historians would associate with the Paris negotiations.  

Everything mentioned in this weary catalogue reads as shorthand for a school of historical 

thought: the classic treatment of history as the history of war and diplomacy between nations; the 

broader social history of epistemes; historiography as moral judgment of the doers of past deeds; 

history viewed as a mechanism run by generalized forces such as “power.”  Instead of creating 

understanding, all of these methodological models merely create a feeling of confinement.  

Venturing beyond the territory of sensory data to historical interpretation and “the study of 
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causes” leads into a “logic trap”—a dead end in reasoning that results from trying to apply 

simple logic to a complex problem.
209

  The contrast with Proust, a writer for whom the past 

constantly asserts itself on the mind of the subject rather than vice versa, suggests that the 

“epiphany” necessary to escape the “logic trap” requires giving up on theory and structure and 

simply letting the data wash over one’s mind as it comes. 

 As the scene goes on, Georges Clemenceau appears, supported by a stereotypical 

“African” and “Asian,” his heart bleeding from a gunshot wound—a walking metaphor for the 

dying French empire.  He is followed by Woodrow Wilson, accompanied by a dead soldier, and 

the German diplomat Brockdorff-Rantzau, whose attendant is the philosopher Ludwig 

Wittgenstein.  Repeatedly, the limits of formal logic and the question of what counts as 

“relevant” information come up in the ensuing discussion.  The Dead Soldier recites a graphic 

account of fighting on the Western Front, quoting accounts of the battles of Fontaine-aux-

Charmes and Grurie Wood, and Wilson repeatedly interrupts him, asking, “Is this going to be 

relevant?” and questioning the need for repeating gruesome accounts of deprivation and broken 

bodies.  The four diplomats would much rather swap racist anecdotes and political platitudes 

than remind themselves of the human cost of their decisions. 

 The Nicolson speech might express some of Mee’s own pent up frustration from the 

process of writing The End of Order.  In The End of Order, Mee’s approach to producing some 

understanding of the players in the treaty talks amounts to an attempt at constellating the kinds of 

                                                             
209 The term “logic trap” is sometimes employed to refer to statements like the Cretan Epimenides’ famous “All 

Cretans are liars,” which are designed to lead an interlocutor into a paradox or to force an interlocutor to expose 

flaws in his or her own thinking.   More recently, it has also become a computer programming term.  Mee’s use of 

the term, however, seems to fit more with the definition used by R.E. Horn in his  book Traps of Traditional Logic 

& Dialectic (Lexington Institute, 1984), which defines a logic trap as a misapplication or over-application of linear 

logic that leads an otherwise intelligent person to conceive of a problem in overly simplistic terms: for example, 

trying to assign an event a single cause or a single effect when it actually has many, or assuming that a problem, 
event, or actor can be discussed in isolation rather than as part of a larger context. 
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fleeting impressions that the Nicolson character enumerates in The War to Ends War.  In his 

opening chapter on Woodrow Wilson, Mee describes the future president’s struggles with 

literacy as a child, his romantic attachment to the figure of George Washington, his tendency to 

read the same books and travel to the same vacation spots over and over (a detail that the Wilson 

character in The War to End War also emphasizes), the fact that he brought coal tar headache 

pills and a stomach pump with him to the White House.  Mee even points out, in a somewhat 

Krausian move, Wilson’s archaic use of the word but as a substitute for only and the tortuously 

polite rhetorical structures of the letters Wilson exchanged with his future wife.  In the next 

chapter, he takes a similar approach to Clemenceau, relating the circumstances of his divorce and 

describing how the future prime minister destroyed every picture he had of his wife and smashed 

a marble bust of her to bits with a hammer (a destructive act of emotional excess that would not 

have been out of place in one of Mee’s plays, in which characters frequently express themselves 

by smashing, scattering, or devouring things).  In this regard, Mee’s approach as a history writer 

was hardly unusual.  What is notable is that while The End of Order tries to make these specifics 

add up to something, to arrange them into a story about coherent characters performing actions 

with fully legible motivations, Part I of The War to End War dumps the same messy specifics out 

onto the stage without forming them into anything resembling a plot. 

The exchange between Nicolson and Proust in The War to End War combines many 

motifs that define Mee’s theatrical representation of history and historical figures.  It dispenses 

with linear explanations in favor of messy accumulations.  It juxtaposes nonfictional texts against 

surreal imagery and embodied representations against disembodied ones.  It questions what does 

and doesn’t count as significant historical data, proposing sensuality as a form of knowing that, 

while limited in its own way, evades the traps of abstract reasoning.  Mee’s alternative to both 
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the capital-H History of master narratives and the small-h history of academic empiricism is not 

personal memory, as it is in most contemporary documentary theatre, but rather a search for an 

“epiphany” via a disordered process of collecting and constellating textual and visual fragments. 

 Part II of The War to End War presents the liberating release from order in the form of an 

imaginary Dada cabaret performance starring Kurt Schwitters.  Wittgenstein reappears, naked 

and speaking nothing but burbling nonsense syllables, Brockdorff-Rantzua recites a Richard 

Huelsenbeck poem, Mona Lisa with a mustache (á la Duchamp) shows up—also naked, the 

Dead Soldier sings and dances to vaudeville tunes, and in the end “A Rube Goldberg 

contraption, of enormous complexity and stupidity, slowly descends, deus ex machina fashion, 

from above.”  The contraption performs a series of complex operations that culminate in a spark 

lighting Wittgenstein’s cigar, and then the machine “explodes with a huge ball of fire.”  The 

contraption seems to be another symbol for the play’s overall theme of complex causality.  The 

simple effect of Wittgenstein’s cigar being lit is the product of a fiendishly elaborate process that 

could never be guessed at through simple inductive reasoning.  In Part III, four members of the 

Manhattan Project—J. Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, John von Neumann, and Edward 

Teller—play a game of poker at Los Alamos and have a chat about quantum physics, game 

theory, and the ethics of scientific research, the text of which consists largely of quotes from 

various writings by the four scientists.  In this sequence, the scientists express a sense of wonder 

at the complex patterns hidden in nature and in human behavior; but scene’s setting reminds us 

that their love of the “game” of mastering nature has produced the deadliest weapon ever 

devised. 

By citing the Dadas, whose art has continued to have a visible influence on his plays into 

the 2010s, Mee performs a similar move to Taylor, Kentridge, and Handspring’s citation of 
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Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi.  He uses the tethering effect of quotation to position himself and the 

Dadas within a shared tradition, and in doing so, causes himself and them to (re)define each 

other reciprocally.  That is, in implying a line of descent linking The War to End War to 

Schwitters and Huelsenbeck, Mee also projects a particular set of meanings and values back onto 

those earlier works.  More specifically, he positions the Dadas as bearers of the antidote to the 

intellectually arthritic laws, models, and conventions that linger on in Part I, wounded but still 

stubbornly alive.  Dada, in this play, represents the escape of the subject from history and 

ideology into a primal state of “degree zero” expression, as exemplified by Wittgenstein, one of 

the founders of modern linguistic philosophy, running around the stage naked, reveling in the 

oral pleasure of non-discursive utterance. 

 The Dada interlude in The War to End War reveals an important general point about the 

role of documents in Mee’s work, which is that the blatantly recycled and frequently banal 

textual fragments in his play texts are there partly to draw attention, via contrast, to the moments 

of hiatus between those fragments, when the bodies the voices of the performers are allowed to 

engage in free play.  Almost all of Mee’s plays specifically set aside time for such hiatuses, with 

his play texts frequently leaving it up to performers or directors to decide precisely how to fill 

that space.  While the dialectic of “root” and “surface” that characterized Kraus and Piscator’s 

work may not be a major element in Mee’s plays, its place is taken up by the dialectical 

relationship between the self-as-pure-discourse that his play texts evoke and an extra-discursive 

life of the body that becomes manifest in performances of those texts.  Mee himself characterizes 

these two levels of his plays (the textual and bodily strata) as analogous to how popular 

neurology once characterized the left and right hemispheres of the brain: the logical, verbal left 
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half and the creative, emotional right half.
210

  For Mee, Western drama “since Ibsen” has been 

excessively “left-brain dominated,” whereas his own work, following the example of German 

Tanztheater (particularly Pina Bausch) and choreographers such as Martha Clarke and Alain 

Platel, seeks a synthesis between the “left brain” and “right brain” elements of theatre.
211

  In the 

case of The War to End War, Dada plays the role of “right brain” to the sputtering “left brain” of 

diplomacy and historiography that Part I depicts. 

 

Emancipated Learning and the Theatre of History 

The general theme of The War to End War is that trying to impose an order on the 

irreducible complexity of the world is futile and potentially dangerous.  The problem is not that 

effects lack causes or that no identifiable real exists.  The problem is that you cannot narrate 

causation without falsifying it or wrongly privileging certain causes over others, and that the real 

is something that is only fully accessible when one lets go of the very discursive forms and 

logical models that would make a coherent representation of it possible.  On the first of these 

points, Mee’s critique is reminiscent of Hayden White’s formalist critique of historicism and 

philosophies of history.  In The Content of the Form, White argues that it is impossible to emplot 

history without “moralizing” it.  Every narrative trope, when applied to understanding the past, is 

an expression of the historian’s ideological orientation regarding the explanation and judgment 

of human actions.
212

  White does not argue, however, that historians ought to give up on 

                                                             
210 Mee, Personal Interview, March 2 2012.  Mee himself noted that the left-brain/right-brain concept as he describes 
it is based on an oversimplified and outdated neurological model, but he still finds the metaphor useful. 

211 Ibid. 

212 See Hayden White, The Content of the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation (Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1990), especially Chapter 1.  See also White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in 
Nineteenth-Century Europe (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973). 
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narrating or moralizing, because, for him, that would leave historians with no coherent means of 

organizing knowledge.  

This very problem came up in Alisa Solomon’s 1988 interview with Mee, who at the time 

was just beginning to gain attention in fringe theatre circles.  In this interview, Mee addressed the 

relationship between his thoughts on history writing and his thoughts on playwriting in an 

oblique but telling way: 

Indeed, to understand the world of the past you are often better off dispensing 

with the artifice of narrative and working with the artifices of such new historians 

as Braudel, Le Roy Ladurie, Peter Laslett, Robert Darnton, and Carlo Ginzburg.  I 

remember something Jonathan Marks once said about Robert Wilson’s work: 

Most traditional plays take a body of material and the job of the playwright is to 

carve a channel through that material so the audience can follow through it and 

experience the material.  Whereas Robert Wilson take you into something more 

like a river delta where there are many rivulets running to the sea and you choose 

which rivulet you want to follow, and all choices are equally valid.
213

 

 

This passage, with its rapid segue from European historiographers to Robert Wilson and river 

deltas demonstrates how Mee sees his dramaturgy as marking the dovetailing of two major 

twentieth-century trends in anti-narrative and anti-characterological thought, one academic and 

the other theatrical.  Among the historians that Mee listed in the 1988 interview was Annales 

school proponent Fernand Braudel, whose books tended to replace narratives of individual lives 

with portraits of geographic spaces and the longue durée of gradually evolving social systems. In 

his forward to The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, Braudel 

presents his project as “an inquiry into a history that is almost changeless, the history of man in 

relation to his surroundings.  It is a history which unfolds slowly and is slow to alter, often 

repeating itself and working itself out in cycles which are endlessly renewed.”
214

  Two of Mee’s 
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214 Fernand Braudel, Preface to The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II,  in On 
History, trans Sarah Matthews (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), 3. 
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other names, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie (another Annaliste) and Carlo Ginzburg, were 

representatives of the radical trend of “microhistory,” which focused on the minutiae of rural life 

and the biographies of obscure peasants, with the aim of revealing synchronic structures in the 

domestic and spiritual lives of common people (as in Ginzburg’s famous work The Cheese and 

the Worms: the Cosmos of a Sixteenth Century Miller).  This work shared with Braudel’s more 

macro approach a desire to replace the busy histoire événementielle, with its crises and 

discontinuities and plots with a model that Ladurie, in the title of one of his best-known essays, 

called “History that Does not Move.”  For all of these historians, dispensing with plot and 

character in historiography was intended to put more emphasis on the “hard science” aspects of 

historical research, making history less literary and more of a social science grounded in data 

analysis.
 215

  If one were to assume that these writers’ disciplinary motivations were what 

mattered to Mee, then associating their work with Robert Wilson and with a non-directive 

approach to spectatorship would seem counterintuitive.  What the river delta analogy suggests 

instead is that where he agrees with these figures is in seeing the complexity of history as 

requiring depictions of the past as a space filled with many interacting systems, in which the 

experiences of individuals are not hierarchized according to their historical importance.  Where 

he departs from these historiographic examples is in figuring that space of history as a space that 

a reader or spectator can navigate freely, without having any interpretation of history foisted 

upon her. 

In the 1988 interview, Solomon pressed Mee on precisely this issue, suggesting that what 

he called “democratic” spectatorship was actually relativism, and that such an approach might be 

                                                             
215 One can argue, as Paul Ricoeur does, that the Annalistes’ attempt at a plotless, characterless history simply 

produces different, more subtly disguised plots featuring non-human “characters” who are discussed figuratively as 

if they were human actors.  See, for example, Chapter 4 of Ricoeur’s Time and Narrative, Volume 1 (University of 
Chicago Press, 1983). 
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promoting ignorant or apathetic attitudes toward history and encouraging fellow artists to treat 

the past as a mere “image dump.”
216

  Another way of phrasing this concern may be that it is 

unclear what function a “history play” has qua history if it emerges from a theory of performance 

and reception that is not in some sense pedagogical, if the performance is not trying to teach its 

audience a productive method for making sense of the past, as Kraus’s solo readings and 

Piscator’s “objective actors” sought to do.  As in the case of Ping Chong, it must be assumed that 

if Mee’s works are “history,” and if the texts that he uses are documents, then the history he is 

evoking through these documents is not one that is designed to hold up to any standard of social-

scientific rigor.  If anything, Mee’s objective seems to be an artful defiance of the rationalist 

imperative to be rigorous.   

Still, there is an extent to which Mee is using his documentary assemblages to teach his 

audiences; he simply does not do so in a way that meets the parameters of the kind of critical art 

practice in which Kraus, Piscator, and most self-identified theatre documentarians have engaged.  

The concept of the “epiphany,” as expressed in The War to End War, when coupled with Mee’s 

comparison of spectatorship to free navigation in a river delta, suggests that Mee is practicing a 

pedagogy of reception that encourages what the philosopher Jacques Rancière calls 

“emancipated” learning and spectatorship.
217

  Rancière defines an “emancipatory” educator as 

one who treats all forms of intelligence as “equal” and who shows his student how to cut her own 

path to knowledge via the forms she has always used, giving her the means to practice “the art of 

translating, of putting her experience into words and her words to the test.”
218

   He contrasts this 

                                                             
216 Solomon, 73-4. 

217 In interview, Mee indicated that he was not familiar with Rancière or his ideas, but when told the essential points 

of the latter’s philosophy of education, Mee stated that it seemed to be very much in line with his own thinking. 

(Personal Interview, March 2, 2012). 

218 Jacques Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator, trans. Gregory Elliott (New York: Verso, 2009). 
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type of pedagogy against the “stultifying” approach, in which the teacher assumes a position of 

superior intelligence and seeks to impress her own ways of knowing onto her ignorant students.  

Using an image that resonates with Mee’s river delta analogy, Rancière describes bodies of 

knowledge as forests in which the emancipated student freely engages in her own “intellectual 

adventures,” which she then translates into terms that allow her to compare her findings with 

others’.  Mapping this distinction onto political theatre, Rancière contends that the tradition of 

“critical art” in the 20
th
 Century, which ruptures and estranges representational forms in order to 

show the spectator the “hidden reality” of violence and exploitation that she “[does] not know 

how to see,” is premised on “stultifying” pedagogical principles.
219

  “Critical art” presumes that 

the artist’s role is to prod the spectator to action by teaching her his own superior way of 

understanding culture; and, consequently, it necessarily places her in a position of ignorance and 

incapacity, imputing to her the very passivity that it seeks to combat.  Thinking back to the 

documentary theatre of Kraus and Piscator, one can see that it would very likely fall under the 

heading of what Rancière characterizes as stultifying critical art.  Against critical art, Rancière 

counterposes the art of “dissensus,” an art that takes the “sensory riches” available in the daily 

life-worlds of regular people and then reconfigures them and “[returns] them to their owners” in 

a way that opens them up to alternative ways of seeing. Dissensual art presumes that “there is 

neither a reality concealed behind appearances nor a single regime of presentation and 

interpretation of the given imposing its obviousness on all,” that “every situation can be cracked 

open from the inside and reconfigured,” and that “to reconfigure the landscape of what can be 

seen and what can be thought is to alter the field of the possible and the distribution of capacities 
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and incapacities.”
220

  In The War to End War, one can see Mee trying to escape from stultifying 

ways of teaching and learning history through the “epiphany” provided by a dissensual collage 

method.  

For someone who remains committed to the political and intellectual values that underpin 

what Rancière dismisses as “critical art,” his arguments will not necessarily provide a satisfying 

response to the kinds of concerns to which Solomon points.  Accepting his claims requires 

accepting a rather fatalistic attitude about art’s capacity for engaging the political.  Art, in his 

argument, has the power to “disrupt the way in which bodies fit their functions and destinations,” 

and to open the minds of poor and working-class spectators to new ways of reading and 

reassembling their sensory life-worlds, but what the poor and the workers then do with that new 

awareness is beyond the artist’s capacity to control or predict.
221

  One can only hope that once a 

spectator has been emancipated, she will then be motivated to seek and verify the available 

information on a given subject, and that she will not restrict herself to paths that lead her to 

validate her existing prejudices.  Still, this idea of an emancipatory pedagogy is worth keeping in 

mind as we move on to how Mee’s work fits within the larger context of modernist and 

postmodern conceptions of factual knowledge and subjectivity. 

 

“Granite and Rainbow”: Character from the Moderns to the Postmoderns 

 

Harold Nicolson also makes an appearance in Virginia Woolf’s 1927 essay “The New 

Biography,” a text that usefully sums up the central aporias associated with trying to represent a 

real person holistically and accurately through writing.  In  “The New Biography”—ostensibly a 
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review of Harold Nicolson’s biography-fiction hybrid Some People —Woolf tries to encapsulate 

the history of English biography from Izaak Walton to Lytton Strachey and thus put her finger on 

why so much life writing up to her own time has struck her as unsatisfactory.  Woolf presents 

biography as an awkward point of intersection between two antithetical orders of knowledge: 

On the one hand there is truth; on the other there is personality.  And if we think 

of truth as something of granite-like solidity and of personality as something of 

rainbow-like intangibility and reflect that the aim of biography is to weld these 

two into one seamless whole, we shall admit that the problem is a stiff one and 

that we need not wonder if biographers have for the most part failed to solve it.
222

 

 

Truth, in Woolf’s formulation, denotes factual knowledge, the kind of truth sought by scientists, 

statisticians, and historicist scholars.  Personality denotes the intangible psychological interior of 

the individual—thoughts, feelings, and ideas.  Woolf figures “personality” as something to 

which a writer can do justice only through artistic invention.  An accumulation and analysis of 

properly vetted documents could establish the external facts of a person’s life, she argued, but 

the inner life of the biographical subject would always remain inaccessible to the biographer and 

thus could only be simulated through imaginative reconstruction. 

The modern subject is produced, labeled, and reconstructed by means of documents: birth 

records, school records, tax records, family photo albums, diaries, public and private 

correspondence.  Hence the modus operandi of the Victorian biography, which Woolf 

characterizes as following a model of the self revealed through documents, an approach that 

leads to heavily-sourced doorstop biographies in which “countless documents” amount to “a 

fossil [that] was once a living man.”
223

  The emotional, imaginative, and embodied experience of 

the biographic subject becomes replaced by an empty linguistic construct similar to the walking, 
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talking newspaper attacked in Karl Kraus’s satires.  This limitation of the Victorian-style 

biography is especially significant for Woolf because in her view, while modernity has 

stimulated an increased production of documents by and about even the most unremarkable 

individuals, it has also produced a bourgeois subject that is increasingly prone to internal self-

fictionalization:  

“It would seem that the life which is increasingly real to us is the fictitious life; it 

dwells in the personality rather than in the act.  Each of us is more Hamlet, Prince 

of Denmark, than he is John Smith of the Corn Exchange.”
224

 

 

The hypothetical John Smith is what he imagines rather than what he does; the richness of his 

life lies in his fantasies and ideas, in his inner identifications with fictional heroes and vicarious 

experience of their stories, not in records of grain contracts.  Woolf asks her readers to consider 

how their own lives would be “documented” by a Victorian biographer like Lord Morley or Sir 

Sidney Lee, and “how all that has been most real in them would have slipped through their [i.e, 

Morley and Lee’s] fingers.”
225

 

While Woolf compares facts to the solidity of rock, she indicates elsewhere in her writing 

that the material, sensuous aspects of subjects’ lives also elude documentation.  In her lesser-

known comic dialogue “A Talk about Memoirs,” published in 1921, two middle-aged 

housewives, both avid readers of Victorian memoirs, mull over the limitations of the genre.  

Midway through the discussion, one asks the other: “By the way, can you imagine Queen 

Victoria’s hair? I can’t.”
226

  Despite having been more heavily documented than perhaps any 

other human being up to that point in history (or maybe because of it), Queen Victoria is 

preserved only as a spectral figure whose personal qualities are hazily defined at best. 
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With all of this in mind, it would appear that the solution to the biographer’s conundrum 

must be hybridization—a form that can combine factual and imaginative elements.  Woolf, 

however, regards the “seamless fusion” of truth and personality as virtually impossible. Both 

kinds of writing produce valid forms of knowledge, she asserts, but when combined, each tends 

to call the validity of the other into question.  She states that Nicolson’s Some People, a 

collection of prose cameos describing thinly-veiled fictionalizations of several members of 

Nicolson’s social circle, demonstrates that a fusion of fact and fiction might work on a small 

scale, but that the book also partially fails as biography in that it tells its reader more about the 

workings of Nicolson’s own mind than about the lives of his ostensible subjects.
227

 

What Woolf articulates here as a practical problem peculiar to life writing is really 

another manifestation of the same “humanistic problem” of character depiction that Fuchs 

describes.  The schism between public and private self that Woolf points out in “The New 

Biography” is frequently presented within her own novels as both a representational and an 

ethical problem.  It was also partly because of this perceived schism that Woolf’s contemporaries 

in the avant-garde were experimenting with means of combining factual and fictional discourses 

without producing smoothly integrated works with linear stories.  For them, the solution to the 

modernist “problem of character” lay precisely in finding formal alternatives to the “seamless 

fusion” that Woolf states as the inevitably thwarted project of biography.  Karl Kraus’s 

newspaper collage allegories and Erwin Piscator’s political theatre are but two examples of such 

work.   

                                                             
227 Nicolson devoted considerable ink to establishing that he did not advocate the type of “New Biography” of which 

Woolf considered his Some People an example.  In his book The Development of English Biography, published by 

Woolf’s own Hogarth Press in 1927, Nicolson insisted upon scrupulous devotion to archival materials and criticized 
“impure” biographies that blended hard facts with artful embellishments. 
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 The transition from these efforts to address the “granite/rainbow” problem and the later 

American avant-garde’s “shrugging off” of the “problem” of character arguably has its 

prehistory in Gertrude Stein’s attempts at creative biography.  Stein’s verbal portraits of Picasso, 

Matisse, and other artist acquaintances of hers reflect an attempt to limn a subject’s essential 

qualities through means other than storytelling, and The Mother of Us All, Stein’s opera about 

Susan B. Anthony, similarly opens up alternative possibilities for biographical representation by 

creating a space in which Anthony can interact with fictional and non-fictional figures from a 

variety of historical periods.  Consistency and continuity are of no real concern to Stein, who, in 

her essay “Plays,” wearily stated “What is the use of telling another story.”
228

  Stein called 

instead for treating plays as “landscapes,” non-linear constructions of language and space in 

which a viewer’s attention and emotional engagement are free within each moment to shift 

among multiple centers of attention.  Stein’s “landscape,” like Mee’s “river delta” image, is a 

space that is intended to permit spectatorial autonomy, where what is important and unimportant 

is determined only by the path one takes through the material. 

This line of thinking was further developed by a certain subset of the American avant-

garde theatre, in which conceptual borrowings from the modernist avant-garde were combined 

with the obsession that so many artists of the 1970s seemed to have with self-documentation.  In 

some cases this obsession was tied to performance art’s exploration, inherited from Abstract 

Expressionism, of the trace’s relationship to the act, as in Carollee Scheemann’s editing together 

of multiple performances of Up to and Including Her Limits (first performed in 1973), in which 

she would write and draw on the walls and floor of a room while her body was suspended from a 

tree harness.  In other cases, it was a commentary on or a participation in celebrity culture’s 
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commodification of the human image and the decay of privacy in the age of TV and video (e.g. 

much of Andy Warhol’s work). 

The example of this trend that is most useful as a lead-in for discussing Mee’s “Lives” is 

the Wooster Group’s Rumstick Road (1977), a piece that mashed up Spalding Gray’s memories 

of his mother Bette’s mental illness and suicide, tape-recorded interviews with members of the 

Gray family and with Bette Gray’s therapist, a comical medical demonstration by Vawter 

inspired by a book on classroom science presentations, writing by Christian Science founder 

Mary Baker Eddy (Bette Gray was a devout Christian Scientist), and several abstract dance 

segments. In the piece’s direct address segments, Gray explains the origins of the documents 

used in the performance (controversially mentioning that in one case, he had ignored someone’s 

explicit request that a particular tape not be played in public); but despite the origins of the 

materials and their personal connection to Gray, the play is a work of fiction.  The story of 

“Spud” (as Gray calls himself in the piece) does not exactly follow the events of Gray’s own 

past.  Even the title, Rumstick Road, is deceptive, in that the Grays’ house on Rumstick Road 

was not where they were living during the events that inspired the play.  Furthermore, while the 

play involves the telling of stories, it is also a “landscape” piece, in that there are often multiple 

centers of activity on the stage, multiple juxtaposed elements that encourage the freely floating 

spectatorial engagement that Stein desired. 

According to Savran, Wooster Group director Elizabeth LeCompte was disappointed that 

so many spectators saw Rumstick Road as a piece “about Spalding’s mother” and her sad death 

rather than as something “more confrontational, more ambiguous, less judgmental.”
229

  Savran 

proposes that the piece was precisely about the impossibility of putting Bette Gray, her illness, or 
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her suicide onto a stage in a way that didn’t distort what happened to her and exploit it for 

dramatic effect.  Like Vawter’s lectures and medical demonstrations, the presentations of these 

pieces of the Grays’ dissected lives became something irremediably disconnected from actual 

events.  The performance, Savran writes, “suggests that impersonation will be a dehumanizing 

act, violating both the performer, who will be robbed of her subjectivity and identity, and Bette 

Gray, who will be reduced to a vehicle for arousing pathos.”
230

  In fact, the piece does not even 

necessarily present Bette Gray’s unrepresentability as an ethical problem so much as a difficult 

fact with which it confronts the audience.  Most of the interview recordings are dominated by 

Gray’s trying and failing to prod his interlocutors into remembering things that they claim not to 

remember, searching in vain for someone to confirm his own memories of what happened.  As 

“Spud” is repeatedly contradicted by his father and grandmothers, the overall impression one 

gets is that the piece is authorizing its own free play with the past by indicating how often 

personal memory itself is a self-serving fiction. 

Spalding Gray’s self-fictionalizing performance also defied simple assumptions about 

actor-character relationships.  For Gray, there was never a neatly dyadic split between Spalding 

the person and Spalding/Spud the character.  He described his performance style as being 

founded on the dialectical relationship between “the timeless, poetic me (the me in quotes, the 

poetic me), and the real self in the world (the time-bound, mental self, the self as prose).”
231

  As 

he saw it, what he created onstage and how he behaved in his daily life were equally authentic 

and equally constructed, and they were always mutually implicated.  Gray, in many ways, was 
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the ultimate embodiment of the postmodern characterology that Fuchs describes, treating himself 

as a ground for sublating the opposition between authenticity and artificiality.  

The other precursor worth mentioning is Robert Wilson, whom Mee specifically 

mentioned in the Solomon interview. Wilson has created or co-created a series of works loosely 

inspired by historical figures, including The Life and Times of Sigmund Freud (1969), The Life 

and Times of Joseph Stalin (1973), and the “Portrait Trilogy,” consisting of the Philip Glass 

operas Einstein on the Beach (1975), Satyangraha (1979), and Akhnaten (1983).  These works 

all appear, if only via their titles, to promise recognizable historical or biographical content, yet 

most of them don’t present coherent stories about specific people (only Akhnaten has a 

conventional plot).  Instead, they present progressions of sounds, symbols, atmospheres, and 

texts that the lives of their ostensible subjects brought to Wilson’s mind.  What kind of 

knowledge, if any, they produce about the histories and biographies that they reference is a 

mystery, and seemingly intentionally so (Woolf might describe it as all “rainbow” and no 

“granite”).  Once again, it is left up to the viewer to make the connections, to trace a path through 

the delta.  No Piscatorian “objective actor” is going to step out of the play to explain how all of it 

is supposed to add up.  

 

Thefts and Gifts: The (Re)Making Project and the Lives of the Artists 

Karl Kraus’s work depicted a modern self fashioned from bits and pieces of surface 

representations, but he presented it as a nightmare figure—the figure of the newspaper with legs 

and a mouth.  For Mee, on the other hand, all subject-formation happens through a kind of 

messy, semi-conscious process of bricolage, and this process is neither a cultural disease nor a 

cultural ideal; it is a primary constitutive feature of culture itself.  As he put it in one interview, 
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real people will often speak something that they believe is their own deeply held personal 

conviction, but “really it’s something [they] got off of NBC.”
232

  Mee’s daughter, director and 

theatre scholar Erin Mee, compares her father’s characters to shattered pots, with each fragment 

of the pot taking the form of a cited text.  “Character, then—who a person is,” she proposes, “is 

an assemblage of bit of history, pop culture, philosophy, etc.”
233

 This is not to say, however, that 

Mee therefore sees people as blank slates onto which culture writes itself.  After all, if a person’s 

character is an assemblage, then there must be some agent that is doing the assembling.   

Mee has made all of his plays publicly available on his personal website as part of what 

he calls The (Re)Making Project.  The introductory page for the (Re)Making Project states: 

“There is no such thing as an original play.”
234

  Famous playwrights throughout history have 

stolen plots and characters and text from preexisting sources, Mee notes, and writers also “steal 

stories and conversations and dreams and intimate revelations from their friends and lovers and 

call [them] original”; but most importantly, even writers who draw solely on their own 

imaginations cannot consider their work wholly original, because “the culture writes us first, and 

then we write our stories.”
235

  Mee counters the ideology of the original creation with a concept 

of “re-making,” which, like many of Mee’s notions about playwriting, draws on examples from 

visual art: 

When we look at a painting of the virgin and child by Botticelli, we recognize at 

once that it is a Renaissance painting—that is it a product of its time and place. 

We may not know or recognize at once that it was painted by Botticelli, but we do 

see that it is a Renaissance painting. We see that it has been derived from, and 

authored by, the culture that produced it.  
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And yet we recognize, too, that this painting of the virgin and child is not 

identical to one by Raphael or Ghirlandaio or Leonardo. So, clearly, while the 

culture creates much of Botticelli, it is also true that Botticelli creates the 

culture—that he took the culture into himself and transformed it in his own 

unique way.  

And so, whether we mean to or not, the work we do is both received and created, 

both an adaptation and an original, at the same time. We re-make things as we 

go.
236

 

 

Mee invites other writers to “pillage” his own plays for material, but, at the same time, he insists 

on his legal rights as creator of his own plays.  His point is not that artists’ creations are not their 

own, but rather that the raw materials of creation are always the creations of others.  Or, as 

Rancière would put it, each artwork constitutes a particular intelligence’s configuration of the 

same sensory resources that are available to everyone.  In this regard, Mee’s “remaking,” has a 

great deal in common with Kraus’s re-creative [nachschöpferisch] satires, though Mee’s 

approach is based on a social vision that Kraus would likely have denounced.  One could also 

call it an internet-age update of T.S. Eliot’s model of poesis as laid out in “Tradition and the 

Individual Talent.”  For Eliot, the individual talent does not create art ex nihilio but instead 

allows his mind-body to absorb great literary works of the past and, by serving as a “catalyst,” 

cause the elements of these works to interact and recombine, as in a chemical reaction, producing 

something that is simultaneously a new work and an extension of the Great Tradition extending 

back to Homer.
237

  Indeed, while Mee’s plays often seem wild and messy, or, as the title of Erin 

Mee’s interview with her father suggests, “shattered and fucked up and full of wreckage,” the 

complexity of his interbraided quotations and the breadth of reading that they show call to mind 

the controlled chaos of a High Modernist work such as The Waste Land or Pound’s Cantos.  The 

crucial difference is that Mee does not limit himself to a tradition of “great works.”  While he 
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thinks of certain writers (especially the Greek tragedians) as “old masters,” he also shares 

Rauschenberg’s interest in trash, cast-offs, and chance finds, and he freely combines them with 

more densely-composed literary materials. 

The (Re)Making Project website also contains a link called “Boole’s Resources,” which 

leads to a hypertext collage called “Copyright and the Invention of A~thorship, by Oswald 

Boole.”  Most of the text consists of garbled fragments from theorist James Boyle’s book 

Shaman, Software & Spleens: Law and the Construction of the Information Society, which 

argues that authorship as it is conventionally understood today is a product of liberalism’s self-

contradictory philosophy of property ownership.  Various words within this collage are 

hyperlinked to anti-copyright websites, groups of artists that identify with the “free culture 

movement,” James Boyle’s twitter feed, electronic publishing sites, and an essay by Jonathan 

Lethem, whose “Promiscuous Materials Project” website, where he makes a selection of his 

short stories available for film and TV adaptors, was partly inspired by Mee.  This piece of 

hypertext collage articulates how, on questions of authorship and intellectual property, Mee 

adopts what might be called an avant-garde orientation.  The process through which he makes his 

work and the means through which he disseminates it are presented as acts of defiance against 

traditional thinking about how art is made and consumed. 

Given how important the figure of the painter is in most of Mee’s descriptions of his 

theatre work, it is no great surprise that his oeuvre includes a series of plays about the lives of 

twentieth-century visual artists.  This series of plays, collectively entitled The Lives of the Artists, 

includes bobrauschenbergamerica, Under Construction (inspired by Norman Rockwell and 

Jason Rhoades), Hotel Cassiopeia (about Joseph Cornell), soot and spit (about James Castle), 

Matisse’s Self Portrait, and Picasso’s Masterpiece.  Bobrauschenbergamerica was developed in 
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collaboration with director Anne Bogart’s SITI Company, a group that is itself known for 

producing works that cut, combine, and radically reinterpret source texts for their productions 

and that has performed many of Mee’s plays over the years.
238

  Hotel Cassiopeia also drew 

partly on a workshop in which participants produced writing that Mee included in the play.  All 

of the others were made through Mee’s more common method of solitary accumulation and 

assembly. 

The processes used to create these plays are fitting, given that so many of the artists 

portrayed in “The Lives of the Artists” constructed their own works out of found materials.  

Joseph Cornell specialized in cabinet-like boxes that he filled with matchboxes, corks, spools of 

wire, watch faces, marbles, alphabet blocks, wine glasses, and images cut from magazines and 

picture books.  Robert Rauschenberg, in his “combines,” literally brought in garbage off of the 

streets of New York to incorporate into his pieces.  Jason Rhoades, an installation artist, made 

dynamically cluttered pieces that combined all manner of items from everyday life, including 

clothes, furniture, throw rugs, appliances, tires, wooden and metal shelving, and swarms of 

dangling neon signs.  James Castle, a developmentally disabled artist from Garden Valley, Idaho, 

made drawings and paper dolls out of used cigarette cartons, envelopes, and other discarded 

paper products, making his own ink out of a mixture of soot and saliva. 

While Mee’s dramaturgical approach allows for representations of these artists and their 

work that are arguably in the spirit of those artists’ own work, it also complicates any attempt to 

read these plays as merely an alternate form of arranging archival materials into a biographical 
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 SITI is an acronym for Saratoga International Theater Institute, the name of the annual summer institute held in 

Saratoga Springs, NY where the company was first organized.  Mee noted in interview that while he and Bogart are 

“very close” socially and have similar artistic values, their method of working together is usually not any more 

collaborative than his method of working with any other director, which consists of handing over the play and 

remaining uninvolved until opening night.  Bobrauschenbergamerica was the exception rather than the rule 
(Personal Interview, March 2, 2012). 
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representation.  Each of the “Lives of the Artists” combines documents about its subject and that 

subject’s cultural milieu with other documents that have no relationship to the subject that can be 

defined in terms that an academic historian would likely find familiar.
239

  One might ask, then, 

whether any space remains in these works for the actual thoughts, beliefs, and wishes of those 

whose words are quoted and whose lives are drawn upon for material.  What kinds of ethical 

obligations does an artist have in creating these kinds of works, particularly when its subjects and 

sources include the mentally disabled?  A close reading of Mee’s “life” of James Castle will help 

address these questions. 

 

“as a kind person would tend to a needy person / in any village in the world” 

The first and last spoken lines of soot and spit belong to a Narrator, whose expository 

speeches are derived mainly from Idahoan scholar Tom Trusky’s biography of James Castle.  

The narrator, dressed formally and seated at a table, begins exactly as one would expect a 

biographical sketch to begin: “James Castle, / born September 24, 1900, / Garden Valley, Idaho / 

the fifth of eight children. / He was born two months premature, / “deaf and dumb,” / or, / as we 

have come to think in hindsight, / autistic.”
 240

  The character “James” enters as the Narrator 

describes Castle’s childhood and begins preparing the drawing materials that the Narrator 

describes Castle having used, making an implicit connection between “James” and the real 

Castle.  Yet, while the opening narration describes Castle’s creative beginnings as a child and the 

closing narration describes a middle-aged Castle’s discovery by art dealers, there is no sense that 

the action of the play is intended to represent a sequence of events connecting these two points.  

                                                             
239 See figure 22 for an example of how the SITI Company’s production of Hotel Cassiopeia used images and 

themes from Cornell’s art as the basis for a state setting. 

240 Charles L. Mee, Jr., soot and spit, http://www.charlesmee.org/html/soot.html. 
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The “James” who appears onstage does not visibly age or pass through different stages of 

maturity.  The ensuing action flattens out Castle’s life, representing it not as a narrative but as a 

constellation of images and texts, some from his life and some not.   

The set reflects Castle’s art, which was initially made entirely from his titular soot-and-

spit mixture applied to found paper goods, but later incorporated color from such found materials 

as laundry bluing or from improvised dye made by soaking colored crepe paper in water:   

All soot and spit 

all black and white: 

there is not a bit of color anywhere 

until toward the very end of the piece 

when some very, very faint reds and blues and greens  

begin to seep and bleed into the set and costumes 

a bit at a time. 

 

We are inside and outside at the same time: 

the entire stage is covered with dirt. 

There are three walls of an old ice house, 

a back wall and two side walls, 

and inside the walls 

the floor is also dirt-- 

so the dirt is continuous from outside the icehouse to inside-- 

and on the dirt floor are four items: 

a chair, a narrow bed, a table, and a pot bellied stove.  

 

As the play progresses, black-and-white drawings start appearing, first on the back wall of the 

icehouse and then later all over the stage.
241

  At first all of them are “of a man standing alone / 

outdoors, / earless, armless / his mouth agape in a silent scream,” but they later include a variety 

of shapes and figures, including “people, landscapes, letters of the alphabet / and interiors of the 

icehouse.”  To some extent, the focus on Castle’s actual environment simply reflects the content 

of Castle’s art in the same way the bobrauschenbergamerica’s outlandish assemblages and 

desultory structure reflect Rauschenberg’s work.  Castle’s drawings mostly depict places and 

                                                             
241 See figures 23-26 for examples of Castle’s work. 
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things that he observed in his daily life: the icehouse, his family’s home and back yard, images 

from catalogues, product logos, and townspeople who visited him or passed by the house. 

The lack of a boundary between the inside and outside of the house might seem like a 

minor visual detail, but it has significant implications, especially when considered in contrast to 

the visible limen that Ping Chong made all of his performers cross in Chinoiserie.  While 

Chong’s East/West plays are about divides between individuals and the problems involved in 

crossing those divides, soot and spit begins with a presumption of continuity, of everything being 

all of a piece.  The lack of a limen is also emblematic of how the play treats the relationship of 

actors and their performances to the play’s textual sources and subject matter.  The key 

distinction between Mee and the supposedly postmodern Chong is that in Mee’s history and 

biography plays, taking up others’ words and stories is not figured as stepping over a line, 

negotiating a gap, or transgressing on an “other” space.  In fact, one of soot and spit’s most 

prominent formal characteristics is an unchecked and seemingly random flux of bodies entering 

and exiting the stage.  Soot and spit is a play that does not insist on distinctions—between here 

and there, now and then, or representation and represented.  The question to address in 

examining soot and spit, then, is whether there is some other form of dialectical tension inherent 

to the piece or its suggested performance style, as there has been in every other documentary 

discussed here so far, and whether that dialectic is linked to a theory of how documents can be 

made to reveal “how things are connected.”  Addressing this question will require sift ing through 

the different kinds of documents contained within the play and how those documents are framed 

and juxtaposed.  

In addition to the narration taken from Trusky’s work, the text also calls for recreations of 

excerpts from recorded interviews with Castle’s neighbors and family friends in Garden Valley.  
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The main interview scene, which comes early in the play, stands out for its relative lack of 

information that might provide insight into Castle’s character or creative work.  Mee describes 

the interviewees sitting “as though there is an interviewer in the room prodding them to 

remember, and they don’t remember, or don’t think their memories are significant, they are shy 

or need encouragement.”
242

  The set-up for this scene, the emphasis on the stillness and 

awkwardness of the participants, in what is otherwise a chaotic, movement-intensive play, 

suggests that Mee partly wants to estrange this documentary-style mode of presentation by 

drawing attention to its stiffness and artificiality: 

FIRST 

As an infant he was a “rocker” 

he rocked from side to side all the time 

 

[There is a long silence.   

Finally, another person speaks] 

 

SECOND 

His mother used to rub his body and legs for months 

till he was able to walk. 

Rubbed his legs with saltwater solution. 

 

[Others nod in agreement. 

Another silence. 

Then a possibly significant thing is remembered….] 

 

THIRD 

Father was an orphan? 

No one ever turned away from our door. 

Dad always said there was room for one more at the Castle table. 

 

[While they speak, black and white drawings are projected on the back wall of the ice 

house, so that now there are projections on the back wall of the theatre and the back wall 

of the ice house] 

                                                             
242 Ibid. 
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FOURTH 

He didn’t go to picnics 

you know 

others would go to picnics 

and play horse shoes 

and be in foot races 

 

SECOND 

He never took part in shivarees, or dances, or ice cream socials
243

 

 

The townspeople continue, through the remainder of the interview, to characterize John Castle in 

negative terms, by identifying all of the typical youth activities in which he did not participate.  

The awkward and seemingly pointless nature of the interview estranges what Derek Paget has 

called the “discourse of factuality” employed by some documentary theatre—the collection of 

formal motifs such as voice-over narration, captions, charts of data, and the “talking-head” mode 

of direct address that play off of popular associations of such motifs with TV news and 

documentary film.
244

  The townspeople’s tentative searching for answers that might be 

“significant” to their interviewer suggests that the occasion of the interview itself produces 

expectations and assumptions that determine what the interviewees share and what information 

“matters.”  And for the most part, the information that is presumed to matter provides no 

assistance in understanding Castle or his work.  Like the Victorian biographies that Woolf 

describes, the film being reenacted in this scene can only represent its subject’s “personality” as 

the lacuna that remains in our knowledge of him after all of the “significant” facts have been 

enumerated.  The resultant othering of Castle, a product of the inadequacy of the interviewee’s 

usual frames of reference, is an example of what Savran meant by saying that acts of explanation 

                                                             
243 Ibid . 

244 Paget, op cit., 3. 
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are “charged with ideology.”  The townspeople’s observations only allow them to define Castle 

through difference—through his deviation from their normal means of understanding 

personhood.   

The simultaneous appearance of Castle’s black-and-white drawings projected on the back 

wall of the stage invites the audience to consider the relative value of different documents and 

data in achieving an understanding of Castle’s life. Do the scraps of trivia provided by Castle’s 

neighbors help explain his art?  Can those enigmatic, sooty stick figures projected on the stage 

wall tell us anything about how Castle lived or what he thought?  One answer is that the 

drawings, especially the silently screaming ones, are presented as the speech of someone who 

lacks the means to document his own thoughts and experiences in ways that fit in the bounds of 

what his community considers legible.  The play’s opening narration notes how, after a short stay 

at a government school for the blind and deaf, Castle was returned to his family with instructions 

that he be denied access to any form of drawing tool or writing paper.  This particular fact is one 

of the few aspects of the real Castle’s life that the Narrator emphasizes.  James is an “outsider” 

artist not by choice but because he was denied access to more widely-recognized materials of 

artistic production. 

As the play goes on, “James” sits in his icehouse drawing, and other people come and go 

from the stage performing myriad activities.  A chorus of actors with Down Syndrome hold a 

gunny sack race (the gunny sacks being a reference to the sacks in which Castle would stuff his 

drawings and picture books over the years) and dance along to “crackly” recordings by bluegrass 

musician John Hartford; a tall man with charred, bloody skin performs a butoh-style routine 

accompanied by an old woman singing an 18th-century Appalachian shape note hymn; a; 

beautiful woman performs a sexy impersonation of Jean Harlow answering a telephone while 
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one of the Down Syndrome actors dances in a prom dress; another Down Syndrome actor 

wanders across the stage wearing a dunce cap; some of the advertising icons depicted in Castle’s 

drawings (including the Morton Salt girl, the Gerber baby, and Prince Albert) come to life; a red-

faced woman in a black dress writhes on the ground in a seizure-like manner.  Then, as color 

finally starts to bleed into the set, a chorus of people in paper clothes appear: 

Now, James's "people"  

are lined up against the back wall of the ice house 

like a Greek chorus. 

They are wearing paper dresses 

or paper shirts and pants 

with drawings on them. 

Or they just have flat cardboard fronts with drawings on them. 

And they may wear flat paper or cardboard masks 

with cut-out collage pieces pasted over their faces. 

 

Each of “James’s ‘people’” recites a monologue with text derived from some piece of “outsider 

writing” or “insane writing.”  The first and longest, spoken by a figure called “Laura,” is from 

Montana writer Mary McLane’s 1917 work I, Mary McLane: A Diary of Human Days.
245

  Like 

the play’s suggested musical score, the McLane text evokes a general impression of the daily 

physical and mental life of someone living in an isolated rural community.  The roughly nine-

hundred-word extract begins:  

The sky is overcast.  

The nearer mountains are gray-melancholy. 

And at this point I meet Me face to face. 

Face to face I look at Me  

with some hatred,  

with despair,  

and with great intentness. 

 

                                                             
245 McLane caused a minor literary sensation in the 1910s with her confessional writing, which defied sexual mores 

and the formal and stylistic expectations associated with domestic women’s writing.  Given that she possessed the 

capacity and inclination to publish and promote her own work, even going so far as to travel to New York with the 

objective of becoming part of the literary scene there, her frequent categorization as an “outsider writer” or “insane 
writer” seems slightly dubious, even if one sees such labels as having value. 
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“Laura” continues, throughout, to link the daily experience of inhabiting a particular geography 

with her mental and spiritual condition: 

I have reached some astonishing subtleties of conception 

as I have walked for miles 

over the sand and barrenness among the little hills and gulches. 

Their utter desolation is an inspiration 

to the long, long thoughts and to the nameless wanting. 
 

The other monologues, which come from the writing of Aimable Javet and Sylvain Lecocq and 

from the Prinzhorn Collection, start out following similar themes, chronicling the inner 

monologues of subjects progressing through the routines of a normal day; but each monologue is 

progressively more idiosyncratic than the one before it, until the last of the set consists of a 

meaningless stream of disconnected words.  The play climaxes with a “big dance number” set to 

Hartford’s recording of the Civil War love song “Lorena,” with the cast in “colorful swimsuits” 

and “James” in a wedding dress, followed by more shape-note singing, before the biographical 

material about Castle returns at the conclusion. 

The hymns and folk songs in soot and spit are central to the piece, but they have no direct 

link to Castle’s life or art.  They aren’t products of the same geographic region or even the same 

century that produced James Castle, and there is no indication that the real Castle knew anything 

about John Hartford or shape note music.  If these songs are meant to function as documents 

within the context of this play, then they must be documenting something other than 

conventional biographical data.  Arguably, their purpose is to gesture toward a kind of “folk 

universalism,” a depiction of rural life as characterized by an earthy, soulful timelessness and 

placeless-ness.  Time is a prominent recurring theme in most of the suggested music and quoted 

monologues—nostalgia for youth or past love, expectation of salvation and judgment, the 

passage of seasons, the rising and setting sun, the mundane routines of daily life—but time is not 
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equated with the progression of events along a historical timeline.   The form of temporality 

evoked in soot and spit is closer to what Fernand Braudel or Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie might 

call the “deeper rhythms” of rural life—the structures of everyday experience that change at such 

a glacial pace that the colonial church congregation, the Depression-era outsider artist, and the 

1960s musician all co-exist within the cultural matrix produced by those practices.  Mee’s stage 

directions in particular suggest a folk universalist message.  He describes the shape note singing 

as being led by an old woman “the sort of old woman from the local village / who has been 

singing in the village all her life / and when she sings / you think she comes from a thousand 

years of living.”  Later, he describes “a man” leading James by the hand around the stage “as a 

kind person would tend to a needy person / in any village in the world / taking them through the 

streets.”  In this regard, soot and spit’s textual sampling and chaotic physical business overlay a 

philosophical core that is more reminiscent of Thornton Wilder than of Max Ernst or Kurt 

Schwitters.   

The dialectical character of the play becomes apparent, then, in how it seeks a synthesis 

between these familiar evocations of small-town Americana and depictions of bodies, texts, and 

actions that seem on the surface to resist aggressively the normalizing social vision that we 

associate with such evocations.  Some of the play’s seemingly haphazardly non-textual 

elements—the Down’s actor in the prom dress, the dunce cap, the burned man, the writhing red-

faced woman in the black dress, the “big dance number” and the wedding dress—are actually 

visual quotations from the work of contemporary Italian director Pippo Delbono, who features 

disabled performers in his eclectic dance theatre pieces.  Delbono’s core company includes 

Gianluca Ballare, who has Down Syndrome, and Bobo, a formerly institutionalized deaf man 

with microcephaly.  More specifically, Mee drew inspiration from Delbono’s Urlo (“Cry”).  Urlo 
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mashes up depictions of bodies in various states of extremity (some painful, some humorous), 

with carnivalesque mockery of Catholic rituals, high fashion, Mafiosi, village life, and pop 

culture iconography (see figures 27 and 28).  Urlo seems to have attracted Mee for two reasons.  

First, in seeking many different ways of representing the physical act of crying or crying out (in 

pain, anger, joy, or fear), Urlo provides instances of the same fragmentary, non-discursive bodily 

activity that Mee inserted into the middle act of The War to End War.  Secondly, Delbono 

describes Bobo and Gianluca, who have no formal dance training, as possessing a kind of naïve 

genius that allows them to produce novel movement vocabularies.  Delbono, like Mee, puts the 

work of so-called “outsider” artists on display in work that freely mixes “inside” and “outside” 

together. 

This point brings us back to that original description of the boundary-less stage.  Soot and 

spit denies the existence of the “outside” in which art-historical discourse locates the “outsider 

artist,” presenting that “outside” as manufactured by mainstream discourse’s inability to 

accommodate or explain modes of being that don’t fit with cultural norms.  The Delbono figures 

represent an inclusivity that becomes possible when the language governed by those norms—and 

reproduced by documents that implicitly enforce those norms—is discarded.  Understanding this 

helps explain why, from Mee’s perspective, there is nothing transgressive or exploitative about 

freely quoting the lives and works of the disabled or mentally “other.”  To treat the productions 

of such people as having a special sanctity or as needing special protection is to reproduce the 

outsider status that conventional art discourses assign to them.  By treating James Castle (and 

Matisse, who was physically disabled later in his life) the same way that he treats Picasso and 

Norman Rockwell, Mee presents Castle as a peer of Picasso and Rockwell.  To put it in 

Rancière’s terms, Mee treats Castle’s configuration of the sensible (and Mary McLane’s, and 
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Bobo Gianluca’s) as the product of an intelligence that is equal (though by no means equivalent) 

to that of Picasso or Rockwell.  Mee takes Castle’s experiences and his works, reconfigures 

them, and “returns” them in a way that is reflective of Mee’s own “intellectual adventure” that 

Castle’s work inspired, just as he would do with any other artist’s work.  The elimination of 

boundaries and distinctions in soot and spit also exemplifies the degree to which Mee’s work is 

ultimately utopian.  Soot and spit does not really take place in Castle’s Garden Valley.  Soot and 

spit imagines a space in which the many subjects it depicts can happily coexist. 

 

Obstacles and Lessons 

The one archive to which all of the texts in Mee’s plays consistently belong is the 

“Charles L. Mee archive.”  The Mary McLane material in soot and spit, for instance, also 

appears in two of Mee’s earlier plays, and selections from the Prinzhorn Collection appear all 

over his work.  Just as historical narrative can never fully erase the impression left by the hand of 

the historian, Mee’s dramatic texts, even those that are entirely “stolen,’” unavoidably contain 

something of Mee himself.  Does this mean that we find ourselves left with the same conclusion 

that Virginia Woolf reached regarding Nicholson’s Some People—that when an artist employs 

his imaginative faculties to try and supplement the forms of understanding facilitated by 

documents, the result actually only helps us understand the artist himself? 

The answer is: yes and no.  When I spoke to Mee about what he considered to be the role 

of documents in his plays, he stated that he saw them as providing him with an intellectual 

“obstacle.”  “You can’t change what Clemenceau said,” he told me, and the immutability of the 

documentary fragment forces Mee to understand how the point of view regarding “what it means 

to be human” that is documented through “what Clemenceau said” can coexist with his own 
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point of view.
246

  Mee explained that the idea of the document as “obstacle” came from a statement by 

director Robert Woodruff about the set designs of George Tsypin.  According to Mee, Woodruff stated 

that he considered Tsypin a great designer because Tsypin “designs a set that you cannot stage a play 

on.”
247

  The idea that a set could serve as a generative obstacle for a director led Mee to think of how a 

text can become a generative obstacle for someone who tries to compose with it or around it.  He put it 

similarly in a speech that he delivered at one of the Rauschenberg workshops:  

One of the real uses of appropriation is to take stuff that is indigestible and 

difficult and not right for a play, inappropriate for putting on stage, wrong 

dramaturgically, and then put that in the middle of the play and then solve that 

problem.  It forces you to do things that you otherwise would not force yourself to 

do.  And it has another virtue: it is a piece of the real world or somebody else’s 

way of looking at the world.  It is not just you in your narcissistic little shell trying 

to imagine how somebody else feels.  It is how somebody else feels; it is what 

they said.  That forces your world view to open up and take them in.
248

 

 

The image of digesting or taking in the thoughts of another person calls to mind Walter 

Benjamin’s description of Karl Kraus as a cannibal, devouring the words of others in order to 

incorporate them into his own performance pieces.  The actor-as-cannibal comes to understand 

another person by consuming and digesting that person’s words, recreating within his or her own 

body and imagination the thoughts, emotions, and beliefs that may have given rise to those 

words, while at the same time approaching the devoured words with the benefit of distance and 

hindsight.  But cannibal quotation, as Benjamin describes it, is a supremely narcissistic act, 

motivated not by a desire to experience “how somebody else feels” but by the assumption that 

the performer, by virtue of superior training as a creative reader, is capable of knowing the 

thoughts of the Other more completely and accurately than the Other does, thus unmasking what 

                                                             
246 Personal interview, March 2 2012. 

247 Ibid. 

248 Cited in Cummings, op cit, 187-8. 
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the Other “really meant.”  Mee, here, expresses the hope that quotation can achieve the inverse 

as well. 

What ultimately makes this question so difficult to answer is the fact that Mee’s play 

texts by themselves don’t demand that they be produced according to any specific theory of 

performance or reception.  Mee himself insists on providing as little direction as possible to 

directors of his work, desiring, in his own words, to be treated like a dead playwright while still 

alive.
249

  While these plays draw much of their life from their connections to the past and to the 

creations of others, directors are free to bury those connections in the same way that traditional 

dramatic texts conceal their debts to preexisting works.  It is ultimately up to the performers of 

these plays to determine what kind of relationship, if any, the performance event that they create 

will have to the many people from whom it has inherited its material.  This is the case because 

Mee does not want to deprive directors, actors, or spectators of the learning experience that 

comes from facing the “obstacle” that his own writing provides them.
250

 

Documentary theatre can survive the “death” of plot and character, and it can 

accommodate much greater levels of irony and epistemological doubt than one might assume.  

What it cannot accommodate is the lack of a pedagogy of reception.  What makes the 

documentary distinctive as a form (as well as what ties it to the legacy of historical avant-garde 

projects of social renovation), is how it creates performances from the discursive products of 

culture in order teach an audience how to be more alert readers of culture.  The founding 

assumption of the documentary theatre is that theatre makers can, through the proper textual and 

performance practices, become trained in a way of reading culture that they believe is vital for an 

                                                             
249 Erin Mee, 93 

250 Personal interview, March 2 2012. 
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audience to learn, whether for political, ethical, or philosophical reasons.  Despite their many 

differences, the documentaries of Kraus, Piscator, Handspring, and Ping Chong and Company all 

share this assumption, as do works that are more widely recognized as documentaries in the 

existing critical literature.  Documentary theatre loses its essential character not by becoming 

“too avant-garde” or “too postmodern,” but by rejecting that founding assumption.  Mee’s work 

does implicitly teach its spectators a specific attitude toward writing and reception, even though 

it is one that challenges the claims to interpretive authority that many earlier theatre 

documentarians made.  His response to the documentary “problem of character” is to avoid the 

epistemological trap of trying to recreate an authentic representation of another subject, treating 

the document instead as an inassimilable fragment that, like Rancière’s dissensual artwork, 

challenges the artist to see the familiar in a non-habituated way.  What Mee tries to teach his 

spectator is how she can be both challenged and emancipated by becoming a re-maker of what 

she reads and how the creations of others are products of intelligences and perspectives that are 

equal to but distinctive from her own, which can shake her out of her accustomed ways of 

seeing.  Fully internalizing such a lesson will not produce a political response that can be 

predicted or controlled, nor will it necessarily lead to accurate knowledge of historical facts.  It 

might, however, help the spectator to spot the ideological blind spots inherent in received 

thinking about the social and to see alternatives to the institutionalized categorisms that allow 

individuals to be marginalized.  In that regard, Mee’s work, in its own way, contributes to the 

utopian social mission that was originally linked to the notion of an avant-garde art.   
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Conclusion 

 Like much of the avant-garde as a whole, documentary theatre is characterized by 

ambitious, even utopian social aspirations: an expectation that theatre can teach spectators 

different ways of inhabiting their social worlds, or that it can instill in them a new understanding 

of history or politics that will in turn incite that audience to turn against and remake dominant 

cultural institutions.  Charles L. Mee’s work, which unfolds in a timeless non-place where texts 

and bodies are freed to recombine into hybrid identities, reveals the form’s utopian tendencies by 

taking them near their utmost extreme; but one could also point to Piscator’s attempt to collapse 

the past into the present and the street into the stage in the finale of In Spite of Everything! as a 

manifestation of the same basic impulse.  These evocations of utopian promise are, in retrospect, 

an essential part of the documentary tradition, as well as another of its major ties to an avant-

garde heritage. 

Equally essential to the documentary tradition is that while documentary plays can score 

local social or political victories, these loftier agendas of social reform, revolution, or renewal 

typically prove impracticable.  Karl Kraus achieved some short-term victories against individual 

political adversaries with his satires and performances, but his more ambitious goals, such as 

salvaging the lost culture of his childhood through a restoration of deep reading practices, or 

inciting the intelligentsia to reject narrow-minded chauvinism and the popular press that 

encouraged it, were never realized, and even Kraus himself seemed at times to recognize the 

futility of the one-man culture war that he waged.  Erwin Piscator was forced by both political 

and economic necessity to leave Germany in 1931, and it seems fair to say that his “scientific,” 

materialist documentary spectacles of the 1920s never stirred popular passions to the same 

degree that the anti-rational mysticism of Nazi spectacles would in the following decade.  
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A theatre that seeks to teach its audience lessons can never be certain that its audience 

wants to learn, or that an audience is learning the “right” thing.  Audience members can prove 

very persistent about mentally partitioning their theatre experiences off from their daily social 

and intellectual lives, even when they are watching theatre that overtly calls on them to resist 

such partitioning.  Moreover, as proponents of avant-garde revolt and revolution often dolefully 

observe, the bourgeois cultural institutions against which the avant-garde has pitted itself have 

proven quite adept at absorbing and popularizing the avant-garde’s innovations.  This latter 

factor is especially significant when the avant-garde’s artistic ambitions, coupled with economic 

pressures, render it dependent on financial sponsorship via grants, endowments, and other forms 

of institutional patronage. 

At the same time, however, thinking of the documentary theatre as idealist rather than 

empiricist provides us with a way to see the form as more than just an art of unfulfilled promises 

and thwarted ambitions, or as a form whose practitioners would do better to think small if they 

want to accomplish anything of value with it.  While doubting or estranging the positivist truth 

claims of documents can stem from cynical motivations, it can also stem from a desire to 

recuperate or refurbish older humanistic conceptions of truth, or to shift debate from the 

historicist problem of knowing what happened to the philosophical question of what constitutes 

the most just or humane course of action when there are no guarantors of factual certainty.  

Struggling to delineate the ethically optimal response to memories that are incomplete, internally 

conflicted, or simply too overwhelming to process—trying, as William Kentridge put it, to 

“make sense of the memory rather than be the memory”—is a valuable social function that 

theatre can try to fill in contemporary culture.  Filling such a role is especially vital now, as 

technologies and cultural apparatuses that claim the power to authoritatively “be the memory” 
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become increasingly advanced and widespread.  In this way, the documentary theatre may not 

instantiate the revolutionary promise with which so many have associated it since it first emerged 

from the work of the historical avant-garde, but it will retain some imprint of its avant-garde 

history in its capacity to make us look again at the seeming given-ness of the world as it is 

represented to us by dominant culture and mass media.  
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Figure 3. Karl Kraus, a page from the rough draft of Act V, Scene 
49 of The Last Days of Mankind. 

 

Figure 4. 1916, an advertisement for a Kraus 
performance.  The advertisement notes that all 

proceeds will be donated to a charity for 
blinded soldiers. 
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.                Figure 4. Alfred Hagel, 1932, “Karl Kraus vorlesend.” 

 

 

Figure 5. The Baseler Nachrichten, 1921, advertisement for battlefield tours by car, which Kraus used as 

the basis for “Tourist Trips to Hell.” 

Figure 3. Michael Lazarus, 1933, Kraus 

performing in Vienna 
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Figure 6. Tim Gidal, 1932, 

photographs of Kraus performing 

in Munich. 
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Figure 7. The Berliner Morgenpost, November 11, 1927, drawing of a scene from Rasputin, including a depiction of a 
documentary newsreel projected on the side of Traugott Müller’s hemispherical set. 

 
Figure 8. Karl Arnold, 1928, “Die Piscatorbühne,” a cartoon from the humor magazine Simplicissimus depicting (from left) Tilla 
Durieux, Max Pallenberg, Paul Wegener, and Piscator. 
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Figure 9. Erwin Piscator, 1929, sketch of John Heartfield's set for In Spite of Everything! 

 

Figure 10. Erwin Piscator, 1926, photomontage of images from In Spite of Everything!. including stills from documentary 
projections, an image of the audience, the head of the dying Liebknecht, and in the background, the interior of the Grösses 
Schauspielhaus.  
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Figure 11. Unknown photographer,1927, a still photograph of Paul Wegener on the set of Rasputin. 

  

Figure 12. Erwin Piscator, 1929, two photographs from the production of Rasputin.  The lower image shows the onstage action, 

with a glimpse of the scrolling “calendar” off to the far right.  The top image shows the footage of the Romanovs’ execution that 

was projected onto the set during the same scene.  
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Figure 13. Ruphin Coudyzer, 1997, photo showing Ubu feeding documents to Niles the crocodile 

 

Figure 14. Tomasso Lepera, 1997, photo showing (from left) Busi Zukofa as Ma Ubu, Adrian Kohler and Basil Jones operating 
the shop owner puppet, and Dawid Minaar as Pa Ubu.  
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Figure 15. Ruphin Coudyze, 1997, photo of Jones and Zukofa operating a witness puppet. 

 

Figure 16. William Kentridge, 1996, a projection used in Ubu and the Truth Commission. 
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Figure 17. Bob van Dantzig, 1994, photo of the Javanese court dance in Deshima, with Michael Matthews as the Narrator in the 
background. 

 

Figure 18. Thomas Hase, unknown year, photo of the Deshima cast as internees, standing in front of a montage of actual internee 
headshots. 
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Figure 19. Bob van Dantzig, 1994, photo of participants in Undesirable Elements: Twin Cities at the University of Minnesota. 

  

Figure 20. Glenn Halvorson, 1995, photo of 

Aleta Hayes as Mrs. Chin in Chinoiserie at the 

Walker Arts Center in St. Paul, MN, with Shi-

Zheng Chen in the background and a projection 

of Vincent Chin as an infant superimposed 

over the moon. 
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Figure 22. Neil Patel, 2007, promotional photo showing the cast of the original SITI Company production of Hotel Cassiopeia. 

Figure 21. Michael Brosilov, 2003, photo of Kelly Maurer as 
Bob's Mom in bobrauschenbergamerica. 
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Figure 23. James Castle, unknown date, drawing of the Morton salt girl, soot and spit on paper. 

 

Figure 24. James Castle, unknown date, drawing of a farm, soot and spit on paper. 
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Figure 25. James Castle, unknown date, dolls made from waste paper, cardboard, and string. 

 

Figure 26. James Castle, unknown date, drawing on a discarded court document. 
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Figure 27. Jean-Louis Fernandez, 2007, photo of a scene from Delbono's Urlo. 

 

 

Figure 28. Jean-Louis Fernandez, 2007, photo of a scene from Delbono's Urlo. 
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